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Abstract

The study covers a wide range of topics in the field of
.

-
.�

negative resistances. Generalized stability critePia based

on the index principle� of which Nyquist's criterion is a

special casel) which uses the driving point impedance (or

admittance) ·functions (calculated or measured) have been

developed. The criteria and an examination into the methods

of generating negative resistanc� justify the two different

types of simplified small signal equivalent circuits for the

current and voltage controlled negative resistances. The

construction of a current controlled negative resistance

analog is described. The principle of duality and the avail-

ability of both current and voltage controlled analogs make

a unified approach to the study of negative resistance

circuits a possibility.

A good prediction for the limit cycle (steady state

frequency and amplitude) for a simple tunnel diode oscillator

has been obtained by us ing the Kryloff and Bogoliuboff tech

nique. The oscillation hysterisis has also been discussed.

Well-known methods of nonlinea.r ana.lysis such as piece

wise Ld.ne ar-Laab Lon , gz-aphd e aL, isocline 9 analogue and digital

computer techniques have been adopted for solving nonlinear

differential equations met with in tunnel diode circuits. The

fundamental aspect of switching in a.11 multi=stable systems,

namelYll the separatri'x which is the boundary between the

various domains has been studied for the case of switching of

a tunnel diode when the lead inducta.nce is not negligible.
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The final v a.Lue problem of determining the s ep ar-at r-Lx has

been converted to an initial vaLue problem by making time go

backwards. The plot of separatrices for both linear and

nonlinear loads obtained on a digital computer has provided

insight into the role of inductance in minimizing trigger

requirements and in the operation of some elegant tunnel

diode swi tching circuits. In general, the inducta.nce bends

the separatrix (which is a vertical line through the cross

over point for zero lead indu.ctance) towards the stable

pointsJl thereby reducing trigger (current or voltage amplitude)

requirements.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Negative Resistance De�lces

The ratio of instantaneous voltage across and the current

through a two-terminal element is the D.C. resistance, and it·.

cannot be negative for elements with no internal sources of

power. The resistance that is of interest in the present

study is the A.O. resistance (or incremental resistance)

which is the resistance presented by the element for a small

A.C. signal. The incremental resistance is also equal to the

slope of the characteristic a.t a given bias point and varies

from point to point on the normally nonlinear static (DoC.)

characteristic. Those elements for which the incremental

resistance is negative over a range of bias point are called

negative resistance devices. A small signal A. O. source

connected to a. nega.tive resistance device biased in the nega

tive resistance region receives, instead of delivering,!) power.

The static characteristic of a negative resistance

device is essentially of one of the two types shown in Figs.

l.l(a) and l.l(b). The one shown in Fig. l.l{a) is a. single
valued function of voltage and the device is referred to as

a voltage controlled negative resistance device. Dyna.trons
and tunnel diodes are examples of such devices. The character

istic shown in Fig. Ll(b) is a single valued function of

current and the device is called a current controlled nega

tive resistance device. Gas tubes and thermistors are

examples of such devices.
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Fig. l�l Current VB. voltage characteristics and
small signal equivalent circuits of (a) voltage
controlled and (b) current controlled negative
re�idtanc6 devices.
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The nega.tive r-e s La tanc e , being a source of A.C. power,

can be used for amp1ifica.tion. It can counteract positive

resistance in oscilla.tory circuits andg as such, can be used

for generating stable oscillations. The multi-valuedness of

the static characteristic of negative resistance devices

makes it possible for the device to stay at more than one

point, if suitable biased. The two stable states can be used

for performing logic and storing binary information. This mode

of operation is referred to as the switching mode. The above

mentioned uses of a negative resistance device are only a few

of its major uses.

1.2 Problem

The problem takes the form of a general study ra.ther

than being specific. The study to be presented covers some

of the major aspects of oscillation and switching in circuits

employing negative resistance devices with special reference

to tunnel diodes. It also includes the building of a current

controlled negative resistance analog, answering some of the

fundamenta.l questions about the nature of the two typ�s of

negative resistance devices (voltage and current controlled)

and applications of the principle of duality.

1.3 Brief Summary of Contents of Various Chapters

Negative resistance devices can be used to match a

given load to a genera.tor of higher Lmpedance and thereby
achieve power amplification. {Dav Ld s chn, et aL, , 1960;

MoodY9 et al.» 1961). A circuit designed on the basis of

matching alone is often unstable. The method of determining
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,

stability by the usual method of solving the differential

equations of the system is very cumbersome. Further� the

construction of the cir.cuit can sometimes make the determina

tion of the equivalent circuit (e.g. strip line matching.

sections) very difficult. Hences there is a necessity for a

method of determining stability by using driving point

impedance functions which can be measured. The index principle

met with in the theory of complex variables (Lepageg 1961), of

which the Nyquist 1 s c r-Lt e r-Lon Is a special case, has been

used for determining stability of circuits involving one

negative resistance (Davidsohnjl €It al.,9 1960). The method

is extended to circuits which include more than one negative

resistance» and the resulting generalized sta.bility criteria

are being used at this university for further studies on

Moody=Wacker wide band amplifiers (MoodYJl €It al.9 1961).

Negative resistance devices are classified as voltage

or current controlled j short or open circuit sta.ble, and

multivalued with respect to voltage or current (Figs. l.l(a)
and l.l(b)). Several questions ar-Ls e such as: Which of the

classifications is the basic one with others following from

it? Why should one not be able to represent a negative resis

tance device as a pure negative resistance for small signal

analYSis and instead have to use one of the two equivalent

circuits shown in Figs� 1.I(a) and lol(b) (insert)? Are

there only two types of nega.tive resista.nce devices? The

above questions have been answered through the use of

generalized sta.bili ty crIteria developed in Chapter 2. The



time delays associated with the mechanisms involved in the

tHO types have been identified with the corresponding equiv

alent circuits. The principle of duality can be profitably

used to extend the knowledge in the field of voltage controlled

devices to the field of current controlled devices and vice

versa. Special circuits for obtaining the dual of a given

two terminal element are described.

Verification of the results of applying the principle

of duality requires current controlled elements. The physical

devices available such as gas tubes, thermistors and unijunc

tion transistors, to name just a few� do not have the necessary

static characteristics. Hence, a current controlled analogue

which can operate in conjunction with the voltage controlled

analogue (Cobbold .. et eL, , 1963) wss built. The simplified

linear stability criteria are extended to both types of nega

tive resistance devices and the same is presented in a graph

ical form.

Negative resistance devices can be used to build oscil

lators. The limit cycle (wave shape and frequency) of such

nonlinear oscillators cannot be determined by linear theory.

The osoillator oscillates at a frequency higher than that

pred icted by linear theory. The Krylci�� and Bogoliubofr

approximation technique (Kry10ff, at al., 1943) is used to

obtain a better prediction for .frequency in a simple oscil

lator. 'rhe phenomenon of' oscillation hystarieis met with in

nonlinear oscillators is also discussed.
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One of the more important uses of tunnel diodes is in

the field of switching. Tunnsl diode circuits promise to

operate at very high speeds and the circuit configurations
are comparatively simple. In general, simple circuits have

very low tolerances. Often the circuit is made more rugged

by adding extra elements, but one of the main advantages of

tunnel diode circuits, namely, their simplicityj can be used

to advantage only through proper optimization based on a good

understanding of the operation of the circuit. The problem

of analyzing tunnel diode switching circuits is a nonlinear

problem and� hence, methods of analysis have to be tailored

according to a given situationo

Standard techniques such as the piece-wise lineariza

tion, graphical and computer analysis were modified or

extended to suit nonlinear problems met with in tunnel diode

circuits 0 'I'he t.aocl i.ne technique is usually cumbersome due

to the manual plotting of isoclines" A method for automatic

plotting of isoclines was developed. Hethods for solving

nonlinear differential equations on analogue computers by

use of auxiliary circuits and special methods for incorpor

ating nonlinear characteristics in digital computer programs

were developed. The tunnel diode analogue was found to be a

very useful tool in that it can be used to set up low speed

versionsof circuits under consideration and thereby verify
theoretical results. In certain cases theoretical analysjg

areso cumbersome that studies on the low speed circuits are

the only method available for understanding the operation of
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a given circuit. 1be enormity of the number of circuit con

figurations and situations makes an exhaustive study of the

field of switching virtually impossibleo Hence, the methods

are illustrated by representative examples.

A tunnel diode biased by a voltage source with an imped

ance greater than the minimum negative resistance has three

possible states X, Y and Z as shown in Fig. 102. 'fhe state

Y is unstable and the other two are stable. A very COIllr.'lon

question is: How does the circuit decide which stable state

to reach if left at a general point? The answer is simple if the

tunnel diode had no reactances associated with it, and it is

that the tunnel diode moves to X if the tunnel diode is

released to the left of Y, and to Z otherwise. But the react

ances which are inva.riably present make it difficult to answer

the question directly. The answer is found by using the

separatrix concept commonly used in the field of Topology.
The entire v-i plane is separated into two regions by the

separatrix, and each region belongs to one of the stable

points. Schuller and Gartner (Schuller, et al., 1962) have

derived the equation for the separatrix in the negative
resistance region which they have assumed to be linear. In

the present work the separatrix for the nonlines.r case, both

for linear and nonlinea.r loads, has been determined 0 In

general, the separatrix is a solution to a finel value problem

which has been converted to an initial value problem by

making time go backwards. The separatrix for a typical case

is shown in Figo 1&2.

. ..... _ .. - -_---- --.- ---___:-------�----
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. �iS. 1.2 Senaratrii (tE) and trajectories on either side
of it �or a tynicBl CRAB of the circuit shown in the
Lns e rt .
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Methods for plotting the separatrix for second order

systems with specia.l reference to the circuit shown in

Fig. 102 have been given. The separatrix concept has been

used to sUbstantiate some of the well known principles of

tunnel diode switching circuits and to arrive at new

principles for improving the performance of certain circuits.

It �as also been used to explain the operation of Kaenel's

flip flop (Kaenel, 1961) which was as yet not well under

stood. �he separatrix method of_circuit design facilitates

minimiza.tion of trigger requirements (current and voltage

amplitudes). A new circuit configuration for a binary

counter capable of counting monopolar pulses has been

developed.
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2. Generalized Stability Criteria

2.1 Introduction

Circuits incorporating negative' resistance are prone to

go into spontaneous oscillation ("singing" according to old

radio engineers), and the circuit is said to be unstable.

In the application of negative resistance to amplification,

it is very necessary that the circuit be stable. Further,

it is necessary to assure oneself of its stability during the

design stageg rather than later, to effect suitable changes

in component valueso The method of determining stability

mathema.tica.lly (Hines, 1960) consists in introducing a c5
-function of voltage (or current) disturbance in series

with a branch (or between two nodes) and finding the nature

of the response by solving the corresponding system of differ

ential equations. If the response dies out in timep the

circuit is stable, otherwise unstable. The degree of the

differential equation is, in general, equal to the number of

reactances in the circuito In circuits such as the Moody

Wacker amplifier (Moody et al., 1961) the degree is quite

large, and finding the conditions for all characteristic

roots of the differential equation to have negative real

parts is formidable. Sometimes the equivalent circuit oannot

be determined accurately and, as such, the ma.thema.tical

method is ineffective. Hence, it 1s necessary to develop a

method which uses measured parameters of a network9 not only

to determine stability but also to suggest ways of bringing
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about stabilityo The index principle in the analysis of com

plex variables is the key theorem in the method to be evolved.

Nyquist I s criterion is one or the applications of this index

principle. The analysis to follow is confined almost entirely

to linear bilateral networkso

2.2 Generalized Stability Criteria

The stability analysis consists in applying current

or voltage 6 -function disturbances in every allowable way

(in series with a branch or across pairs of nodes) and veri-

fying that the response in every case decays with time. The

allowable types of entry of the disturbance fall into two

types--aO-function voltage source in series with a branch

or a 6 -function of current acros s two nodes. Guillemin

(Guillemin, 1957) has coined special names for the two types

of entries. He refers to the first as a pliers-type of

entry and the second as a soldering-iron-type of entry. It

should be noted that no other form of entry, such as voltage

source across two nodes or current source in series with a

branch, is allowed since it alters the impedance configura

tion of the network, thereby altering the network itself.

The definition of stability given above should not be

confused with open circuit (or short circuit) stability of

a two terminal ne twor-k , In case of a cori:cB,.tlonal s·tability

analysis (open circuit or short circuit) the effect of an

impedance across the network on its stability, and not the

stability of the network itself, is discussed�
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Let us define two kinds of impedance functions that will

be involved in the stability analysis and the choice depends

on the type of entry. Soldering-iron-type impedance function

2g(s,) is the driving point impedance function across any two

nodes (meeting points of two or more non, zero branches). The

function Z (5) determines the stability of a. network for a
S

soldering-iron-type of entry of the disturbance. Pliers-type

impedance function Z (&) is the driving point impedance
?

function across the two terminals formed when a branch 1s

opened. The function z_ (&) will decide the stability or
p

otherwise of a network for a pliers-type entry of the disturb

ance. Let Z 5(5) and 2p(5) be expressible in the form

z (s) = Ns(s)
S

DS(S)
2.1

z p(S) =
Np(s)
Dp(S)

2.2

where N's and D's are polynomials in 5 and are in the reduced

form.

Let us �erive the stability criteria analytically in

terms o,r. the properties of the impedance funct ions defined.

First, we consider the soldering-iron-type of entry. The

equivalent circuit for a6 -function of current across nodes

kand B is shown in Fig. 2.1. The voltage \.9(t) developed

across the nodes A end B is given by
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Figo 2.1 Equivalent circutt for determining
stabilIty by using a oLde r-Lng-d.r-on-ctype of
Lmpe d a nc e function ZSlS) .
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\9 (c) =L [Ie 6 (c)) • Z.5 (5) ]
_ r-1[N$S)]- cL DS(5)

"Y\

= L 0..'1" e
SY't

Y:i

2.3

where SV" are the roots of the equation

and the 0.) s are constants which depend on the initial

conditions and 'Yl is the degree of the polynomial DS(S).
Suit�9l� modification of Qy- is necessary if two, r-oo t.s 5'1:

are identical. If at least ope of the roots S� has a positive

real part, the network is unstable for the type of entry

considered. The response will grow sinusoidally or exponen-

tially depending on whether any of the imaginar;y- portions of

the corresponding Sy-Is are non ,zero or zero. The roots Sy

are poles of ZoCS) and, hence, if poles of a soldering-iron-

type impedance function lie in the right hand half of the

complex S-pla,ne (R.H.P.) the network is unstable. The poles

on the j-axis have to be simple for stability. The poles of

a Zs(S) are the na t ur-aI frequencies of the network and, as

such, should be the same for all pairs of nodes (Guillemin,

1957) 0 Hence, it is not necessary to test every Z.S(5) for

stability. It is enough to work with a pair of nodes which

may prove convenient from some other consideration. The

same conclusion could have been drawn from the reciprocity

theorem. (Bode.!' 194.5)



Let us now consider a pliers-type of entry. 'fhe current

response i (t) to a <5 -function of voltage disturbance is given

by
\

_

r
-1

[ 1.- (
6 (t.)) ]L(\:) - J...., Zp(S)

2.5

where Syare the roots of the equation

Np(S) = 0 ) .?6

and the by's are constants which depend on the in1tnn condi

tions and m is the degree of N pes) 0 As before, for stability

S'f should lie in the L.R.P. In other words, if the zeros of

a pliers-type impedance function lie in R.H.P. the network is

unstable. It can be shown by an argument based on the reci-

I

procity theorem that it is enough to test one of the 2 p(5) 5

for determining stability. We shall now prove that a network

whose stability is determined from the fact that it satis.f'ies

the conditions required of Zp(S) also satisfies the conditions

required of ZSCs,) and vice versa. Let the network between

the two nodes ft,. and B be made up of a resistance R (negative
or positive) and a two terminal sub-network with an impepance

Z.�(S) looking in, as shown in Fig. 202. 'rhen
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.tron-typp, impedance functlon "Z./�(!» of the sub
network fornmd by excluding B resi8tance ±R is
also shcwn,



Zp(S)
I

- R +25 (5)-

and
I

25(5)
R·Zs(S)

R+z..�lS)

2.7

2.8

Let us assume that Z�(5) is given by
I .

I N S(5)
Z. (5)-5 -

Ds(S)
2.9

Then from equations 2.7 and 2.8

Zp(s) =

I I

R D$(5) + NS(5)

D'S (5)
2.10

and
I

R Ns (5)
2.11

The numerator and denominator of Zp(S) (or Z sU») do not have

any factor (5 - 50< )in common since it is assumed that Ns(S)
and Ds/(.�)do not have any in common. Hence I zeros of Z peS)
(i. e. "R D5'(5) + I\J�(S)) are poles of Z:)(5) and vice versa.

Thus determining the stability on the basis of the zeros

of Zp(5) lying in L.R.P. is as good as determining it by

verifying that poles of Z 5(5) are in L.H. P. It should be

noted that poles (or zeros) on the j-axis should be simple.

Ext-eria Lon of the above result to cases where R is replaced

by a reactance is possible but is not of interest to us.

The foregoing analysis is a special case of a very general
criterion stated by Guillemin (Guillemin, 1957) which reads:

ItA system (whether it be passive or not) cannot have a

�--'-_" .. - ..,.---�--
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stable response (that will not take off on its own) unless

the pertinent system function (driving point or transfer,

impedance, admittance� or dimensionless ratio) is analytic

in the right half of the complex frequency plane."
The essence of the foregoing analylflis is that it is

enough to study either z.,f>(c;.) or Z.s.0:') at a convenient point

or a pair of nodes for determining stability. The choice of

the type of impedance and its location will be based 'on other

requirements such as ease of computa.tion and flexibi1ity in

altering key network parameters.

Even though s.LL the Z.s(�) have the same poles, the

number or location of their zeros (they occur in pairs) is

not the same. Correspondingly, the zeros of all -z.� (_.s)
are identical but their poles vary in number and location.

The pole s (or zeros) of an impedance function can be

located by solving the relevant equation inS obtained by

equating the denominator (or numerator) to zero. The method

of determining stability through impedance functions is similar

to the method of solving the differential equations and, hence,

has the same disa.dvantages as that of the la.tter, namely, the

necessity for an equivalent circuit and one having to solve

high degree polynomials. Since it is sufficient to find out

whether poles (or zeros) lie in the R.H.P. or not, and since it

is not necessary to find their exact location, methods of alge
bra.ic equations, such as Routh I s criterion or Sturm's theorem

(Guillemin, 1957) can be used. But we are looking for methods

which do not require the characteristic polynomial, since we
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may not have access to equivalent circuits or, even if we did9

the derivation of the characteristic polynomial may be very

cumbersome.

We will be using a method, based on a theorem in complex

variables, of which the Nyquist's criterion used in feed back

control systems is a special case. The theorem is a corollary
of Cauchy's integral formula and is called the index principle

(LePage, 1961) which states:

nIf s travels a simple closed curve C in the s-p1ane, and if

there are no singular points other than poles inside C, and

on C, then the number of times F(s) passes around the origin
in the l:l'-plane is equal to the weighted sum of the number of

zeros inside C, minus the weighted sum of the number of poles

inside C, where in each case the weighting number is the order

of the zero or the pole. In this theorem positive encircle

ment is counter clockwise and C has to be traversed in the

anticlockwise direction."

If the weighted number of zeros of F(s) inside C is N and that

of poles is P then

N - P ': )C 2.12

where x is the number of anticlockwise rotations of the

vector 0 X (Fig. 2.3) obtained by joining a point on plot of

F(s) to the origin, as a travels on C in the antic10ckwise

direction. Hereafter, the symbol x will be used as defined

by equation 2012. Note that the principle does not enable

the determination of the exact number of poles or zeros
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F(s) as s travels on C.
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inside C but only their difference, and as such one more unit

of informa.tion about N or P is necessary to determine the

other. The method for obtaining this extra information forms

the crux of the generalized stability criteria.

Since we are iI'lterested in the R.H.P., we may convenient

ly choose our C in the s-plane to be made up of the imaginary

axis from (_o)+�)to (oJ-�)and the la.rge semicircle from (0.)-00)
to lO)+k.') traversed in the anticlockwise direction as shown in

Fig .. 2.3(a), and this standard contour will hereafter be refer-

red to as e*. Indentation of the contour is necessary if j-

axis poles exist. The plot in the F-plane for real frequencies

(S=. + jW) can be computed, if the equivalent circuit is known,

or measured directly. Since the imaginary portion of an impe-

dance function is an odd fUnction of s, and the real portion is

an even function, the plot corresponding to the negative j-axis

(negative frequency) is the reflection in rea,l axis of the plot

for positive frequencies. The direction of traverse of contour

in the F-plane is from D.C. to negative infinite frequency and

from positive infinite frequency to D.C. The infinite semi

circle from (0) ... \0') to (0.) - 00) is necessary in those cases where

the plot is not closed.

Referring to Fig. 2.2, let the number of poles of Z�(,�)
'"

in the R.H.P. be pI (even). Hereaft·er the symbol p
' is

defined as above unless defined otherwise. Then from equa

tion 2.10 the number of poles of 'Zp(�)is also p
' (both

have the same denominator) 0 The plot of -z.� l.� )corresponding
to CoS. is obtained by plotting 'Z$u.) for real frequencies

(by computation or by measurement) and adding its reflection
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in the real axis. The plot for Z.p(S) is the same plot (that
of Z'S(5)) but with the origin shifted to the point (:+R,o) 0

��'l'he excess of zez-o s over poles of 2p(s) inside C is x and

can be determined from the plot of Z p(S) 0 Then the number of

zeros of Z.p(5) in the R.ll.P. is given by

N =- X -t- p' 2.13

Pr-om the stability criteria postulated for Z pCS), the network

is stable if N is zero. Hence, for stability

X -T p' = 0 2.14

Since ZpCS) has the same number of poles as 2.'5(5), x should

be greater than or equal to - p'. 'The examples to follow

illustrate typical methods for obtaining 'p',

203 Applicati� of Criteria to Typical Networks

2.3.1 Network with one negative resistancee

be the value of the negative resistance elemento All impedance
(or admittance) functions for passive networks are positive
real (Guillemin, 1957). One of the implications of positive
realness is that all zeros and pole,-s of soldering-iron-type
and pliers-type impedance functions lie in the LoR.P. This

can also be deduced from the fact that a passive network is

stable whether a 8 -function of voltage or current is applied
across any pair of nodes. In other words, the passive net

work is both short circuit and open circuit stableo Hence,

p is known for every pai.r of nodes and is zero. For a
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network with one negative resistance, the most convenient

place to plot the Z.�(&)WOUld be at the negative resistance

terminals 0 The origin can be shifted to ("" RNJ 0) and the net

work is s t ab Le provided x is zero 0 Note that x for '2.; (So)
cannot be negative irrespective of where the origin is located,
and this is a necessary condition to be satisfied by the plot

of every passive network.

It is r-e as onabLe to view the network from the negative

resistance, since it is the component that is causing the

trouble. Further, the same plot will serve for various values

of -'RNand, hence, suitable values can be chosen to satisfy

any given condition. An additional advantage of viewing the

net�ork from -RNis that the network is stable without the

negative resistance and, hence, the impedance function can be

plotted experimentally which is, incidentally, one of the

advantages claimed for the stability criteria developed.
The circuit whose stability will be determined is shown

in Fig. 204(a) 0 The function '2..l(.�)at the nega.tive resistance

forS on the positive j-axis was obtained with the aid of a

digital computero The I.B.M. 1620 program written for the

purpose can handle a. genera.l network with a maximum of forty
e Lemerrt s , and some important feat ures of the pr-ogr-am are des

cribed in the Appendix. The reflection of the plot of Z�(s)
for positive real frequencies in the real axis shown by dotted

lines is add ed to form the complete plot for Z� (cs )Nhich is

required for discussing stability (Fig. 2.4(b). The direc ....

tion of traverse is indioated by arrows. The dotted portion
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Fig. 2.4 Pliers-type of impedance
function (z� (.5,) plot (b) for a

capacity input circuit (a) and its
reflection in the real axis for
determining stability.

k\ = 3.96
12L = 26.36
l(T" = 80.0

K'J = 80.84
Rc. = 2276.8

All resistances are in ohms,
inductances in millihenries and
capacitances in microfarads.
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(from D.C. to-JDo) is traversed first to conform with the

requirements of the index principle. Since the first element

after the negative resistance is a capacity, the plot goes

through the origin (at infinite frequency). The origin is

shifted to (+RN,O). The value of the index x var-Le s with the

value of the negative resistance (RJ and is as shown in

Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

Condition x = N-P N Stability ..

RN <- 0 0 0 Stable

0 -: RN <. R.1. 1 1 Unstable

R1. <.. RN <. Ra 3 3 Unstable

R, <. RN < RT 5 5 Unstable

RT <. RI'o4 <. R3 4 4 Unstable

R.3< R", <. Re. 2 2 Unstable

He. <.. RN 0 0 Stable

Since �I is zero, N is equal: to x , If the val ue of the

negative resistance (RN) is less than R, (the value of the

farthest zero crossing), x is different from zero and

the system is unstable. If RN is greater than Rc. the system
is stable. If the negative resistance is replaced by a

...... - ._- __ .....__ --�--------
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positive reBistance; the origin (-RNIO) is to the left of the

original origin making x zero. Hence, the network is stable,

which is otherwise evident, since the new network has no

negative resistance (passive).
The encirclement (x) can be determined without having to

actually traverse the curve and observe the radius vector.

Further, it is not even necessary to draw the reflection.

Arrows are marked on both sides (only on one side for D.C. and

infinite frequency) of a zero crossing indicating the direction

of decreasing freq�ency, and the number of arrows on one side

of the new origin are counted to give the value of Xo If

the function appz-o aohe s infinity at one of the end points,

an extra arrow indicating the direction at (�'Q...) 0) {or (-�J 0))
is placed at the extreme left (or right). The anticlockwise

arrows are counted positive and the clockwise ones negative.

Further, it is not necessary to plot the function completely,
since only the zero crossings (resonant points) and the

direction of crossing are of interest to determine stability.

Hence, the digital computer program is arranged to punch out

the impedances at frequencies slightly below and above each

resonant frequency, so that the direction of arrows can be

determined at each zero crossing. The plots are completed
wi th convenient arcs for identifica.t ion of the inside and out

side of the plot. Further, it is not necessary to follow the

scale on the real axt s , unless comparison of several plots
is to be made. For the case of single p�ots, zero crossings
are spaced apart by convenient separations, irrespective of
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their relative values.

The stability criteria will now be applied to another

network which is shown in Fig. 205(a). Note that the plot

(Fig. 205(b)) goes to (0,+00) at infinite frequency due to

the series inductance immediately after the negative

resistance. The plot is completed at infinite frequency

by a large semicircle lying entirely in the RoH.P. The

necessity for the same can be proved analytioally, but it

can also be deduced from the fact that for a passive net

work (stable) x is zero and, hence, the origin cannot be

an interior point. Here stability is assured only if RN
is les s than Rc.. Comparing this with the condition of RN

greater than Rt for the network in Fig. 2.4(a), one deduoes

that among networks with only one negative resistance

element, those with the first reaotive shunt element after

the negative resistance capacitive are stable only if the

negative resistance value is greater than a minimum value,

whereas, those with the first reactance t.nduc t Ive (series

element) are stable provided the negative resistanoe value

is lower than a maximum value. 'fhe c a se where the first

reaotanoe is a series oapaoitance or a. shunt induotance is

exoluded since the negative resistance element is assumed

to require D.C. biasing. The above deduotion will be used

to answer oertain fundamental questions about the nature of

negative resistances in Chapter 3.

Studies on tunnel diodes are often rendered diffioult

due to their high speed which requires sophisticated
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instruments for observation, and their very large band width

which causes instability.

Speed of tunnel diodes is roughly inversely proportional

to the junction capacity, and studies can be greatly facili

tated by adding external capacity. lIn external capacity can

also stabilize the tunnel diode. The equivalent circuit for

a typical case is shown in Fig. 2.6(a), The plot of Z'S(5)
is a finite loop through the origin (Fig. 2.6(b)) and may

have, at the most, two zero crossings besides those corre�

sponding to D.C. and infinite frequency. The resistance at

the resonant points depends on C, and Fig. 2.7 shows their

variation with Co For stability, R� should be gre�ter than

Rc It is evident from Fig. 2 e 7 that the system (:-RN ::._�5..n..)
is stable only for a range of C (00 0145..f\A� to 00070 fJ'r: ) •

Hence, the general impression that a large capacity across

the tunnel diode can always stabilize as well as slow down

the tunnel diode is not correct. There is a limit to the

amount of slowing down that can be achieved by adding external

capacity without causing instability. If the study requires

slower speeds than can be achieved by introducing an external

capacity across the physical tunnel diode, a tunnel diode

anaLog (Hahabala, 1961) can be used.

2.3.2 Networks with more than one negative resistanceo

Networks such as that of the Moody-Wacker amplifier (Moodys
et al., 1961) use more than one tunnel diode (two in the

examples to be discussed)" Stability of the entire network



Fig. 2.6 (a) Equivalent circuit for
stabilizing a tunnel diode by a large
external capacity (b) Plot of
+he impedance function 2SCS) as

function of frequency for various
values of external capacity.
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is vital for their operation. In fact, the generalized

stability criteria described in this chapter were formulated

specially for the Moody-Wacker amplifier for which no other

convenient method of determining stability is available.

The apparent difficulty in applying the criteria to this case

is in finding the p' acr-o s s one tunnel diode with the other

one included.

If the network is stable with only one tunnel diode

(for example, the first), p' across the second tunnel diode

is zero, since its soldering-iron-type impedance function ��(S)
can have no poles. The stability of the network with only the

first tunnel diode included can be determined by the method

given in section 2.3.1. Hence, the stability ot; the complete

network CAn be determined as before. But the stability of

the subnetwork {network with first tunnel diode in) is not

ess enb LaL for
..

the stability of the complete network, as will

be seen from the examples to follow. The method for such

a case will first be outlined.
,Plot the 'Z,!> ts.) for the passive network with both the

tunnel diodes removed at one of the tunnel diode termina.ls

(first). Find x when the first tunnel diode is introduced,

by shifting the origin to ("'�"\n.)o). Let the number of zeros

of Z\p(�) at the first tunnel diode be x , It was proven

earlier that zeros of Zp(s) are poles of l..'�!s.)o Thus, the

number of poles �) Of Z�(�) at the second tunnel diode (with
the first one in) is Xo The stability of the entire net-

work can now be determined by plotting the
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second tunnel diode with the first tunnel diode included and

shifting the origin to (+RN2. ,0) • If more than two tunnel

diodes are used, the abOve procedure is applied successively

to determine stability. Thus, the generalized stability

criteria can be applied to a very general linear bilateral

network with more than one negative resistance elemento

The network shown in I<'ig. 2.8(a) is stable and hence

wher-e

The above condition (equation 2.15) will be proved in

Chapter 3. But the subnetwork without RNa. is unstable since,

'I'he above network (Fig. 2.8(a)) illustrates that the

complete network (with both negative resistances in) can be

s t ab l,e even though the subnetwork (with only one in) is

unstable. The general method of determining stabilitywill

now be applied to this case. As shown in Fig. 2.8(b), the

index x is +2 when RN� is introduced. Hence, the number of

poles in R.H.P. (p') at RN2.. is 2. From Fig. 2.8(c) where

Z�(5) at RN2. is plotted, it can be seen that x is -2 for the

given RN2.. Since (x+ pi) is zero, the system is stable. It

can also be deduced from Fig. 2.8(c) that the network is

conditionally stable over a range of HN2.. (133.3..n.to 400.0)
which can be deduced also from linear theory (method of
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Figo 208 Illustration of stability
criteria for networks with two nega
tive resistances
(a)�Network
(b) Plot_ of l:�(S) at RNI without RN2-
(c) Plot of z.'(<,)at Rt.lLwith "R\-1lincluded.�
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differential equations).
'rhe Hoody-Wacker amplifier (Moody)et alo, 1961) uses two

lumped transmission lines in tandem with a tunnel diode at

the end of each to provide matching (Fig. 2 ..9(a». The

amplifier obtains available power gain by matching a source

(5o..n.) to a load of lower impedance (21..nj. Tunnel diodes

are biased in the negatlve resistance reglon and the amplifier
is sometimes unstable.. Earlier methods of determining sta

bility (mathematical or a version of Nyquist's criterion) are

not easily applicable in the present case. The lumped trans

mission line used in an experimental amplifier is of the

strip line type (Tysseland, 1962) and its equivalent circuit
is not very easy to determine. The generalized criteria

described, however, can be used to advantage, since the

various impedance functions required can be experimentally
measured. For purposes of illustration of the method of

applying the generalized stability criteria, the low frequency
version of the amplifier (cutoff frequency 15 kC/S) is chosen

and the impedance functions are computed on a computer.
For the amplifier whose equivalent circuit is shown in

Fig. 2.9 (a), the plot of Z �C.S) at the second tunnel diode

(1D,) with both tunnel diodes removed is shown in Fig. 2.9(b)o
Index x a.fter inclusion ofTD� of -67..!Lis +2 and the subnet

work is unstable. The plot of z', (.�) at ID.1 with i'D2. included
is shown in Pig. 2.9(c). For a 'TD1 of -70.n, x is -2 and p'
is 2 and, he nce , (x+ \)) is zero and the amplifier is stable 0

However, the subnetwork with TD.1 in and TD,_ out is stable,



Fig. 2.9 Stability of a low fre
quency version (cutoff frequency
15 kC/s) of the Hoody-Wacker amplifier (a) network (b), (c) and (d)(in page 37) plots of z.� <. ,,) underdifferent conditions.

All resistances are in ohms,
inductances in millihenries,
capacity in microfarads.
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as can be seen from Fig. 2 ..9(d). The stability of the ampli

fier for various cases is tabulated in Table 202.

Table 2.2

TD) 'D2_. Stability

Out Out Stable

In Out Stable

Out In Unstable

In In Stable

'I'he res ul ts shown in Table 2.2 have been verified experimentally.

One meets with all possible combinations of stable and unstable

in column three of 'I'abLe 202, except for the first row where

the subnetwork is passive and, hence, stable. Since we are

interested in the stability with both tunnel diodes in, it is

not necessary for the amplifier to be stable with only one of

the tunnel diodes. However, in practices where the impedance

functions are to be determined experimentally, it is necessary I:;

make the amplifier stable at each stage.

Since the reactances Land C always appear associated

with s in the form Ls and Cs and vice versa in the ,impedance

functions, frequency scaling (altering cutoff frequency) is

the same as multiplying Land C by the same constant and vice

versa. Hence, Land C are scaled up or down in order to

bring the resonant frequencies into a region where maximum

accuracy can be obtained in their computation. The value of
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the resistance at the resonant points remains unchanged and9

hence, the stability of the original circuit is the same as

that of the low frequency version.

The cr-Lt er-La can be used not only for determining

stability but also for bringing about stability, The circuit

designer can acquaint himself wLth the influence of each

parameter on the crucial zero crossing and, hence, alter the

pc:.rameters so that the amplifier is stable. An example of

the technique is the set of the plots of Z � (s) shown in

Fig. 2.6 (b) • 'i'he plots ShOH the way the zero cno s sings

d is appear' and appear' in pairs as capacity C is altered and,

hence, a zero cr-cs s Lng c an be made to lie at any desired point

by altering C. If it is desired to determine the influence

of a positive resistance in the network, the positive resist�

a.nc e under consideration lS treated as B. negative resistance

and its influence is determined lest so that it can be varied

easily. The origin is shifted to the left of the old origin

in this case. It is needless to mention that the influence

of certain parameters can be determined very easily by using

theorems i.n ne twor-ks s yribhe s is and ana Lys Ls •

It is not necessary to use only impedance functions for

applying the cr-Lt e r-La , Adm.i t tanc e functions can also be

used provided it is remembered that the poles of impedance

functions are zeros of admittance functions and vice versa.

It is convenient to Llse admittance functions if' the magnitude
of real or imAginary portions tend to become too large and

cause over-r l.ow in the computer. 'rhe computer program written

for I.B.M. 1620 (Appendix) is capable of calculating both
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impedance and adm l ttance functions.

A brief explanation of the admittance method follows.

Plot the soldering-iron-type admittance function (1./2'5(5»)
for the subnetwork (with -RN removed) at the negative resis

tance termina Is. Shift the origin to ( �J 0). If the index

x is zero, the system is stable, otherwise unstable. For a

network with more than one negative resistance, first find

the index xi at the first negative resistance. The method

is slightly different from that of the impedance method here

after. Plot the admittance function at the second negative

resistance with the first one included. Let x2. be the index

of this plot without the origin being shifted. The number

of zeros in H.B.P. of this admittance (without second nega

tive resistance) runct ton is x i and the number of poles in

R.E.P. is equal to (xi. -x2_). Shift the origin to (iN2-' 0)
and let the new index be x�. Then the number of zeros of

the complete network at the second negative resistance is

(X,3+(x1 -X2.)) and, if this is non-zero, the network is

unstable. For the network shown in Fig. 2.8(a), the cor

responding plots are shown in Figs. 2.10(a.) and 2.l0{b) 0

Indices x1' x2,_ and x3 are +2, 0 and -2 respectively, and

(.x:� + (Xi -X ,a) ) is zero and, hence, the network is stable.

2.4 Nonlinear Extension

In the following analysis only the negative resistance

is assumed to be nonlinear. Till; now the incremental resist-
.

ance of the tunnel diode is assurried to be linear. Let us

examine the influence of making it nonlinear. Networks with
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nonlinear negative resistance exhibit oscillation hysterisis

(as will be seen in Chapter 5)0 The network can be stable for

small disturbances but can go into stable oscillation if the

disturba.nce is very large. Hence, the stability determ.ined

from the generalized stability criteria using the incremental

negative resistance at the bias point for· -RN is applicable

only if disturbances and resulting responses have small

amplitudes. One can verify easily the existence of such

conditional stability in a physical circuit by im.pressing

large disturbances by altering a reactance momentarily and

throwing the circuit into large amplitude oscillations, and

findipg out whether the respppse dies down or note

One is often interested in the conditionally stable mode

for various bias points on the characteristic. The variation

of negative resistance with bias for a tunnel diode used in

the circuit of Fig. 2�11(a) is shown in Figc 2.11(bL The

plot of ZE,(!:» at the tunnel diode for various values of C

is shown in Figo 2.1l(c), and the possible range of negative

resistance is shown by the heavy portion of the real axis�

It can be seen that +he circuit with C equal to O.lfFis stable

for RN greater than' 43 .. Hence, the network is unstable if

the tunnel diode is biased in the region of 85 mVe to 163 mv.

For achieving stability at all bias points, the capacity C

should be altered to .0815}Ai' so that the heavy line in

Fig. 2.11(c) 1s outs .de the plot. In other words, C should

be so chosen that the network is stable at the point of least

negative resistance (inflexion point on the characteristic).

-�-.--- ----
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2.5 Conclusions

The determination of stability by the use of impedance

plot3is not new (Davidsohn, 1960), and most of the earlier

workers call their methods an adaptation of Nyquist's

criterion, which is not very accurate; the fundamental

theorem is the index principleo None of the earlier workers

have adopted the technique for networks with more than one

negative resistance. The generalized stability criteria,

prompted by necessity in the design of the Moody
\tifacker amplifier cover a wide range of linear bilateral net

works with limited application to nonlinear networks 0 'rhe

method can use experimental measurements and, as such, is

very practical. Circuit optimization, as in the case of the

Moody":Wacker amplifier, can be done on a digital computer.
The method is being used to study the stability of the

Moody-Wacker amplifier and it is expected that better design

principles will emerge from the studyo So far the Moody
Wacker amplifier was designed purely on the b as f s of impedance

matching, and the resulting design was often un-

stable. Now with the availability of generalized stability

criteria, stability consideration has become an integral part
of the design. The study, incidentally, has aroused interest

in the equivalent circuit of quasi-distributed systems such

as striplines.

The generalized stability criteria have answered some of

the fundamental questions about the classification of negative
resistance elements, which will be discussed in Chapter 30
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It is possible to come across practica.l cases where

the stability criteria do not provide the correct answer.

The discrepancy can be due to the plots not satisfying the

mathematical requirements of the various theorems used, such

as the existence of a pole (single or multiple) on the

imaginary axis which renders the index principle inapplicable.
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3. Negative Resistance and Duality

,3.1 Introduction

The constant of proportionality in Ohm's law for a non-

reactive two terminal element is called resistance, and, if

it is negative, the element is referred to as a negative

resista.nce element. The ratio of voltage to current is the

D.C. resistance and it cannot be negative for elements with

no interna.l sources of power. The negative resistance

referred to in this chapter is the A.C. (or incremental)

resistance which is the slope of the D.C. voltage vs. current

characteristic (static characteristic) of the element. A

negative resista.nce element, when biased in the proper region,

exhibits negative resistance for small A.C. signals. An

example of such an element is the tunnel diode. Two terminal

networks which exhibit negative resistance can be built by

employing current or voltage feedback and using active elements

like vacuum tubes and transistors (Herold, 1935; Cobbold, 1963).

One such network will be discussed in grea.t detail in Chapter 4.

Such circuits do exhibit D.C. as well as A.C. negative resistance.

3.2 Classification

If the D.C. characteristic of a device has a negative

resistance region, then the slopeWI. (capitals refer to D.C.

quantities) in that region is negative. For small signals

the slope can be replaced by the ratio of actual increments

and, hence,
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Equation 3.1 is true if AV is positive and 6I is negative

or vice versa. Thus negative resistance can result if an

impressed voltage +AV causes a current change -AI, or if

an impressed current change + AI causes a voltage change -AV •

This mode of viewing a negative resistance is very essential

for building two terminal networks which exhibit negative

resistance. Current feedback is used for the case where a

+AV causes a -AI, and volta.ge feedback for the other case.

It is obvious as to why the first type is called voltage

controlled type,and the second the current controlled type.

Physical devices that are of interest in the

present case deliver or absorb zero input current for zero

applied volta.ge and vice versa. Hence, their D. C. charac

teristic passes through the origin and does not intersect

the axis anywhere else. Since the device is assumed to

exhibit no D.C. negative resistance, the slope of the

characteristic at the origin is positive and, hence, there

exists an initial positive resistance region in the static

characteristic. The slope of the characteristic becomes

negative after a certain point on the characteristic. .But

it cannot continue to be negative for all points thereafter,

since the characteristic would then intersect the axis at a

point other than the origin which is contrary to our assump

tion. Hence, the negative resistance region is terminated

by a positive resistance region. There are two possible

types of characteristics satisfying the above conditions, as

shown in Fig. 3.1(a) and 3.l{b), and they are referred to as
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.I-t'
the N-type and S-type respectively'. It can be seen that the

the N-type is single valued with respect to (w.r. tJ voltage

and that the S-type is single valued w.r.t. current. It is

possible to have a device which is multivalued w.r.t. both

current and voltage. But it can be shown to be a combination

of a N-type or S-type device with a series or shunt resistance.

It is also conceivable that there are devices which exhibit

both types of characteristics in dif.ferent bias regions, in

which case the forthcoming analysis will be confined to the

neighbourhood of each type of negative resistance region.

It is evident that a voltage source (very low source impedance)

should be used for the plotting of D.C. characteristics of the

N-type and that a current source (very high source impedance)
should be used for the S-type. The negative resistance region

will be skipped if a source of the opposite type is used and

the device �dll be operating in the switching mode.

Let us discuss experimental methods of measuring negative

resistance' (A.C.). The device has to be biased in the proper

region and the resistance measured across the terminals of

the device � 'rhe A. C. bridges, in general, do not measure

negative resistance directly. t'le meet with two situations in

trying to see that the bridge looks into a positive resistance.

In the first case where the resistance across the terminals

{:·This nomenclature is interchanged by some authors owing to
their axes being interchanged.
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of the device is already positive, the equivalent positive

resistance, which is the parallel combination of the negative

resistance of the device and the biasing source resistance,

is measured and the negative resistance calculated. In the

second case, the resistance across the terminals of the

device is negative and an extra series resistance greater

than the negative resistance has to be added, and the net

positive resista.nce measured. Obviously, in the first case,

the biasing source resistance is lower than the negative

resistance, and it is larger than the negative resistance in

the second case. The devices for which the first method

should be used cannot be measured by the second method and

vice versa. The first type is erroneously referred to as

short circuit stable in previous literature (Sims, 1960)

whereas, it should be correctly referred to as low impedance

stable. In fact, the first type is unstable if the source

resistance is zero. The second type is correspondingly

referred to as high impedance stable (not open circuit stable).

Thus� one meets with two types of negative resistances in an

effort to measure them experimentally.

It is evident from the above discussion that negative

resistance devices can be classified as voltage or current

controlled, N-type or S-type, and low impedance or high

impedance stable. Some classifications imply some others

such as an N-type device is low impedance stable, but it is

not very clear whether there are only two fundamental types

of negative resistance devices. If there are only two types
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it should be possible to establish the type from easily observ

able small signal properties of the device in the negative

resistance region alone and not by having to know the gross

properties such as the static characteristics of the device.

The voltage or current controlled nature and the low or high

impedance stability are treated as small signal properties

in this discussion. Since the small signa.l equivalent circuit

is an importa.nt small signal property, it will now be discussed

in considerable detail.

The simplest equivalent circuit that one can think of is

that of representing it by a pure negative resistance. In

that case, the device should be stable irrespective of the

value of the biasing source resistance. The above conclusion

requires that it should be possible to bias an N-type device

in the negative resistance region by a current source. This

can be done by using auxiliary voltage sources to bring the

device into the negative resistance region and suddenly re

moving them. It is a well-known fact that an N-type of device

biased in the" negative resistance region is not always stable.

In general, all negative resistance devices are conditionally

stable. Hence, representing a negative resistance device by

a pure negative resistance (even nonlinear) is not adequate.

Hence, the conditional stability of a negative resistance can

be represented in the equivalent circuit only by including

reactances. The two simplest possible equiva.lent circuits

are as shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and }.2(b). It should be noted

that the device should be biased from a DoCo source and, as
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(a. )

L

(b)

Fig. 3.2 Two possible simple small signal
equivalent circuits for negative resistance
devices.
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such, the negative resistance cannot have series capacitance
or shunt inductance.

If the exact shape of the nonlinearity in the neighbour
hood of the bias point is considered as a small signal property,
the N-type or a-type of the characteristic can be deduced there

of from the fact that static characteristics of phjsical devices
are infinitely smooth (derivatives of all orders are continuous).

In other words,. a small segment of a characteristic gives the

complete characteristic. Shea (1959) has proved qualitatively
that an N-type characteristic implies the equivalent circuit

shown in Fig. 3.2(a), and that an S-type characteristic implies

the equiva.lent circuit of Fig. 3.2(b). However, determination

of the power series expans ion of a small segment of e. character-

is tic is not always easy and, hence, the type of a nega.tive

resistance will be established by observing its small signal

stability.

The conditional stability of the two equivalent circuits

shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) will now be examined by using
the generalized stability criteria discussed in Chapter 20

The complete equivalent circuits which consist of rele

vant equivalent circuits and the bia.sing network are shown in

Fig. 3.3{a) and 3.3(b) (inserts). The plot of the releva.nt

impedance function Z�(.$) (Chapter 2) at the negative resistance

is shown in Fig. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). The plot in F:f..g. 3.3(b)
requires the large semicircle to correspond to the closed

..

curve enclosing R.H.P. in the a-plane. Hereafter, � Lstands

for the D. C. biasing source resista.nce and RN is the magnitude
of the negative resistance. In both cases, the network without

-------------_._--- ---_ .. _
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the negative resistance is passive and", hence .. p' is zero.

Hence, in both cases the po.int (R""o) should lie outside the

plot for stability.

Let us first consider the circuit shown in Fig. 3.3{a)

(insert). The circuit is stable only if

3.2

and

Since the first element a.fter the negative resistance is a

capacity in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2(a), it will be

referred to as the capacitive equivalent circuit. Correspond

ingly, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2{b) will be referred

to as the inductive equivalent circuit. From equations 3.2

and 3.3 it is evident that the capacitive equivalent circuit

can be stably biased only if 'RL is less than�N. In other

words, the capacitive equivalent circuit is low impedance stable.

The inductive equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2(b) is stable

only if

l and

Hence, the inductive equivalent circuit is high impedance stable.

The plot of Z� (.5)1s a. finite loop through the origin if

the first element after the negative resistance is a capacity.
The D.C. impedance point (KL)O) is always inside the plot.

Hence, even if the equivalent circuit of a negative resistance

device is made more elaborate, as in Fig. 2.4(a), the device
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is low impedance stable as"'long as the equivalent circuit is

of the capacitive type. The plot of Z�'{�)for an ind�ctive

equivalent circuit (as in Fig. 2 • .5(a» is an infinite loop not

enclosing the origin. Hence, a device with an inductive

equivalent circuit is high impedance stable. Since the device

has to be biased by a D.C. source, capacitive and inductive

equivalent circuits are the only two types of equivalent cir

cuits allowed. The stability criteria of Chapter 2 are both

necessary and sufficient and, hence, a low impedance stable

device has capacitive equivalent circuit and a. high impedance

stable device has an inductive equivalent circuit. In essence,

the first reactance after the lumped negative resistance deter-

mines whether the device is low or high impedance stable.

It will now be shown that a device with a capacitive

equiva.lent circuit has an N-type of D.C. characteristic. The

circuit of Fig. 3.3(a) (insert) can be made unstable by

increasing the ratio of inductance to capacitance (equation

3.2). The limit cycles for various degrees of instability

are shown in Fig. 3.4(a). The direction of the limit cycle

is as shown by arrows" a Lnc e the current Lag s the voltage

(inductive). The amplitude of oscillation is determined by

the nonlinea.rities and for very large (Lie) ratios the

oscillation extends into positive resista.nce regions. The

direction of tra.verse of the limit cycle under those condi

tions is similar to the limit cycle for relaxation oscilla

tion of an N-type of device with a larg�' series inductance

(monostable multi-vibrator). Hence, a capacitive equivalent

circuit must have a.n N-type characteristic.
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Fig. 3.4 Limit cycles and shape of the static character
istics in the neighbourhood of the negative resistance
region (dark curves) for (a) capacity input equivalent
circuit and (b) inductance input equivalent circuit.
{ Ai" '(; e r ;':)hea, 1959)
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The limit cycles for various degrees of instability in

the circuit of Fig. 3.3(b) (insert) are shown in Fig. 3.4(b).

By using an argument similar to that used in the case of a

capacitive equivalent circuit, it c an be shown that a device

with an inductive equiva.lent circuit must have an S-type of

static characteristic (only in the neighbourhood of the nega-

tive resistance region). The above argument is the converse

of the one used by Shea (Shea, 1959) for proving that the N-

I
�

type of device must have a capacitive equiva.lent circuit and

an S-type must have an inductive equivalent circuit. Combining

the above results with those connecting the equivalent circuit

and low or high impedance stability, it is evident that a low

impedance stable device has an N-type of characteristic and

that a. high impedance stable device has an S-type characteristic.

It is now left to consider the voltage or current controlled

type of �lassification.

Since the first reacta.nce plays a deciding factor in

determining the nature of a. negative resistance device, factors

contributing to this first reactance will now be examined. The

physical structure of the device and the leads contribute a

certain amount of reactance. But the nature of a negative

resistance cannot be expected to be decided by the external

connections 0 The reactance must arise due to the mechanism

responsible for generating the negative resistance. An example

where a certain aspect of the m�chanism is represented by a

reactance in the equivalent circuit is that of representing

the charge storage accompanying the operation of a semi

conductor junction device by an equivalent ca.pacity. But an
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electrical phenomena that can be replaced by an inductance is

not very easy to conceive. The bulk material can be assumed

to contribute a series inductance, but this being physical
canno t be the deciding factor in the nature of a negative

resistance device.

In a voltage controlled device, a voltage increment 4-6V

c aus e s a current increment -OLe Depending on the speed of

the device, there exists a time deLay between +6V and -�:t •

In such a device the current increases for a time after.of. AV

is impressed as though the D.C. resistance was unaltered and

later decreases to a value lower than the quiescent current

to produce a current increment-�r. Often time delays are

incorporated in equivalent circuits by the inclusion of

reactances. It can be shown Onathematically) that the voltage
vs , current plot for a small voltage ......Cl,'II impressed on the

equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2(a) is similar to the one shown

in Fig. 3.5(a). The trajectory is similar to that of a device

with a time delay between impressed voltage and resulting

current. Hence, a VOltage controlled device has a capacitive

equivalent circuit and, in turn, is of N-type and is low

impedance stable.

It can be shown by a similar ar-gument that the time delay

between impressed current increment 4oD.I and the resulting volt

age change - �'1 in a current contro lled device can be incorpor

ated in the equivalent circuit by an inductance, and the equiv

alent circuit is as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). Hence, a current

controlled device has an inductive equivalent circuit and, in

turn, has an a-type of characteristic and is high impedance stable.
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Thus we have proved that there are only two types of

negative resistance devices and that the type can be estab-

lished by small signa.l properties alone. The fundamental

classification is dependent on the mechanism and it can be

either voltage controlled or current controlled.

3,,3 Speed of the Two Types

Since the time de Lay involved in the mechanism for

genera.ting negative resistance is responsible for deciding
the type of the negative resistance, it would be interesting

to examine a few physical devices for the associated time

delayso

(a) Thermistor: The negative resistance is generated

through a decrease of resistivity due to ohmic heating of the

semiconductor material (Shive, 1959)0 The delay between the

applied current change and the resulting voltage change is

the thermal lag which is quite considerable (typically, 03
sec. to several secs. depending on the size). The device

is current controlled and the a.ssociated inductance is quite

large, making it a low frequency device. The delay due to

terminal reactances is comparable to intrinsic dela.y (due to

mechanism) and, hence, improved packaging alone cannot in-

crease the speed of the device by a large amount.

(b) Avalanche injection diode: An increase in the in-

put current injects minority carriers into the bulk material

which reduces the resistivity of the materialo Since the

voltage drop across the space charge region increases only

slightly due to increased input current, the large decrease
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in voltage across the bulk material due to reduction in the

resistivity effectively reduces the terminal voltage, pro

ducing negative resistance (Heeves, lQ54; Gibson, 1959).

'I'he device is charge (effectively current) operated, and the

associated time delay is considerable owing to the compara
-5

tiVH sluggishness of minority carriers (typically 10 to

10-8 )sec. • Here again the terminal delay due to input capac-

ity and bulk resistance is comparable to the intrinsic delay

making the device inherently slow (as compar-ed to fast devices

such as tunnel diodes).

(c) 'runne L diode: 'rhe applied voltage acros s the tel'mi-

nals detel'mines the relative positions of.' the fermi level on

both sides of the heavily doped p-n junetion. The input

current is essentially equal to the tunneling current for the

corresponding position of the fermi levels (L. Baaki, 1958).
It decreases as junction voltage increases in the nagative

resistance region. The device 1s voltage controlled and the

delay between the junction voltage and the resulting tunnel

current is in the order of the relaxation time of th� material

(typically
-12-

10 sec.). Hence, the cAPacity in the equivalent

circuit corresponding to the time delay associated with the

mechanism is very small. The terminal voltage change reaches

the junction after a time delay (which might be several times

larger than the intrinsic delriy) dUB to the physical react-

ance s (lend inductance and packagi ng c ap ac Lty ) , 'I'he intrinsic

speed of the device is ver'Y high and improved methods of con-

struction Bnd packaging Gfirl improve the speed of the end
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product (after paekag ing ) cons iderably.
The current controlled devices available to date are

slow since the mechanism involved uses either relatively slow

minority carriers or relatively slow mechanisms (such as

ohmic heating). Their intrinsic delay is in itself so large
that better packaging or construction alone cannot improve

their speed beyond a certain point. In the case of a voltage
controlled device such as a tunnel diode, the speed can and

has been increased by using better methods of construction.

At present, voltage controlled mechanisms are faster than

current controlled mechanisms, and one often wonders whether

the situation will ever reverse. The invention of a very fast

current controlled mechanism would be a major breakthrough
in new device research.

One of the major uses of both current and voltage con

trolled devices is in exploiting the multivaluedness of their

characteristic in the field of switching. Comparison of

switching speeds is a very good method of comparing the rela

tive speed of two devices. Since the speed of a negative
resistance device is dependent on its mechanism, and, hence,

on the reactances in its equivalent circuit, let us determine

the rela.tive magnitude of the reactances of voltage and

current controlled device for both of them to have the same

speed. Since the reactances are being compared, everything
else that influences the speed'such as the shape and size of

the cha.racteristic and triggering wave forms are assumed to be

identical. The simplest trigger is a current step for a voltage
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controlled 0eVlce and q voltage step for a current controlled

device (BS shown in Fl�. 3.6(s) and 3.6(b)). fhair influence

on switching sneed is made identical by choosing their values

to be just a little hi�hBr thaD tLB corresponding peak values

in the characteristic. rhe equivnlent circuit for each

device is assumed to ha ve only the Lnt r-Lns i.c r-e ac tanc e , as

shown in Fig. 3.6(a' and 3.6(b). The switching time is

taken to be the time required to switch from the peek point

to the stable ncint on the positive resistance region. It

can be shown that the sw lt chLng t Lme of the voltage co ncr-o Ll.ed

device Tv arid that of current controlled

b,y

and

3.6

',·<her'!;'') the symbc Is are (1(1 f'.:i.ned in FL�. 3.6 (a) End ').6 (b) •

obove results will b0 proved in Chapter 6. The timA is

�iven in seconds if the volta is :i.n volts, c ur-r-o t in amps ,

inductance in henrys and capacitance in farads.

If we are comparing the inn LtBnC of r-e ac ta nc e on 81,,;::1 tch-

ing sneed the value of the inteQrals should be equal. One of

the methods of msking the integralR equal is that of making

the denominators of the integrand equal when the units for

current and voltn�8 are interchanged.

Hence, the s tat i.c che r-acne r t s t tc of a current controlled

device with the voltage and current axes interchanged should
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I

•

be identical to the normal static characteristic (voltage on

horizontal axis) of the voltage controlled device. The

scaling factor for voltage in the plot of current controlled

device should be the same as that for current in voltage

controlled device (one unit equal to 10 mA in the latter

case is transferred to one unit equal to 10 mv in the former

case). Similar scale factor adjustment between current axis

in current controlled device and voltage axis in voltage

controlled device is necessary. The characteristics of no

known physical devices satisfy the above condition but two

hypothetical devices have been chosan for the present

discussion.

The speed of switching under the above conditions is

directly proportional to the reactance. Hence, if both cur-

rent and voltage controlled devices should have the same speed,

the inductance of the current controlled device should be equal

to the capacitance of the voltage controlled device (in magni

tude). The norma.l capa.city of presently available voltage con

trolled device is 10 pF. The current controlled device must

have a series inducta.nce of 10 pH {pico henry} to have the same

speed aa that of the above voltage controlled device. The in

ductance of presently a.vailable current controlled device is

in the region of nano henrys, and as such it is understandable

that available current controlled devices cannot compete with

a.vailable voltage controlled devices regarding speed. Even if

the relative difference in the magnitude of the integral is

taken into account� tbe aboveusituation does not alter



significantly.

In practide, it is eas�er to obtain a more ideal

t

[
capacitance tha.n inductance. Further, the frequency res-

ponse of a capacitance is better than that of an inductance.

This difference in idealness between inductance and capacitance

is present between other electrical quantities; such as, it

is e as ier to obtain a more ideal vol ta.ge source than current

source. This may be attributed to the normal impedance level

one is working at, and the situation might very well reverse

if one works at very low impedance levels. The above observa-

tions suggest that current controlled devices are probably

inherently slow compared to voltage controlled devices (at

normal impedance levels).

3.4 Duality

The differential equation governing the stability of the

equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.3(a) for a8-function of

voltage disturbance in series with R Lis given by

3.8

Hereafter and refer to the voltage across the tunnel

diode and the current through the tunnel diode and capacity

unless otherwise stated. The corresponding equation for the

network shown in Fig. 3.3.(b) for a &-function of current

disturbance across 'RL is given by
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Equation 3.9 can be obtained from equation 3.B by the trans

formation shown in Table 3.1

Table 3.1

Eq"fl' 3'8
1)

t,...
L

C
RI-

- RN
(;, = f (1J-)

Eq"f'l' 3·9
t.
V"

C
L

'/RL
-1/ RN
". '" 1> (�)

The equations 3.8 and 3.9 are duals of each other

(Friedland, 1961). They become nonlinear if the negative

E

resistance '-Rw is made a function of voltage. Even then, the

two equations are duals of each other, in which case the

transformation indicated by the last row is used. The dual

of the network in Fig. 3.3(13) drawn according to the usual

method is the network of Fig. 3.3(b) and vice versa.

The advantages of duality are that by knowing the

behaviour of·one network, the behaviour of the other network

Fig. ).3(13) is stable if

can be readily ascertained. .filer e xamp Le , the network in

3.10

From Table 3.1, the corresponding condition for the stability

of the network shown in Fig. 3.3(b) should be
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3.11

which is the same as equation 3.5. Thus, the knowledge

acquired in the field of voltage controlled devices can be

applied readily to the field of current controlled devices

and vice versa.

Circuit configurations using current controlled devices can

be arrived at by drawing the dual of the corresponding voltage

controlled configuration, as will be illustrated by the following

example. Reeves (Reeves, 1954) has described a binary counter

using avalanche injection diodes (which he calls positive gap

diodes) which are current controlled devices. His circuit is

shown in Fig. 3.7{a) and the corresponding dual is shown in

Fig. 3.7(b). The trigger is applied in both cases by A.C.

coupling and the principle of duality is not strictly adhered

to in transferring the coupling. Tunnel diodes can be used

for voltage controlled elements in the circuit of Fig. 3.7(b}
and the arrangement works satisfactorily. Reeves' circuit

generates bipolar pulses out of monopolar pulses by ringing,
and one or the other becomes effective depending on the state

of the circuit. The same principle of operation can be

observed on the corresponding voltage controlled circuit.

The parallel resonant circuit in Fig. 3.7(a) becomes a series

resonant circuit in Fig. 3�7(b).
An inductance is a dual of a capacitance and a tunnel

diode is a dual of an avalanche injection diode. But it is

not always possible to find a dual (which is also an available

-------------------.-.- ..-� --------
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OUTPUT

Fig •. 3.7 (a) .Reeve's binary counter us ing S-type of
device (b) Dual of (a) which is also a binary counter
but uses N-typc of device.
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physical dev ic e ) for eve r-y physical d ev t ce , 'l'her-e is no

physical d evi c e wtd ch I s the dua 1 of a semiconductor diode.

But dual circuits can be made to operate by using dual

eLement s wherever poe e Ib Le and simulating others by combi-

natlon of aetlve elements. In fact, a dual conversion unit

comprised o r active el emerrt s can be built to transform a

two t e r-m t.neL device to H t�NO terminal ne twor-k with the same

static :,haracteristic but 1,ii th .� and \7 interchanged (dual)"

The circuit shown in � 3.8(8) converts a voltage

controlled device to a current controlled device and the

��rc·ul·t of., Ql·� 3 nl,)\.._.,t. - _" -t) ... :.._.tl,l.j converts 9. current controlled device

to 8 voltHge controlled device. 30th the circuits transform

only the positive portion of the static characteristic.

::;,uitable mod Lf'LcatLons can be made to transform the entire

static characteristic. In the circuit of Fig. 3.8(s), a

voltage 'proportional to the input current (across R,) is

app l.f.ed to the vol tage controlled dev Lce .( L : f (1))). The

r-e s uLt ing current develops a voltage dr-op of proper polarity

across the input terminals (across 1<4-). In the circuit of

Fig. 3.8(b) a current proportional to the applied voltage

(through collector of � ) is made to �low through the current

c ont.r-o L'l e d device ( ""'T:. �(�) ) • [l'he res u l,t ing voltage drop

pulls out a proportionate CU1"l'Ont at the positive terminal.

Additional sources are necessary to mAke the static charec-

t e r-Let t c of th« new net .......o r-k PHSfi through the or·igin.

These dual conversion units will be of assistance in

studying the field at' current controlled and voltage controlled
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devices by a unified approach. Even though the current to

vOltage conversion unit of Fig. 3.8(b) obtains a current

controlled analog out of a voltage controlled analog

which was already available (Mahabala, 1961), a separate

current controlled analog was built (Chapter 4). The dual

conversion units transform the reactances associated with

the original elements suitably justifying the importance of

reactances in deciding the nature of a negative resistance

device.

In very high-speed circuits, the principle of operation

is often ill understood, such as the operation of Kaenel's

flip flop (Kaenel, 1961). One of the reasons is the inability
to take all reactances into consideration in the analysis.
The inclusion of a stray capacitance might seem reasonable,

whereas a stray lead inductance might not, but it may still

be necessary for explaining the operation. The duality

principle provides two circuits which achieve the same end

result but the operation of one might be easier to understand

than the other.

Numerical analysis of the operation of a circuit is

easier if the quantities involved do not become infinite.

Through the principle of duality, poles are converted to

zeros and vice versa and, as such, a circuit or its dual,

whichever is easier to handle, can be chosen for numerical

analysis. An example of such an application of duality is
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the use of admf t t ance function instead of impedance function

for determining the stability of inductance input equivalent

circuits.

The dual of a given circuit might be easier to build or

might be more economical than the circuit itself. In computer

systems where a large number of similar units are used, com

plete examination of a circuit from the point of view of

duality might prove very reVJsrding both regards economy and

ease of construction.

The results of studies on nonlinear oscillators using

voltage controlled devices in Chapter 5 can be applLed to

oscillators employing current controlled devices, and the

results of switching studies on tunnel diodes {Chapters 6

and 7) can be extended to the field of current controlled

devices through the prinCiple of duality.

3,5 Conclusions

The time delay between the terminal voltage Bnd current

in negative resistance devices can be represented by a react

ance" 'I'h e reactance is a shunt capacity for voltage control

led device and a series inductance for current controlled

device. The other type of classifications of negative resist

ance devices such as low impedance or high impedance stable

(erroneously called short and open circuit stable) and N-type

or S-type of characteristic can be deduced from the classifi

cation based on reactances.
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Just as voltage operated devices are considered to be

generally faster tihan charge (current) ope r-at ed devLc e s ,

voltage controlled negative resist�nce devices seem to be

faster than current controlled negative resistance devices.

This is true for presently available devices and the impedance

leve Is at which they ar-e oper-at e d , and the situation does not

promise to change unless a major breakthrough is made in

current controlled device research (fabrication and invention

of new mechanisms).

The principle of duality prevents the dupiication of

work in the new circuit res:earch in the field of voltage and

current controlled devices. A unified approach using duality

provides a better understanding of each fie19. It provides

opportunities in the form of novel circuits for immediate use

of fast current controlled devLce s, if and when they are

invented. Any preliminary study in that direction is greatly

facilitated by the use of duaL conversion units described in

section 3.4.
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4. Current Controlled Negative Resistance Analog

�.l Introduction

It is interesting to note that the first negative resis-

tance device to be used as early as 1912 was of the current

controlled type and was the poulsen-arc in an arc transmitter.

Negative resistance devices of botn types have been used for

building oscillators for quite some time, but use of-the multi

valuedness of their static characteristic in switching (with

respect to voltage or current) did not receive very much atten-

tion until the invention of the tunnel diode. Two reasons for

neglecting this important field of application of negative

resistance devices are their comparatively low speed and their

sta.tic characteristic being not suitable for obtaining two

convenient stable states. The current controlled negative

resistances available to date still suffer from the above dis-

advantages. But, a study into their use in switching and other

applications promises to be useful in the following respects.

First, it was pointed out in Chapter 3 tha.t certain methods

of analysis are more easily applied to the dual of a given cir-

cuit than-to the given circuit itself. Thus, it is desirable to

have a current controlled element with a V-I characteristic the

same as the I-V characteristic of a tunnel diode, as shown in

Figs. 4.l(a) and 4.l(b).
•

But most of the physical current

controlled devices have a final positive resistance region,

as shown by the first dotted curve in Fig. 4.1(b). The

final positive resistance is not large enough to provide a
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bending of the fina.l positive resistance region of the charac

teristic which would be necessary for studies on duality. The

required characteristic can be generated by a two terminal net

work (Todd, 1963) as the composite characteristic of the series

combination of the current controlled device and a device with a

static characteristic, as shown by the second dotted curve in

Fig. 4.2{b). No physical device without internal sources of power

has a characteristic similar to the second dotted curve shown in

Fig. 4.2(b) (dual of a semiconductor diode). However, three ter

minal devices (which require bias sources) such as field effect

transistors or unijunction transistors can be used for the above

purpose. An arrangement using two unijunction transistors for

generating a good S-type of characteristic is shown in Fig. 4.2

(a). The terminal static chara.cteristic of the above arrangement

is shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Resistance R is necessary for stabiliz

ing as well as for obtaining small enough values for the nega

tive resistance. Voltage E is used for making the terminal

characteristic pass through the origin. The arrangement of

Fig. 4.2(a), however, is not very convenient for purposes of

study, since the characteristics cannot be altered very easily.

Hence, it is very desirable to construct e current controlled

analog with facilities for va.rying the characteristics very

easily, and which can operat e as a dual for the voltage con

trolled analog (Mahabala, 1961).

Second, the principle of duality makes it possible to

carry out advance studies into circuit configurations using

current controlled elements so that the designer is prepared
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to use current controlled elements with required speed and

characteristics, as and when they become available. The

above study need not be confined to circuits using only cur

rent controlled elements. It can be extended to interesting

circuit configurations using both types. Hence, the parameters

of the current controlled analog to be described were chosen

to be compatible with those of the voltage controlled analog.

4.2 Circuit

Current controlled negative resistance, as was pointed

out in Chapter 1, produces a terminal voltage change-A\9 for

a given input current change of +�L. The block diagram repre

sentation of the principle used for genera.ting current controlled

negative resistance is shown in Fig. 4.3. A portion (L�l,) of

the input current change (+6\...) flows into the negative terminal

through a resistor R and the input terminals of a low impedance

amplifier. The amplifier draws out of the positive input ter-
, • I

minal a current ALl- which is greater than 6l. so that bl I is

negative. The resulting voltage change across the input ter

minals (l!:.� is equal to the voltage change across the resist

ance R which is negative. It can be seen from the character-

istic shown in Fig. 4.1(b) that the current through R is

always positive and the network exhibits negative resistance

only over a range of the input current. Let us now exa.mine

the detailed circuit for generating the S-type of characteristic.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 4.4. Let an increasing

current be applied to the input terminals in the direction
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Fig. 4.3 Block diagr8m representation of a

circuit for generating current co::::troltod
negative resistance. The �!Tlpllfi3r has very
Low input impedance and i::Llgh g�ln.
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indicated by the arrow. At zero input current, the emitter

base junction of "It is reverse biased and the feed back loop

is open. The terminal voltage is virtually zero. It increases

initially (till i. reaches Ir) with increasing input current

generating the initial positive resistance region with a slope
,

resistance R,. The current 1. flows back to the input negative

terminal through 1(" '2,. and the zener Z:a..
\

When z.. Ls equal to

Ip the collector voltage of T2_ has risen enough to forward

bias � and close the feed back path. The value of the peak

current I p is determined by the reverse bias on t r-ans La tor-'T',

which is set by the resistance R�. An increase of i beyond

If causes T, to conduct enough current to actually reduce the

current through 1<, below Ip. Thus the terminal voltage drops

producing the negative resistance region. The incremental

negative resistance is controlled by the loop ga.in which e an

be altered by means of the resistance 'R�. The valley current

IV is reached when the collector of T2.:
is caught by the diode

1)A thereby reducing the loop gain effectively to zero. The

valley current I� is varied by varying the catching voltage

on .D4 generated by the low impedance variable voltage supply,

comprised of the trans istor '"To and the potentiometer '1C.>s-
,

Further increase of l. beyond J:'1 increases the current through

'1<" thus producing the final positive resistance region. The

wetting D. C. current through zener '2:2. is the maximum allow

able input current. When the sense of the input current is

reversed, diode D� provides a conduction path through R.,
making the slope of the characteristic at the origin continuouso
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The conduction of TI and the catching of the collector of

by the diode .])4 are both gradual, thus making the negative

resistance region nonlinear and the entire characteristic

smooth. The peak current Ip is dependent on the reverse bias

on T. which, in turn, depends on the supply voltages and, as

such, the supply voltages should be stabilized by an extra

zener diode for obtaining consistent characteristics.

A typical static characteristic of the analog is shown

in Fig. 4.5{a). The families of characteristics for a range

of peak current, valley current and negative resistance are

shown in Figs. 4.5(b), 4.5(c) and 4.5(d) respectively. There

is a certain amount of interaction between the various controls

and, as such, more than one potentiometer may have to be

changed to alter a single parameter.

4.3 Equivalent Circuit

One is interested in the small signal equivalent circuit

of the analog which is dependent upon the bias point. The

region of greater interest is the negative resistance region.
The input lInpedance of the analog was measured as a series

combination of a negative resistance and an inductance over

a range of frequencies for two types of transistors (2N1306
and 2N706) for ij, and results are shown in Figs. 4.6(8) and 4.6(b).
The reason for using two types of transistors will be dis-

cussed later ono It can be seen from Fig. 4.6(8) that the input

negative resistance decreases in value as the frequency in-

creases and, in fact, becomes positive after going through

------------------� -_.-_._
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Fig. 4.5 Static characteristics of the current con
trolled ana Log , (a) typical. Family of character
istics for (b) various valley currents, (c) various
peak currents, (d) various negative resistances.
Scale: x-axis is 1$0 volt per division; y-axis is
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Fig. 4.6(a) Theoretical plots of the

magnitude of input negative resistance
of the current controlled analogue as

a percentage decrease below the low

frequency value for transistors 2N1306
and 2N706 and corresponding measured
values. Bandwidth for 10% decrease in

negative resistance value is 2N1306 -

7 kc/s; 2N706 - 110 kc/s. Cutoff fre

quency at which input resistance is
zero Ls 3&.6 kc/s (2N1306).
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zero. This is in contrast to the input negative resistance

of a voltage controlled analog (Cobbold, et a l , g 1962) whI ch

increases in value until it reaches - 00 and then becomes

positive. The input reactance is inductive, thereby justi

fying the current controlled nature of the device. But the

physical origin of the inductance is not very clear and an

explanation based on an analysis of equivalent circuit of

the analog will now be attempted.

The equivalent circuit of the analog in the negative

resistance region is shown in Fig. 4.70 Capacity C is the

base to collector capacity of the transistor T,. The tran

sistor T3 and diode D4 are not included9 since the region of

interest is the nearly linear portion of the negative resis

tance region. The frequency of interest is well below the

cut-off frequency of transistor l2., and as such, the oG of

T2. is assumed to be unity and , hence, the base current 1..b2

is zero. The collector resistances of T, and T2,. are large

compared to R, and the parallel combination of R2. and R4
respectively and, hence, are not included in the equivalent

circuit.

The input impedance Z iY\ at an angular frequencYc,.)is given

by

Z iY\ 4.1

From Kirchoff's laws

= 4.2



t
+

90.

c

•

Fig. 4.7 Equivalent circuit for determining the
input impedance of the current controlled analog
when biased in the negative resistance region.

---� ---------'--------
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and
= o

where

and f.> is the complex short-circuit common emitter current gain

of Ti •

Substituting for t� and t3 in terms of 1" from equation 402
and 4.3 in equation 4.1, we get

R (I + � �3 ) 4.42.il\ =

Further, P is expressed in the form

where i-b is low frequency f3J and wf!> is the (3 cut-off angular

frequency. If Zion is expressed in the form

Ri-n and LI'r\ can be obtained from equations 4.5 and 4.4 in the

form

= � [(I-� �3)+�CRI�(I+ �J+ (�) J
and i, = � [CRI(I+ft,)(�.'� -I)+�rg �3 - (�SCRI] 4.8
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The low frequency values of Ri-... and L i'l\, namely Ro and i., are

obtained by neglecting the terms containing w in 4.7 and 4.8

giving

=

RI(I-� �)

R{CRI(I+fi)(�3� -I) + ���3]
4.10

4.11

It is interesting to note that Lo depends on �o From equation

4.10, Ro is negative only if (, - ��) is negative. Since

(� �3 - I) is pos itive for input res istance be ing negative,

the input reactance L", is positive at low frequencies (true

inductance) and the input impedance is inductive. From equa

tions 4.7 and 4.8, it can be seen that Ri-n and Li .... decrease

in magnitude as the frequency increases. The angular frequency
we at which the negative resistance becomes zero is given by

Rp, - - ,
(0 R3

Since it is desirable t o have as large a value of We as pos-

sible, W(3 should be large.

h A transistor with a low � cut-off frequency (2N1306, 56

kC/s) was used to verify equation 4.12. Resistance and induc

tance theoretically calculated from equations 4.7 and 4.8 for

this case and the corresponding measured values are plotted

as percentage of low frequency value (Ro and L-o) in Figs. 4.6
and 4.7. Theoretical and experimental values agree within

the experimental accuracy of 5%0 The theoretical cut-off
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frequency we (equation 4012) is 36.4 kC/s and the measured

value is 38 kC/s. The bandwidth determined by the frequency

at which the resistance and inductance differ from their low

frequency value by almost 10% is approximately 7 kc/sG
The bandwidth a.chieved by using transistor 2N1306 is very

small for analogue studies. Henceg a high frequency transistor

(2N706) with a � cut-off frequency of 1011c/s was used, and

the theoretical and experimental Ri.... and Li'VI as percentage of

low frequency value are plotted together with those for 2N1306

for comparison in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. The agreement between

theory and experiment in this case is very good (less than 2%).
The bandwidth is 110 kC/s which is quite adequate for most

purposes. 'The analog can be replaced by an equivalent circuit

conSisting of a negative resistance Roin series with an

inductance Lo for small signal analysis. A series inductance

many times that of La is included to minimize the series induc

tance variation with frequency. The highest significant

harmonic in any analysis should be within the bandwidth of the

analog.

4.4 Unified Stability Criteria

The simplified linear equivalent circuit for a current

controlled negative resistance is shown in Fig. 4.8 (Chapter

3), .rher-e as the equivalent circuit for a voltage controlled

negative resistance is the same as the one in Fig. 4.8 except

tha.t RT is negative (-Rr) and - 1<1'01 is pos it ive (+ 1<",) • The

stability criteria which applies to both cases and also for

----------------- ..-_ -_- ---
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Fig. 4.8 Equivalent circuit for determining the
stability of a current controlled negative resist
ance element.

L

c

Fig. 4.9 Equivalent circuit for determining the
stability of both types of negative resistance
devices {�v negative for voltage controlled and

R�negative for current controlled).
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cases where RT and RN can be both positive or negative can

be deduced with the aid of a common equivalent circuit shown

in Fig. 4.9, where resistances Rc and R" can be positive or

negative.

The voltage response 1J- for a S-function of voltage in

series with RG is given by

::

where :AI and Al. are the zeros of the plier-type of impedance

(Chapter 2) at Reo The zeros )\, and r.1. are given by

�I =
I (A ± JB) 4014-

A2 2LC

where A (L CRe:) 4.15= - - +
Rv

and B := (.h + CRe)"- 4 LC (I-t ��) 4.16
R"

Replacing rc Rc by z, and R, by }t' and simplifying 4.16 , it canit: R\J
be shown that B has the same sign as

( :x.2. - a + 2 X. ) ( )(_l._ 'd' - 2.x)
The response is exponential or sinusoidal according as

B is positive or negative or, in other

sinusoidal if X> 0 and X 2._ 2:>(. < 0-
o r- X < 0 and X.

l.

+ 2.. X. <, �

words, the response is

< )(..2.+ 2X.

< ,:x.2.-2X 4.18

and is exponential otherwise.
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The growth or decay of the response depends on the polar

ities of Rc and Rv and, hence, several cases arise.

(a) Rc > 0 .

) Rv > 0

From equation 4.15 A> 0 and [8'< A and, hence, the response

decays.

(b) Rc < 0 ) Rv < 0

From equation 4.15 A < 0 and, hence, the response grows.

(c) Rc > 0 j Ry < 0 (voltage controlled device)

In this case X > 0 , s Lnc e

x = if Rc 4.19

There are two sub-cases to consider depending on the magnitude

of (Rc) which is negative.Rv
(i) (�� I > I

Then, B > 0 and fB> IA I and the response grows.

(ii) I �� , < I

Then, I A I >JiB I and the response grows or decays according
as A is positive or negative. From equation 4.15

A 4.20

Since Rc > 0 and X. > 0, A � 0 according as

Hence, the response grows or decays according e.s

4.21
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(d) Rc. < 0 j Rv > 0 (current controlled device) X.

a.nd Rc are both negative and there are two sub-cases.
Rv

(i) I �� I > I

Then B > 0 and JB> I A I and the response grows.

(ii) I�I < I

Then IA I > J\B\ and the response grows or decays according ae

A is positive or negative. From equationo4.20 and noting that

X and Rc are both negative, the response grows or decays

according as

2-
-:x. 4.22

The various cases and the corresponding condition for

the response to be exponential or sinusoidal and to grow or

decay can be represented graphically, as shown in Fig. 4.10.

The fourth quadrant corresponds to the voltage controlled

negative resistance and the third to the current controlled

case. The first quadrant which corresponds to both Rc and

Rvbeing positive is made use of in Chapter 7 for switching

studies.

The simplified stability criteria for a current control

led case was verified by the use of the analog. The method

of exciting various regions is similar to that used for the

voltage controlled case (Cobbold, et al., 1963).

4.5 Interesting Switching Circuit

itVith the availability of both voltage and current con

trolled analogs, it would be interesting to investigate
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Fig. 4010 Graphical representation of the unified sta.bility
criteria applied to both current controlled and voltage con-

!trolled negative resistance. (a) Plot of 'Ij::xl.-+:l.::x:. (b) Plot .

of "d ':- x��:x. (c) 'B� -'X.� where ec ... � Rc.. Units of � and 1<(./R.v
are the same. I - Region of expoilentlal decay; 11 - Reg:i.on
of sinusoidal decay; III - Region of sinusoidal growth;
IV - Region of exponential growth; V - Region of exponential
growth but referred to commonly as region of switching.
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circuits employing both types. One such cembination is

shewn in Fig. 4.11(a). The system has nine possible states

as can be deduced frem Fig. 4.11(b), and each state can be

examined fer stability using Fig. 4.10. The feur states

marked (0,0)>> (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1) are uncenditienally

stable for small amplitude disturbances. Two. triggers, ene

a current trigger at the veltage centrelled element and

anether a vO.ltage trigger at the current cO.ntrolled element

are applied. The inductance prevides a shert-term buffer

between the twO. triggers. Each trigger changes the state ef

the element it ac ts en. By a preper cho Lc e o r trigger, the

system can be made to' stay in any ene ef the feur states and

can be made to' go. arO.und them cyclically. The circuit actiO.n

was demO.nstrated by the use O.f the analogs.

The state of the system can be determined by detecting

the voltage en the vO.ltage contrO.lled element. It is very

easy to' distinguish between (0.9 0) and (1,1) state, and the

(0,1) and (1,0) states are not very distinct. But by

inclusien ef a resistance in series with the vO.ltage centrel

led element, its characteristic c an be defermed sufficiently

to' obtain feur distinct levels cerrespending to' the feur

states, and the circuit can preduce feur distinct outputso

The system can also. be used to' compar-e the contents of two.

registers, digit by digit, which can be used to' simplify the

legic in executing certain arithmetical operations based en

table look up.
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Fig. 4.11 (a) Schematic of a logic employing both current
and voltage controlled devices. (b) The static character
istics of both superposed to show the nine possible states
out of which only four are stable.
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4.6 Conclusions

It is hoped that the current controlled analog will be

very useful in studies which a.ttempt to unify the field of

volta.ge and current controlled devices through the principle

of duality. The Moody-Wacker amplifier (Moody, et aL, , 1961)

has the disadvantage that the gain is ab s oe-be d in the biasing

resistor. A dual version of it, uSing current controlled

elements, does not have the above disadvantage.

Any attempts in systematizing knowledge about �witching

circuits will often tend to become a mere cataloguing of

causes and corresponding effects observed experimentally, both

due to the nonlinear nature of the problem and paucity of

versatile methods of nonlinea.r a.nalysis. It is very desirable

to study a given configuration on a low-speed model using the

analog where parameters can be easily controlled. Studies

based on the analog provide a very good insight into the

operation of the circuit and also give empirical methods for

optimizing the design of the circuit.

The educational v aLue of an analog is probably worth

mentioning. There is no risk of students causing damage to

expensive high-speed equipment because no high-speed equip

ment is necessary for experiments. Extensive mathematical

analysis, even using computers, cannot provide a feeling for

the circuit that experimentation using analogs can provide.

The simplified stability criteria which applies to both

volt�ge and current controlled types will be found very use

ful in plotting typical switching trajectories (Chapters 6
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and 7).

With the availability of both types of ana.Log s , novel

circuit arrangements such as the one shown in Fig. 4.11(a)

can now be studiedo

r
I,
I �
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5. Negative Resistance Harmonic Oscillator

5.1 Introduction

As was seen in Chapter 2, a tunnel diode bLas ed in the

negative resistance region is not always stable. The un

stable region VI shown in Fig. 4.10 where the response due

to a 6 -function of disturb�nce grows sinusoidally� can be

used for generating stable oscillations. Current controlled
?

negative resistance can also be used for this purpose with

suitable modifications in the circuit. An oscillator employ-

ing a negative resistance device as an active element is

re�erred to as a negative resistance oscillator. Its opera-

tion can also be viewed from the point of view that the negative

resistance counteracts the positive resistance in the circuit.

A very simple negative resistance oscillator shown in

Fig. 5.1 can be built by having a sufficiently large induct

ance (or a comparatively small tunnel diode capacity) in

series with a tunnel diode biased in the negative resistance

region. The bias source resistance is necessarily smaller

than the negative resistance value since the tunnel diode is

a voltage controlled element [( \ - �N) » 0 J. The frequency

during the growth of the oscillation is obtained from the

imaginary parts of the roots A I and" 2.. in equation 4.14 by

noting that in the present case 'Rv is equal to -RN and, Bc.is
equal to'RL, and is given by

(I _ .L ('i":9RL r1-
13 -

�lT � ---cc. L



L
I

c

Figo 5.1 Circuit of a simple series-type
tunnel diode oscillatoro
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where the symbols are defined in Fig. 5.1 and -9 is the nega

tive conductance (-�J (unless otherwise stated). Frequency

f3 for a particular case which uses a 1 rnA germanium tunnel

diode is plotted as a function of C in Fig. 5�2. It can be

seen that f2> decreases rapidly as C increases, which can

also be deduced from the fact that as C increases the system

shifts from the sinusoidal growth region to the exponential

growth region. The oscillation amplitude is limited by non

linearities sndg as such� the steady state frequency and

amplitude cannot be obtained from the linear theory. The

measured steady state frequency is shown in Fig. 5.2 and is

designated the symbol fs' and it can be seen that f,3 is not

a good approximation for �5. The following paragraphs deal

with the prediction of the steady state behaviour of a non

linear negative resistance oscillator. But first, a few

remarks about the experimental oscillator will be made.

5.2 Experimental Oscillator

The tunnel diode analogue (lviahabalap 1961) was used! to

build the series-type oscillator shown in Fig. 5.1. The

frequency and amplitude were measured for various degrees

of instability brought about by decreasing the capacity_
It should be noted that it is not possible to talk in terms

of amplitude once the wave form becomes nonsinusoidal. In

such cases, the peak voltages (maximum voltage excursions)

were measured. The D.C. shift and percentage harmonic dis

tortion which accompany a distorted wave form were measured.

Hysterisis in the boundary between the stable and unstable

----------------- ---- --- --- -------------
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region (to be discussed in detail later) is quite common in

nonlinear oscillators, and relevant information about the

s ame (for slightly different set of parameter values) was

also recorded. The experimental results are plotted in

5.3 Theoretical Explanation of Experimental Results

5.301 Frequency. We will be dealing with steady

state frequency to start with. It is assumed that 9RI,.. is not

negligible. As the capacity C is gradually decreased, a

point is reached when the system is just on the boundary be

tween the stable and the unstable region. At that point C.RL,

is equal to 9L (from equation 4.14 and noting that Rv is

equal to -RN and "Rc. is equal to RL ), and the frequency of

oscillation in that neighbourhood is obtained from equation

5.1 by equating (CRL-9L ) to zero. The resulting frequency

is designated �2.. and is given by

, -, / I - 9 RL-
�2. -::. 2TI V LC

The frequency � 2.. agrees
with meas ured frequency f5 within

experimental accuracy of 5� at the boundary between-the

stable and unstable region, but the measured frequency be

comes greater than that predicted by equation 5.2 as the

instability is increased by further decrease of C. Eventually

t�e frequency ?5 becomes lower than f�. Thus, f� (obtained

from the linear theory) cannot be considered a good approx

imation for �5" which is also otherwise obvious since the

- - .. --�----'--------
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Fig. 5.4 Hysteresis in the boundary condition (conditions
for starting and stopping of oscillation) for the analogue
oscillator with-RN=-600tL, RL= 53.4..n.and L = 1.47 mli ,
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steady state frequency in nonlinear oscillators is determined

by nonlinearities in the system. It is well known that 'the

frequency of oscillation in a series resonant circuit with

damping is less than that of an ideal series resonant circuit.

The same paenomenon is observed in stable series-type oscil

lators under cons Lde r-at Lon , The ideal frequency (f,) given

by �TIfLc is alwB_Ys greater than the meas ur-ed frequency f5•
Note that �a. becomes equal to f\ if ( 1- 9RL) is nearly unity

(or 9RL is very small). Attempts will now be made to explain

the experimental observations through earlier work in the

field of nonlinear oscillators.

Moullin (Moullin, 1933) has discussed the effect of the

curvature of the characteristic on the frequency of oscilla

tion. He takes note of the fact that a negative resistance

can deliver only active power and, therefore, the resonant

circuit should have unity powerfactor at the frequency of

oscillation. Thereby, he showed that the frequency of oscil

lation decreases as the harmonic content of the waveform

increases. In generalll the harmonic content increases as the

region of nonlinearity covered by the oscillation increases

(Fig. 5.3). Hence" as the voltage excursion increases, the

f'r-equency becomes lower than that for a pure sinusoidal

oscillation with the same voltage excursion. Grozkowski

(Grozkowski, 1933) has derived, using essentially the same

principle as tha,t of Houllin, a mathematical expression for

the fractional frequency deviation�f/f for a given harmonic

content () in the form
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- b CJ2.

where b is a positive cona tant which is chars.cteristic of the

nonlinearity, and CY is the ratio of the net r.mos. value of

all harmonics to the r.m.s" value of the fundamental. In our

case harmonic content cJ is non-zero and, hence, from equation

5.3 the actual frequency f5 should be less than that given by

the linear theory ( f,3 or f2_) 0 But this is not the case, as

can be seen from Fig. 5.3. Henceg the analysis offered by

Grozkowski (or Mou1lin) does not provide a r-e asonab Le exp l.ana-

t ion for f5 being higher than f3 (or f'2.).
The frequency of oscillation can be obtained by solving

the nonlinear differential equation governing the series

osci11a.tor. The corresponding equation for the equivalent

circuit shown in Fig. 5.1 can be derived in the form

where f,(\S») represents the nonlinear characteristic with the

bias point (VI' II) as the origin. The function �-I(\9) can be

expressed in terms of the D. C. characteristic t(\.9) by the

relation

where \9 and i are the coordinates with referred to (VI' II)
as origin. (Fig. 5.5)

--_----- --------------........----
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Analytical de-terminations of the steady state amplitude

and frequency (limit cycle) by solving equation 5.� are, in

general, very difficult. However, an approximate �olution

can be obtained by numerical methods using a compuper with
!

�,('\9) stored in the form of a table 0

Several graphical methods are available for s�lving

equation 504. In addition to the usual isocline t�chnique

there is another powerful method, suitable for ea8;1.ly

integrable types of characteristics, suggested by �obb (Robb,
I

1922). However, the graphical methods have the serious dis-
!

advantage of one having to repeat the entire proce�ure every
i

i
time a parameter is altered. Even though an autom�tic iso-

cline plotter (to be described in Chapter 6) makes matters a

little easier, the isocline technique of determinipg the

limit cycle was abandoned :as being laborious.

In order to solve equation 5.4 analytically, �n analyt-
,

ical expression for �I (\9) must be obtained. Schul l.e r- and

Gartner (SchUller, et a L, , 1961) used a f\(I.9) of the form

5.6

The equation 5.6 assumes that the characteristic is a cubic

in the neighbourhood of the bias point (VI' I,). T�ey further

assumed that <::1 RL was small and reduced equation 5.4- to a van

I

der pol type equation for which approximate solutipns are

,

available. Since 9RL is not small, the expr-e s s Lon] for frequency
:

derived by Schuller and Gartner is not applicable �n our case.
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We will now obtain an analytical expression for fl(\9)
which provides a better approximation to a tunnel diode

characteristic than that provided by equation 5.6. Several

expressions comprised of exponential functions and polyno-

mials are avaLLab Le (Kaupp, 1961; Sterzer, 1961) 0 An

analytical expression composed of exponential func-

tions based on the physics of the tunnel diode will

be used for switching studies in Chapters 6 and 70 It is

preferable, however, to have a finite power series for ,

since it would enable the use of one of the existing analyt

ical techniques. Ieiri (Ieiri, 1961a; Ieiri, 1961b) has

published a power-series expansion extending to five terms,

which is a reasonable approximation to the static character

istic of a 2 mA germanium tunnel diode. He has communicated

to the author a better approximation extending to ten terms.

By assuming his ten-term expansion for the static character

istic f (V) in equation 5.5, the expansion coefficients

for f,(\9) for various values of VI were calculated on a

digital computer and results are presented in Fig. 5.6.

It is also possible to obtain a polynomial expansion

for a fl(\.9) for a given bias experimentally. The voltage

controlled nonlinear element is biased at the required point

(VI,II) and a sinusoidal voltage excitation of a convenient

frequency is applied. The resulting current waveform is

analyzed for harmonic content.

Let the characteristic with ( V" II) as origin be represented

by
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10

f(V) = D.C. characteristics expressed in the form I=.LhyY"
ho 00000,738,2 hs �271544.04

Y"::.O
= =

h, = 810908,03 h6 = 99»245005
h2.. = -1096.413 h7 = -57�921047
h3 = 5289.274 he = -167,190.7
h4 = -6731.847 h9 = 2l+5�703.1

hlO = =71Jl184.43

(Continued on next page)
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Fig. 5.6 �Iont'dJ Expansion about any bias point,
r.(I9):::. <3v_.\9 is derived from f(V) using equation 8.

v-
Y=o

(a) f(V) and even coefficients. Scale: one unit equal to:

f (V) = O. 5mA
90 = 25mA/v
.92. = 0.75 X 104mA/v3

(b) Odd coefficient So Scale: one unit is equal to:

9. = 6.66 x 103 /vl.
93 = 8 x l004/v4
�5 = 8.57 x 105/vG

<31 = 8089 x 105mA/v 8
gq = 5 x l05mA/vtO

----- - --�-- --- ----- ----- -
-----------�----------
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Note that the incremental conductance 1s given by Hhi:ch is

equal to -9 according to our earlier notation. Po r- a given

voltage excitation

the coefficients g�5 can be expressed in terms of the r sm , s 0

values of the various harmonics of the current waveform, and

expressions for a fifth order polynomial are given by

5 .. 9a

The D.C. shift in the current of bias point is given by

Do C. shift = 5.9b

The r-, m, s , value of ",-th harmonic is referred to

by just the number (yth) 0 Experi.mental resul ts agree within

10% of the computed value.
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Us ing a power series expans ion for ?, ('\9), such as the

one given by equation 5.7, and assuming RL t\(\9) to be small

(1.e. for small amplitude oscillations), equation 5.4 can be

solved by a method due to Appleton and Greaves (Appleton, et

al., 1923). Recently leiri (Ieiri, 1961a; leiri, 1961b) has

solved equation 5.4 by assuming RL to be zero (C3RLnegligible)
by a method of approximation due to Kryloff and Bogoliuboff

(Kry1off, et al., 1943; Minorsky, 1947). In the ensuing

ana.lysis j the same method will be used for a case where 9R.�
is not negligible.

The function f\ (�) is assumed to be of the form given by

equation 5.7, ioo.

5.10

where the coefficients 9...,.. can be obtained from Fdg , 5<6(a)

and 5.6(b) for a 2 rnA. tunnel diode (or experimentally by

using equation 5.9). Substituting for -1=\ (\.9) from equation

5.7 in equation 5.4 and rearranging, we haves

where ., "" 2 _ 1;- 90 R L
v..Jo -

LC
) E

and
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Equation 5011 can be solved for small amplitude nearly sinus-

oidal oscillations by the Kryloffis method. In Kryloff's

approximation method, equation 5.11 is assumed to depart from

the simple harmonic case (withE. zero) by a small degree; in

other words E. htu)d\9) is sma l l , Assume a solution for \9 in
dt.

the form l..9::.. Cl Si.M.. (Cuot. +�) 5.13

where L\ and � are, slowly varying functions of time. Differ

entiating equation ).13,1 He get

d\9 do.. d.� I:. rh·
d.1::

=
cl1 S l'(\ ( "Wo t. + CP) + a. en. Cos (�o + '1')

5.14

If
0..\9

is restricted to the formdol-�'-

we have

5.16

Differentiating equation 5.15 and s ubstit uting for �) � and
eM:

�� in equat40n 5 11 t th
.

ti ti d�
�,_

..L 0, we ge ano er e qua on conne c ng erE
and�, which when so 1ved

for do... and d.d� givesd\:: t

in conjunction with equation 5.16

�� - toh( o..s\.Y\(Wol:.+�), a.�o(05lwot + �))
5.17

X Cos (�ot. + cj> )
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5.1S

If we expand the right hand side of equation 5.17 and 5.1S

and retain only constant terms, we obta.in the following d Lf'»

ferential equations for the first rough appr-ox i.mat Lon for a.

and cp, namely A., and ct>,'respectively.

cla.,
- E. h'+' ,+,. � �

}
d t.

-

-

Wo (0.,51)'\ 'i'l , a.., (,.)0Cos '-t'l ) COS't'1

�t -::. o.� ().)o
h ( a, 5,"1\ CPt I o.,Wo Co's 41) 5 ''VI ch

5.19

Now if (). and q> ere treated as constants only when a.ssociated

with a sine or cosine term in equations 5.17 and 5.18,)) we get

the differential equations for the first refined approximation

for Q. and �. Substituting for Q and cp in equation 5.13 and

using equation 5.19, we get

5.20

+�.pPy/ rAJ) Cos Y) (weI: + q>,) + q_ 'f' t 0.1) SI"Y'I'lI (wot + ct1)Jl...� n'l._1
"Yl) ,

where P'Y\(o.v and q'YI(o..� are the fourier coeffici.ents in the
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..::;'.,

expans ion of n (\9,m) in the form

k (\9 /�! ) = h ( 0. I 5 \M.t) 0., W I) Co:. t. )

5.21

= Po(a.,·) -t IJ P,,(o.l) C..1S "nt t q"t\(CA,) SlY\ Y\� 1
"\'\;>0

Using fourier coefficients P'rl(� and q,yfl4lJ in equations 5.1l?

5.22

5.23

The deriv.!1t:1cn g1vE'n ahovc is very brief and detniled deriva-

tion is given in the book by Minorsky (Minorsky, 1947).

Higher approximations of the Kryloff method relax conditions

on the right hand side of equations 5.16 and 5.17 •

.
j:t1unction h(�.�)frOM equation 5.12 can be expanded

by the usual me thcd of fourier expansion to obtain PY'(o.�'.sand
v

q�(CI�-�;.r but it is ea s Lei- to do it directly by expressing 5�V\ t

and Sv:'l:·�t in terms of multiplo angles. The expansion

for Sv:t· COSt is ob t uLne d by differenti8ting the expansion
. "( .. I

/for SVV\. l ('1(+\)

by

Coef ficients p� (o.� and q.'Y\(a.� are given

�
J
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€. � la,)
Rl.. [I 2..' 4 ] 1
LC. -4<3,0., -S93Q, I

�R(a,) �' 3:3· 5"J�o -4-(.. 92-0..,
-

i"6940.,3

E. P. (a,) RL L
I 4 ] 5.24

LC 32.. 930.., ,

4

lE: Ps(Q,) - WQ[\�c. g4a7 ]

JE.�(<l,) 0 '()S
v

RL [ , 3 I 5 ] ')
cq (0.,) LC 4- <3200., +8 94 CA,

�
,

E: q_ (a,)
.

l' j_ 1 4- ]Wo 2.C s, a, + 4C 930.,

jz,

Rl. [' 3 I 5" ]€.q�a,) LC -{ 2.9,A.,
-

T"6 94Q,
\

l 5.25
.

I [€�la,) r.Jo [ - �C g.3a.; ]

rzqca,)
RL [\ 9 S]L(_ e,o "Q,5

eq_(a,)v
o Y)5

The solution given by equation 5.20 cannot be expected

to hold good for the entire range of the oscillator .for as the

amplitude becomes very large the waveform becomes highly
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nonsinudoidal, as C is decreased significantly beyond that for

the starting point. The restriction that e should be small

for applying the Kryloffts method implies that ( C'k(L.... 9oL.)

should be small (it is negative since the system is unstable).

In other words, the equation 5.11 is assumed to depart from a

simple harmonic case only to a slight extent. The same can be

expressed mathematically in the form

5.26

This necessitates the amplitude being very small. An exact

B.nalysis of the region of validity can be carried out a.fter

normalizing equation 5.11. The region depends on the coef

ficients 9yand, hence, it depends on the bias point and the

circuit parameters RL, Land c.. It can be increased by

resorting to higher approximations of Kryloffts method.

From equations 5.23 and 5.25, the anguLar frequency (..) (a.,)
is given by

Under steady state conditions the amplitude is stationary,

i.e. an, is zero. Hence, from equations 5.22 and 5.24,
(It

l., 4 4�_.;_Q \ -+ :i 94 C\, == -

t:
t: c R L -I- SoL. ) 5.28
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Substituting equation 5.28 in equation 5.27, we obtain the

steady state frequency of oscillation f"" in. the form

5.29

where·90 has been replaced by -<3 to conform vlith the rest of

the frequency equations.

It can be seen from equation 5.29 that f4 is dependent

only on Cj (So) among the coefficients 9y' This is not true

if higher approximations of Kryloff's method are used. In

the region of spontaneous oscillation (CRL- 9 L ) is negative

Frequency f4 is closer to

.f-2. is closer tOt 5 for the

The range of agreement be-

and, hence, .f4 is greater than f2•
the experimental frequency f5 than

capacitance range 0.7 - 0042""r.
tween fs and +4 depends on the bias point and circuit para

meters. The agreement was within 5% for the parameters and

bias points mentioned in Fig. 5.2. Below the transition

point where there is oscillation due to hysterisis, (CRI...-9L)

is positive and, hence, t4 is below �2. The experi,mental

frequency +5 was also observed to be lower than t2 in that

region.

50302 Voltage Excursion and D.C. Shift. The r.m.s.

amplitude of oscillation can be determined from equation 5.20

as the square root of the sum of the squares of r.m.s. values

of the harmonics. The voltage excursions on the two sides of

the bias are not the same due to the constant term. If

required, the harmonic content can be computed from equation
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5.20. The shift in the D.C. bias is given by the time inde-

pendent term in equation 5.20, and substituting for

from equation 5.24, we obtain

the D.C. shift = 5.30

If, however, only the rough ·first approximation of

Kryloff's method is used, we have

5.31

In this case, from equation 5.23 and 5.24, we get

5.32

Hence, amplitude Q1 depends only on go' 9.2.... and 94 among the

coefficients 9+ or, in other words, the skew symmetry of the

nonlinearity, whereas the shift in the D.G. bias point, given

by equation 5.30, depends on the asymmetry of the nonlinearity.

It is evident from equations 5.30 and 5.20 that the D.C. shift

and harmonic content depend on the higher order derivatives of

�1(\9) and, as such, even though two characteristics fj t reason

ably their derivatives may not, thereby leading to considerable

differences in their behaviour regarding voltage excursion and

Even though the Kryloff's method of refined first approxi

mation gives expressions for frequency (equation 5.29), voltage

excursion (equation 5.20) and D.G. shift (equation 5.30), only

the expression for the frequency which involves only 90 was
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verified. Voltage excursion and D.C. shift involve higher

order coefficients (�!..( in the polynomial expansion which are

not available for the characteristic of the analogues and,

hence, the expressions for them were not verified.

5.3.3 Hysterisis. It is well known that the boundary

conditions necessary to start and stop oscillations in a non-

linear system are different. In other words, the boundary

exhibits the phenomenon of hysterisis. Appleton and Van dar

Pol (Appleton, et al., 1922; Van der Pol, 1922) have discussed

this phenomenon for a. simple triode oscillator. Assuming that

the characteristics around the bias point can be expanded as a

MacLaurin's series, they prove the existence of two stable

amplitudes, one of which is zero provided the fifth differen

tial coefficient is positive Etnd the third is negative.

Fur-ther-, by taking into consideration two more terms in the

Ma�Laurin's expansion (up to the seventh derivative), they

prove the existence of two stable non-zero amplitudes in a

small region ,just beforethe start of Single large amplitude

oscillations, which depend on the value of the seventh

derivative. In addition, they show that the small amplitude

mode is reversible.

Brunetti (Brunetti, ...
1937) has suggested a gr-aphI c a L

method based on the concept of an average negative resistance

for determining the amplitude of the limit cycle (stable

oscillation) when the oscillation is nearly sinusoidal. The

average negative resistance is the equivalent negative
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resistance that would deliver the saY'le power as the nonlinear

one for a given amplitude of oscillation about the bias point.

It can be expressed mathematically as the ratio of the square

of the r.m.s. amplitude of an applied pure sinusoldal voltage
to the power delivered. The average negative resistance RQV
can be expressed as a polynomial if the nonlinear character

istic can be expanded as a polynomial. Per- a gi.ven amplitude

of oscillation, one can determine Ro.v experimentally as the

ratio of the amplitude of an applied a Lnua o Ld aL. voltage to

the fundamental component of current. By constructing a graph
of Ro.v against amplitude and assuming Ro.v to be equal to CL-RL
one can determine the amplitude of oscillation for a given

parameter condition. He has been able to explain qualitatively�

by using the above graph, the hysterisis in nonlinear oscil

lators. Schuller and Gartner (Schuller, et al., 1961) have

also shown, by numerical analysis with the aid of a computer,

the existence of hysterisis in tunnel diode oscillators; we

will predict the same using the analysis of section 5.3.1.

Equation 5.32 is valid both during the growth and the

steady-state of oscilla.tion, and solving the same gives Q, as

a function of time. If the limit of this function as time

tends to infinity is finite Bnd non-zero, the system is in

the stable oscillation mode. At the steady-state, the ampli-

tude 01 should be constant and, hence, the roots of the

equation obtained by equating m' to zero give the steady
state amplitude. But not all steady-state amplitudes are

stable. The additional condition required of a steady-state
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,
amplitude 0, is that the systeM should return to oscillate

with the amplitude 01' after the amplitude is changed slightly.

The above condition implies that do, should be positive if
at;

Q, is less than U: and should be negative if U. is greater

than a.:, L, e. the function �, crosses zero at 0, "qual to Q:
from positive to negative. The same can be expressed mathe-

matically by the condition l' loff, 1943)

cl [dn,ldO-I �j <. o 5.33

where 0.: is a root of

It can be proved that between any two stable amplitudes

there exists an unstable amplitude which acts as a boundary

above which the system oscillates in the next higher stable

mode and below which the system oscillates in the lower stable

mode. Obviously, the greater the number of significant co

efficients in f,(�), the larger will be the number of roots

of equation 5.32 and, hence, the number of stable states is

increased. Existence of more than one stable amplitude is

referred to as oscillation hysterisis, and the condition for

the same for a fifth order polynomial for fl (�) can be tab

ulated as shown in Table 5.1. .c·-:rtved from equations 5.32

ar.c 5.33.)
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'rable 591

Polarities of Expansion Coefficients fer Hysterisis

go <12- 94- Hysterisis

- + + no

- + - no

= - + yes

= - - no

The results given in Table 5.1 should be modified when co-

afficients of higher order than four are included in the

analysis.

Experimental observation of hysterisis on the analogue

o s c ill star I s 1:1: iven in Flg. S �1L. 'I'he terisis was accen-

tasted by choosing the h18S Dolnt (1.7 v) in the region of

high nonlinearity. As thA capacitance is decreased the ana

logue follows the path ARD8 and oscillations �tart in the

neighbourhood of' point rio insert shows in an expanded

form the small r-ev e r-a Lb Le r-eg Lo n of small amplitude confirming

the pr-e d Lo tLcne of Appleton. Crice the ana Logue is oscillating

at a point beyond D� B reduction of the capacitance returns

itinp; hya ter-Ls ts , 'I'he point of' abrupt decay of oscillation

F is subject to fluctuations due to noiseo No quantitative

The equa t Lon 503'::� C;�'1n also 'h,e used ·�,o ,,1j:"ClHW the stability-

of the circuit shown i.n Fi�. 501. "n.t: exLs t ence of [1 non=z e r-o



steady-state amplitude implies that the system is unstable.

The system is unstable to the right of A (Fig. 5,.. ;). In the

region A to B, the system is only cond i tionally : able 0 The

steady-state amplitude is zero if the disturbance is small»

but the system oscillates with a finite amplitude if the dis

t urbance is large enough to take it to the higher stable

amplitude. Thus� stability obtained from linear stability

eriteria (including generalized stability criteria described

in Chapter' 2) becomes conditional stabIlity (only over a

range of parameter values) 1.f nonlinearity of the negative

resistance is taken into consideration. Hence, the boundary

between the regions of sinusoidal decay and sinusoidal growth

degenerates into a band. The existence of two stable ampli-

tudes, one of them zero in the region AB, can be used for

building an A.C. Log i.c, The low state c or-r-eapond s to the

state when the system is not oscillati.ng and the high state

corresponds to the oscillatory state. The high state can be

easily detected and the proposed A.C. logic might prove more

advantageous than ordlnary D.C. logic in certain caseso

Conc Lus Lons

The Kryloff and Bogoliuboff refined first approxi:nation

method gives a good approximation to the frequency of oseil=

lation in a nonlinear negative resistance oscillatoro The

accuracy of the prediction can be increased by resorting to

higher order 3pproximations of the Kryloff and Bogoliuboff

method. The interest in the analysis carried out using the

refined flrst approximation was more for justifying the fact
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that the experirqental frequency is higher than that predicted

by the linear theory than in obtaining a good prediction for

the frequency.

The other results obtained by the analysis, such as the

expression for the voltage waveform and the D.C. shift, are

not of direct interest. They highlight the fact that even

though two characteristics seem to fit reasonably, their be

haviour regarding voltage waveform and D.C. shift might differ

considerably, since their curves for higher order derivatives

do not fit. Thus, it 1s not possible to arrive at quantitative

results applicable to let alone all tunnel diodes, but even

for the tunnel diodes in a single batch, for their cha.racter

is tics differ considerably. It is for this reason that pre

liminary studies in switching (which can only be preliminary

at the present state of the methods available for switching

analysis) i� Chapters 6 and 7 will be confined to tunnel

diode type characteristics. Tunnel diodes are used for

genera.ting waveforms rich in harmonics. Better design prin

ciples for the same can be arrived at by using the results

obtained.

Hysterisis in the boundary between the stable and un

stable region makes the stability arrived at from linear theory

conditional over a range of parameter values. It might be

used for building an AaCa logic with the oscillatory state of

the system as the high state, making detection and transfer

of information through transformer coupling possib1e�



'I'he nonlinear negative resistance oscillator discussed

in this chapter employs a voltage controlled element 0 1'he

method of analysis and the results can be easily extended to

oscillators employing a current controlled element threugh

the application of the principle of duality discussed in

Chapter 3. The current controlled analogue described in

Chapter 4 cen be used for verifying the resultso

1320
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60 Switching in Tunnel Diode Circuits

601 Introduction

If a tunnel diode is biased by a source whose load line

is as shown in Figa 6ol� there are three possible quiescent

states which can be occupied by the tunnel diode (X, Y and

Z)o The stabillty of each state can be determined from the

graphical representation of the linear stability criteria

given in Figo 4.10 for a tunnel diode with 'Re positive and

equal to RL and Rv equal to the slope resistance which is

positive at X and Z and ts negative at Yo At state Y, �
is negative and its magnitude is greater than unity» and,

hence» the state Y is unconditionally unstableo At states X

and Zli � is positive with both RL and Rv positive and , hence ,

the two states X and Z are stable with the response decaying

exponentially or sinusoidally depending on the megnitudes of

Land C (tn fact lt is the ratio C/L) 0 The nonlinearity of

the characteristic does not affect the unconditional insta-

bility at Y, but makes the states X and Z stable for only

ama.Ll, disturbances 0 It is the conditional stab:!.lity of

states X and Z that makes possible the use of tunnel diodes

as bistable elementso

Switching of tunnel diodes is the operation of changing

the state from X to Z or vice versa by a large enough distur-

bance. The disturbance is called trigger and one form of

trigger can be a current IT injected at the top of the tunnel

diodeo The load line shIfts temporarily as shown by the
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Ii'ig. 6.1 Sim"Ole tunnel diode switching circuit triggered
by a current source and the corresponding trajectory.



dotted line in Fig. 6.1, and the only possible state for the

tunnel diode is Zl which is stable, towards which it moveso

When the tunnel diode is at Z/j the trigger current is re-

moved and the tunnel diode moves over to Z. The change of

state from Z to X can be brought about by a trigger current

of opposite polarity. It is not necessary to wait until the

tunnel diode reaches Z to remove the trigger. It can be

removed earlier and the minimum time for which trigger should

be applied will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 7.

The point in the v-i plane corresponding to the instant-

aneous tunnel diode voltage and current should always lie on

the characteristic� But it is not possible to measure the

ideal tunnel diode (resistive) current alone because of the

capacity across it. Hence, the plot of tunnel diode voltage

agaLns t the combined current through the capacity and the ideal

tunnel diode element is referred to as the tunnel diode t r-a-

jectory.ll and this trajectory can assume any shape in the v-i

plane. Hereafter, the phrase tunnel diode position refers to

the point in the v-i plane whose voltage is tha.t across the

tunnel diode and the current is the combined current of ideal

tunnel diode element and the capacity. For the case of

switching by a current trigger held long enough with the lead

inductance negligible9 the switching trajectory is composed
,

of the vertica.l jump XA, the dotted load line segment AZ
t

1)

the vertical fall Z'B and the quiescent load line segment

BZ. If the lead inductance is considerable, the trajectory

does not follow the load line. The switching trajectory can
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be displayed on an oscilloscope. Any theoretical an�lysis
of a circuit is expected to justify the trajectoryo

The time required to shift the tunnel diode from state

X to state Z or vice versa is called the switching timeo

Theoretically� the switching time is infinite due to the

transients decaying exponentially. Howev e r , in pr-a c t Lc e ,

the time taken to effect the voltage change from 10% to 90%
of the total voltage change is referred to as the switching

time. For any point (\) I
L ) on the t ra j e c tory" the current

through the capacity C (Fig. 6.1) is given by:

c 1rt � �-f(i.9)

In equation 601 the current can be expressed as a function

of the voltage \9 for a given traj ectory � and the awi tching

time can be obtained by integration (analytically or graphi

cally) in the form

T ":.

The operation of changing sta.te from· Z to X is sometimes

referred to as resetting and the corresponding time is

called resetting time.

The two stable states of a tunnel diode can be used as

a memory for a bina.ry unit (bit) of information. The read-

out can be nondistructivep but the memory is destroyed once

the bias is removed. The bistable circuit shown in Figo 601 can



also be used for executing basic logic operations 0 .Po r

example $ it can be used as an "AND" Log Lc , if the individual

level of inputs are so arranged tha.t only their total sum is

large enough to switch the tunnel diodeo

As was pointed out in the general introduction in

Chapter 1, the simplicity of tunnel diode circuits can be of

practical value only through a good understanding of the

operation of those circuitso Further, many tunnel diode cir

cuits depend on the nonlinear nature of some of the elements

for their operation, and it is not possible to apply a single

method of analysis to all nonlinear circuits even for obtain

ing qualitative information, let alone quantitative informa

tiona Several methods which are modifications or extensions

of well known techniquesg both theoretical and experimental�

have been deve l.ope d , and they can be of as s t.s t anc e in analyz

ing nonlinear circuits in general, and tunnel diode circuits

in particularo The various methods will now be describedo

602 Mathematical Methods

The link between the mathematical methods and the physi

cal circuit is the equivalent clrcuito The equivalent circuit

assumed initiRlly should be as simple as possibles> and should

be increased in complexity if the discrepancy between theory

and experiment warrants ito In fact� in nonlinear analysis

the influence of a particular nonlinear element is often

deduced from comparing the behaviour of the circuit with and

without that particular elemento For analytical methods the

nonlinearity has to be expressed in a functional formo One



form of analytical representation can be obtained by applying

the method of lea�t square fit to a set of typical points on

the nonlinear characteristico Special representations based

on the physics of the device or similarity of the character

istic to well known mathematical functions are also possibleo

The choice of the analytical representation depends on the

method to be used for solving the resulting differential

equationsi such as the choice of polynomial form of repre

sentation for the Kryloff Ind Bogoliuboff technique used in

Chapter 5. The differential equations governing the opera

tion of switching circuits are essentially nonlinearJ) and

the choice of a su I t abLe ana.lytical method depends on the

type of equations and the information sought (trajectory
or switching time for example)� but more so on the lattero

It is very rare that one meets nonlinear differentia.l equa

tions for which anal.yt Lc a I techniques are readily availableo

Oftens> the differential equations are reduced to standard

types by suitable approximations (eogo Schtiller� et aloi 1961)0

The method of piece-wlse linearization which reduces the non

linear �iffererttial equations to a set of linear differential

equations will now be describedo

60201 Piece-Wise Linearization �Aleksander, et 8108 1962)

In this technique all nonlinearities are apprOXimated

by a suitable number of linear r-egLoris , so that the diffe1'

ential equation.s which become linear in each region can be

easily solvedo The number of segments that a nonlinear

characteristic is broken into should be as small as possible
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to start with. The piece-wise linearization technique can

provide only qualitative answers and crude estimates andl)
\

as suchg there is no point in increasing the number of seg-

ments unnecessarily unless the discrepancy between the

theory and experiment warrants ito Often one does attribute

discrepancy between theory and experiment to nonlinearities

(strays excepted) and a. careful choice of the segments does

make the conclusions more meaningfuL Perhaps !I one very

good guiding principle in nonlinear analysis would be not

to increase complexity unless the situation warrants.

Since the segments are all straight lines and change

only the slope from region to region» it is advantageous
to analyze B. general form of differential equation applic

able to all regions. This can be done by introducing

arbitrary constants for representing a linearized segment.

Furtherg the general differential equation may be solved for

a general initial condition, so that the solving of a new

differential equation each time a new segment 1s encountered

is avoided II and one can work only with the general solution.

The initial condition for each region is generated by the

final value of the solution in the previous region (except
the first where initial conditions are determined independ=

ently) just before entering the present region. It may

sometimes be possible to incorporate a general trigger into

the differential equation 80 that a class of trigger inputs

can be discussed with little extra effort. It shouldl how-

ever, be remembered that in general the superposition theorem
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cannot be applied. The piece-wise linearization method will

now be illustrated, with an example commonly met with in the

field of tunnel diode switching circuits.

The tunnel diode with a capacity C and a large series

inductance L (externally added}, is biased by a voltage

source E and a Load resistance I<L.. as shown in Fig. 602(a).
A current trigger of value IT(step or pulse with zero rise

time) is applied at the junction of 1<1- and Lo The nonlinear

characteristic of the tunnel diode is replaced by three

segments (slopes R" R2.,. and R3 ) as shown in Fig. 6.2(b) 0 The

piece-wise linearized version of function f(l)·) can be r-epr-e -

sented analytically in the general form

f(1)-) - t.o + 1)- 603- -

R

•

�'I'\cl R :tl<l tcrr 'I> <.� 6.4where 1..0 = 0

.

Vl - �1 Vp <.. v- c:. v" 6051.,0 = o..'VIcl R = fo.,.-

1<2-

�o V3
/A,'V\. cl R :: + 1<3 to..,. v- > �" 606: -

R3

From Kirchoff's laws9 differential equations for the equiv

alent circuit of Figo 602(a) are

L ell :: £ - 1)- - ( i - I,.) RI... 607
clt

and C ol'lJ"
= i. - f (v-) 608

ott

Eliminating between equations 6.7 and 608, the differential

equation involving 1)- and t is

.--�� --.----�--
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Substituting for f(v) from equation 6.3, equation 609 reducas

to

E + IT R l.
- ;'0 R L,

The linear second-order differential equation 6010 can be

solved for� in the form

where

:=
E + ITRL-t LoRL

I -I- RL,
R

( RL + _!_)2_ 4- (I + RI...'
L C R. LC '/

6.10

6012



and HI and H2, are constants which depend on circuit parameters
and initial conditions 0 The equation 6.11 has to be suitably
mod ified if,)11 and X 2, are equal (replace H2oby H2,t) • Current '\;

can be determined as a function or time by using equation 6011

in equation 6 e 8. 'l'he initial conditions for �and 1.. for v

less than 1ip is

'\.) ( + 0) - v-x
i (+0)::: Lx

6013a

6013b

The initial condition d..V(+o) is obtained from equations 6.13(b)ott
and 608. The constants HI and H�are evaluated as usual by

using the initial conditions. 'l'he time taken for reaching "'p
can be found from equation 60119 by solving for t either by

numerical iteration or graphically by plotting'" as a func

tion of t 0 Let '(I be the time at which'" reaches 1Jp. 'I'hen
.

,the corresponding value of 1..., ((namely 1..1 ) can be obtained from

equations 6011 and 608. Then the initial conditions for V--
.

and 1... in the region ( 1J'p <. '\}< '\}�are
= 1Jp 6.l4a

.

= "\;1 6.14b

1�e final value of i (1,1.) at v- equal to 1i",. can be used as

the initial condition for the last region. It is not neces

sary to retain the same time variable for all regions. The

integration can he started at zero time in each region and

the continuity of time introduced in the end. The total

switching time is the sum of the three switching times.



It should be noted that switching time in the last region is

theoretically infinite and$ hence, suitable modifications are

necessary. The switching trajectory can be obtained by

plotting \9against L in each region.

If the input current trigger is terminated after a time

L9 the constant IT has to be set to zero in the solution after

a time'f. The initial conditions are determined as before.

The minimum pulse width required for a given amplitude of

input trigger can be determined by trial and error.

The piece-wise linearization method and the results of

the abov e example will be used for analyzing a specific

aspect of the problem of switching through inductance to be

discussed in Chapter 7.

6.2.2 Graphical Methods

Sometimes nonlinear differential equations can be solved

gra.phically for switching trajectories. There is no general

method except that in all graphical techniques the slope of

the trajectory at a point on the v-i plane is found graphi

cally or otherwisep and the trajectory is built up by small

linear segments. Some techniques give a single trajectory

and others (e.g. isocline techniques) give a family of

trajectories. An example of each type will now be discussed.

(a) Graphical Method

A tunnel diode series-chain can be used as a scaler

(Spiegel, 1960) and a schematic of a scaler of five is shown

in Fig. 603(a)0 The trigger pulse switches only one tunnel

diode at a time� and the entire chain is reset when the
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Figo 603 (a) S:1mple sarles scaler o f' flve (b) Equivalent
circuit for determining the sequence of switching in a

series chain of two t unne L d iod·,� S 1d.th d Lf'f'e r-enb capacities
and peak currents ..



tunnel diode TD5 is switched 0 For satisfactory ope r-a t Lon ,

only one tunnel diode must switch each time a trigger pulse

is appLf e d , and the tunnel diode TDs must switch last (on the

fifth pulse)o It is believed that the order of switching in

a series chain depends on the relative capacities and peak

cur-r-ent s , A graphical technique will now be applied to deter

mine the order of switching in a chain of two tunnel diodes

with characteristics f,('V) and f'2.(V) and capacities (, and

C2J as shown in Figo 603(b)o

The input capacity C �l'I. is assumed to be large and, as

such, can be neglected from the equivalent circuito The in

put trigger is a step voltage applied through a resistor

R\"fI.0 Let 1J, and 1J'2. be the instantaneous volta.ges across the

two tunnel diodes and i be the instantaneous current through

the chain, 'I'he step voltage e �"I\I is terminated after suffic

iently long time and the bacK\vard edge is assumed not to

affect the final state of tne tunnel diodeso From Kirchoff's

Laws

( 1. - Io) Ri-vv + lJj + 1J2. 6",15

=

1..

Fr-om equations 6016 and 6el? vt1>i
-

olt
and � can be expressed

oLt
in the form



d'\},
olt

=

and d.. 1)"2-
clt

Let the tunnel diode characteristics f, ("I7i) and f2 (Vi)
be as shown in Fig 0 601+( a) 0 Let Rand P'2.. be the instant

aneous position of the two tunnel diodes. They are in the

same horizontal Ltne since their cur-r-ent s are the same 0

Further, the sum of the two tunnel diode voltages (�-t Vi)

should satisfy equation 6.15. Hence,

.: QP, + Q P2. QP

If � N, and P2. N2. are vertical lines drawn from Rand P2.

to the c o r-r-e spond Lng tunnel diode characteristics, then

and
p� N'2,. =

d."1 and d.1J'2, can be found from equations 6021", 6.22j) 6018 and
crt clt

6.19 and are of the form

d1Ji - P, NI-

.d. t C,

and 01. 1}"2- = P2. N'l.
oLt C2..

6 o2L�

The points P, and
I I

P2. should be moved to � and P2,. such that

I I

P, and P2. are in the same horizontal line and that
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Fig. 604 (a) Graphical method of

plotting trajectories of two tunnel
diodes in series. (b) The scales
used for determining the increment
at each stepo
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= QI pi

Equation 6025 is effectively the same as

= X pi

Further, the increments should be proportional to the deriv8-

tives and, henc8g

�/�d.t· d.,t

Combining equations 6.23, 6.24 and 6.27, we get

C2-
-

Pl.N2

Equations 6026 and 6028 form the basis for the graphical
b e chnLque , Two scales are drawn for � NI and p� Nl. as shown

in .£t'ig. 604(b). 'I'he scale for R N, is normal and the one for

R. N2,. is multiplied by the ratio C2,. The spacing between the
... Clo
scales is the increment XP. The individual increments are

found by joining the corresponding points on the two scales.

The polarities of P'N, and P2N2should be taken into account

as shown for the case where P, N, is positive and P...Nl. is

negative. The total increment Xpl should be small enough so

that a large region of nonlinearity is not covered by one

increment" As is normal for graphical techniques, the smaller

the increment the better will be the approximation of the

trajectory obtained to the actual trajectory. It is important

that equation 6.25 be satisfied at all times 0 'I'he trajectory



I ,
can be continued beyond � and P2 by repeating the same pro=

cedureo Two special cases will now be dealt with"

In the first case shown in Figo 605� the two tunnel

diodes have identical characteristicsOLHo Capacity of the

lower tunnel diode (e1) is twice that of the top one (el)o

The composite characteristic is shown by the dotted curve

OXYZo Initially, the tunnel diodes are biased from a current

source of 006 mAo and the quiscent load line is the horizontal

line LH. Before the application of the first pulse, both the

tunnel diodes ar-e in the low states (1) and the point on the

eomposite characteristic is Xo When the first trigger pulse

is applied, the instantaneous load line is PY10 Since the

voltage across the tunnel diodes cannot increase instantan-

eously, both the tunnel diodes occupy the point A where the

voltage is the same as that

the maximum trigger current

of point L snd with LA equal to

( et'YI ) The trajectories areih", 0

plotted by the method described above and AA, (with blank

circles) is the trajectory of the lower tunnel diodo (higher

capacity) and AS, (with blank squares) is the trajectory of

the top diode. The final state on the composite character

istic is at YI o �fuen the trigger is terminated � it is

assumed that the state of the tunnel diode does not change

ands hence� the point y, returns to Y. Correspondingly, the

lower tunnel diode returns to L and the upper one to H,

showing that only the tunnel diode with the smaller capacity
is switched by the first pulse •. When the second pulse is

applied, the lower tunnel diode goes back to A and the upper
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Fig. 6.5 Trajectories for sequential
switching of two tunnel diodes with
identical static characteristics but
with capacity of one double that of
the other. elM. = O.26v; R � = 500.n..
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one to B. The capacity C", sees to it that the same current

step as in the first case ( e �) is applied at the top of the
RlYV

chain and is very necessary for the operation of the circuito

The tra,jectory of each tunnel diode is plotted as before.\) and

is shown by darkened circles and squares. At steady state,

the point on the composite characteristic is at Z2_ with both

tunnel diodes in the high state (at A7-). When the second

pulse is removed without affecting the state of the tunnel

diodes, they both return to H, thus completing the operation

of counting by two. The chain should now be reset before

the third pulse. It has now been proved that if two tunnel

diodes are in series and have different capacities they

switch one at a time� with the tunnel diode with lower

capacity switching first.

In the second case shown in Fig. 606, the two tunnel

diodes have identical capacity but have different peak cur

rents. The trajectories are plotted as before with traject

ories marked with circles corresponding to the tunnel diode

with the higher peak current, and the ones marked with squares

corresponding to the other tunnel diode with lower peak

current. As is evident from Fig. 6.6, the tunnel diodes

switch sequentially with the ttihnel diode with lower peak,,;,,-.,.,
". �",,:."

current switching first.

It has been shown that the sequence of switching in a

chain is determined by the relative magnitudes of capacity

and peak current. Sequential switching without regard to

sequence can be achieved by controlling the magnitude and
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VOLtAGE I VOLTS

216. 6.6 Trajectories for sequential switchine of
two tunnel diodes with identical capacity. but dif
ferent p e ak currents. e,YI::::: 0.25,,; K�'lf' :: 430 •



duration of the trigger pulseo If the trigger pulse amplitude

is very small� neither of the tunnel diodes may switch. On

the other hand, if it is too large both will switch at the

same timeo It can be shown by using the above graphical tech

nique that sequential switching can be achieved by choosing

a proper width for the trigger pulse� even though the pulse

height is large enough to switch both at the same timeo In

practice, thA trigger pulses are usually regenerated by a

shaping circuit (Srikanta Swamys 1963)0 Large scale manufac�

ture of scalers requires the use of tunnel diodes with nominal

specifications and 9 hence" maintaining of proper sequence by

controlling parameters requires a.uxiliary components Q The

last tunnel diode is made to switch in the end by making its

peak current higher than that of the others. Sequential

operation among the others is brought about by making their

capacities all different by adding external capacities. The

series scaler is an example which illustrates the fact that

one has to pay in terms of low tolerances for exploiting the

simplicity of tunnel diode circuits. The isocline technique

will now be illustrated with an example.

(b) Isocline Technique (MinorskY9 1943)
The differential equations governing the system shown

in Fig. 607 are

L� =- e-u- L'R.
cH-

c, � � i- -f(\.9)
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Figo 607 Sense of the general slope of the trajectory in
the various regions formed when a load line intersects a

tunnel diode characteristic.



where 1.. is the combined current of the ideal tunnel diode and

its c apa c t t.y , and 11 is the tunnel diode voLt age , 'I'he slope

of the trajectory at any point ('&.9�) in the v-i plane can be

derived from equations 6.29 and 6.30 and is given by

=
C
L

6031

For any noint on the tunnel diode curve (;,,-f(1)"))iS zero and,

from equation 6030, the slope is infinite. Hence, the tangent

to a trajectory at its intersection with the tunnel diode

curve is in the vertical direction and points up or down

according as the polarity of (e-lY- LR)is positive or negative.

The above fact is represented by the short vertical arrows in

Fig. 6.7. Fo r- a point on the load line ( e. - '1)"- L R) is zero and

the slope of the trajectory is zero" The sense of the hori

zontal arrows on the load line indicating the direction of the

trajectory (Fig. 6.7) depends on the polarity of (l - f(1.)-)) 0

The slope of the ta.ngent at the intersection of the tunnel

diode curve and the load line (X, Y and Z) is indeterminate

ano.!> hence, can assume any value. For a general point such

as A in Fd.g , 607, (e.-V--i,;R) is negative and equal in magnitude

to AN, and (L -f(".))iS positive and equal in magnitude to AM.

Hence, the sense of the trajectory El.t A for Lncr-e as Lng time

is such that the cur-r-ant decreases and the voltage increases 0

The tangent to the trajectory at A will be in the general

direction shown by the solid arrow at A. The general direc-

tion of tbe tangent in the various regions formed by the
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intersection of the tunnel diode curve and the load line are

shown in Fig. 607. It is very convenient to refer to Figo

6.7 for drawing typical tra_1ectories and to clear any ambi

guity in the direction which might arise in certain oth�r

techniques (isocline technique in particular).
The locus of all points on the v-i plane at which the

slope of the trajectory is the same (both in magni.tude and

direction) is called an isocline (Minorsky� 1947; Cunning

ham, 1958), and the slope K is referred to as the constant

of the particular isocline. In Fig. 607 the segments PX and

YZ are portions of the same isocline with K being +00, The

equation to the isocline for any constant K can be derived

from equation 6031 and is of the form

1..

Since the slope of the trajectory can assume any value at

the singular points X, Y and Z� the three singular points

lie on every isocline and. in fact, each branch of an iso

cline is terminated by two singular points (point at infinity

is a Lso a singular point) 0 If f(1J-) is ava 11ab Le in an

analytic form or in a tabular form, the isocline can be

plotted from equation 6.32. Since the isocline is drawn by

determining a few points on it numericallYg the pOints can

also be computed on a digital computer. Ihe process is quite

time consuming and this is one of the disadvantages of the

isocline technique. But, with the availability of a tunnel
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diode analogue (Cobboldl1 et a109 1962) capable of producing

the function f('v") scaled up suf'f'Lc Le nb Ly , isoclines can be

plotted automatically on a X-Y recorder by programming

equation 6.32 on an analogue computer and� thereby, reaping

the benefits of the isocline technique without going through

laborious c aLouLat Lon and plotting.

Direct programming of equation 6.32 would involve alter-

ing the setting of more than one coefficient potentiome.ter

for changing anyone of the parameters I< � � and 1<. (e 0 g. -t
appears at two places in equation 6.320) This can be avoided

.

1" =

equation 6.32 in the form

� [ � k ( f(�) - i.) + e -.,.J 6 .e 33

be rewriting the

where the parameters appear at only one place in the equation.

Instead of finding f (v-) (analogue voltage) for a given 1)'"

which is cumbersome � sets of '& and correspond ing f (IJ-) are
generated, as shown in Fig. 608� and they correspond to the

voltage across the tunnel diode analogue and the voltage

across the series resistor. 'I'he desired range for"" is

obtained by a saw-tooth sweep. It is necessary that the sum

of the series resistance and the source impedance of the saw

tooth generator be less tha.n the minimum negative resistance

value to prevent skipping of a portion of the negative resist

ance region. The scaled equation for the program shown in

Figo 6.8 is given by

----------------------� -------- ----
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\ 0 '\,; =

wher-e k, k2. -

10
-

R

The slope of a trajectory, Le. the constart i4.'of an Ls o c Lt.ne ,

can be made positive or negative by Lnc l.ud, .z: or omitting the

amplifier 60 The range for k, K2,can be increased by increasing

the gain of the amplifiers 4, .5 and 60 But the system will

oscillate if the loop gain is made too high. The parasitic

oscillations can be suppressed by shunting the feed-back

resistors on all amplifiers by a striall capacity. Higher

values of k (��)than that a l l.owed by the program shown in

F'ig., 6.8 (due to parasitic oscillation) can be pr-ogz-amme d ,

if the equation 6.32 is used instead of equation 6.33. The

isoclines are plotted automatically on an X-Y recorder by

applying the voltage across the analogue to the X-terminals

and the output or the potent iometer (10 1.,) to the y-terminals @

and sweeping the analogue by a saw-tooth voltage. Frequency

of the saw-tooth is made very small (001 Cis ) to enable the

recorder to follow the voltage variations faithfully. The

same program can be used for plotting the tunnel diode

characteristic by using the voltage across the resistor

(10 f(�)) for Y-input and for plotting the load line by

making �� infinite by disconnecting the connection from ampli-
01,,-

fier 4 to amplifier 6 and the recorder connections arranged

as for isoclines, If the scale on the recorder is to volts

per in. on the X-axis and va volts per in. on the Y=axis 9
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the constant of the isocline expressed as tangent of an angle

is given by

6035

It is clear from equation 6035 that one cannot distinguish

betwe en slopes in the first and third quadrant or between

slopes in the second and fou.rth quadrant e Hence 9 the isoclines

as plotted by the analogue setup run continuously through

regions 1.9 III, V and VI, and also through regions II, IV, II

and IV, passing through the t.hr-e e singular points X, Y and Zo

But the information about the sense of the slope in each

region given in Fig, 6.7 will enable the appropriate sense

of the slope in each branch to be determined. The range of

�� for the program shown in Figo 608 is ±(otol) amps/volt for
an.h ratio of unity.

c.

Isoclines obtained from the arrangement of Fig. 6.8 for

two load lines are shown in Fig. 6,,9 and 6,,100 'I'he plot in

Figo 609 is for the case of quiscent conditions (no trigger)
and the plot of Fig. 6.10 is for the case of a. trigger current

of 0.6 mAo The number of singu.lar points in Fig" 6010 is only

one, since the load line intersects the characteristic at only
one point. It is usual to represent the constant of an iso=

cline1 namely, the slope of the tangent of H trajectory through

any point on that isoc1in89 by hash marksu But the slope of

Lthe trajectory in the present case is dependent on ( c) as

shown by equation 6035 andj hence, cannot be given a unique
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value unless the value of ( � ) is known. Hence, the plot

in Figs. 609 and 6.10 holds good for a range of ( �) .. Hash

lines for a ( � ) of 105 used in one of the specific exa.mples

to be discussed later are shown in .B'igs. 609 and 6.10 for

illustration. The method of using isoclines to plot trajec-

tories will now be discussed.

Referring to Fig. 6.109 let 11 be a typical point on a

trajectory which also lies on an isocline. The value of the

slope of the trajectory at M is the constant of the isocline

and the sense is obtained from Fig. 6.7. The tangent to the

trajectory is along the hash line at M. Let the hash line

be intercepted by the neighbouring isocline at N. Then MN9

if sufficiently small, can be considered as a portion of the

trajectory through Mo The trajectory beyond N is along the

hash line at No The above method of building the trajectory

by linear segments is continued until one of the singular

points is reached. and the actual trajectory is obtained by

drawing a smooth curve. Obviously the closer the isoclines

are, the better will be the approximation of the piece-wise

linear trajectory to the actual trajectory. The above method

of building up of the trajectory corresponds to following the

trajectory as time goes forward (as in practice)o It is

evident that the trajectory can be followed backwards in time,

which will be useful for certain special studies in switching»

by producing the linear segments in a direction opposite to

that indicated by hash marks (1. e. come back from M to N along

the hash mark at M). The time of travel between two points



on consecutive isoclines can be determined from equation 6.30

and by successive summation of time increments, the total

time between any two points on a trajectory can be determined.

The latter can be determined more accurately from the total

smooth trajectory by using equation 6.2.

The isocline technique will now be used for determining

the switching trajectory for the circuit shown in Fig. 6.7

for various widths of the trigger pulse. To accentuate the

influence of the inductance on the switching trajectory, a

large value of � (105') is chos en (1. e. 10 O_rH for a 10 pf

tunnel diode). The load resistance is 1 KSl and the biasing

voltage is 6 volts. A current trigger of 6 mAo is applied

for various durations. The large value of bias voltage and

trigger current arises from the fact that the scale for the

characteristics of the tunnel diode analog is ten times that

of a 1.0 rnA. Ge-tunnel diode. The switching trajectory for

the duration of the trigger pulse is determined from the

isoclines for the case with load line shifted (Fig. 6oI0),

and that after the trigger is terminated from the isoclines

for the quiescent load line (Fig. 6.9) 9 The starting point

for the trajectories is the low voltage point X. The trajec

tories for three typical pulse widths are shown in Fig. 609

and 6.10. The dotted portions of the trajectories in each

plot are the portions of the trajectories obtained from the

other ploto It can be seen that the tunnel diode analog

swi tches for pulse durations more than a minimum val ue , The

initial portions of the trajectory for tHO more values of b
C-



Fig. 6.9 Isoclines for quiescent
conditions plotted on the analogue
computer by using the analog for the
tunnel diode and three typical I

trajectories. The points Y,and V,
are points on a special trajectory
called separatrix (Chapter 7).
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computer set-up and three typical
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(10 and 1000) are shown in Fig. 6.10, and it can be seen that

the rise is faster if

a given capacity).
The difference in current between the high and low state

is smaller (inductance is smaller for

of a tunnel diode can be made available for triggering the

next stage in a composite logic arrangement and, hence, it is

desirable to make this difference as large as possible. One

method of increasing this difference is to use nonlinear

loads. A typical arrangement and the corresponding nonlinear

load line is shown in Fig. 6.13. It will now be shown that

the method of plotting isoclines described above can be

extended to nonlinear load lines.

If nonlinear problems have to be handled by an analogue

computer, it is necessary that for a given two terminal non

linear device it should be possible to obtain analogue ter

minal voltage for a given input current (as a voltage) or

vice versa. The analogue computer arrangement shown in

Fig. 6.11(a) produces a voltage for a given current (as volt

age). The voltage (proportional to the input current) ��

converted to a proportionate current by the trans istor r, ,

and the current in turn is made to flow through the nOL inear

element at the collector. The voltage across the nonlinear

element 1s brought out through amplifiers 2 and 3. A physical

nonlinear element such as a diode is not compatible with a

tunnel diode analogue whose characteristics are scaled to be

ten times that of a physical tunnel diode. Hence, in general,

it is ne c e s s ar-y to s cale- up the characteristic s of the
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.

t.

(a.)

(b)

Fie;. 6011. Analogue computer program for· generat ing
(a) voltage f(v) for a given "\9 (b) voltage Cp(i) for a.

given i (suitably scaled).
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nonlinear element. A required scale factor of x is achieved

by making the resistor in the emitter of transistor Tj to be

x ohms and the gain of amplirie� 3 to be x. The gain of

amplifier I is increased to increase the vaLue of the emitter

resistor. It is sometimes necessary to be able to handle in

put voltages (analogous to current) of both polarity. 'I'he

same can be accomplished by setting a quiscent current in the

transistor T, by an extra D.C. input 1r�, to amplifier 1, and

by making the current through the nonlinear element, zero for

zero input voltage by injecting a quiscent current kz. into

the collector of Tj 0 The arrangement of Fig. 6.1l(b) provides

a voltage proportional to the current through the nonlinear

element for a given input voltage. It is obvious that the

voltage across the nonlinear element should be a single valued

function of terminal current for use in the arrangement

of F'ig 0 6.11 (a), and that the current should be a single

valued function of voltage for use in the arrangement of Fig.

6.1l(b).

The differential equations governing the equivalent

circuit shown in Fig. 6.13 are

L d.� = !i(Io-�) -l)-- �R.
-

oLt

and C d..1)- = 1.. f (v-)-

olt

6.36

6.37

where !I(t) is the VOltage across the diode expressed as a

function of the current t through it. The scaled equation
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for the analogue computer program shown in Fig. �o12 for

plotting isoclines for the nonlinear case is

10 1.. - I� t(IOf(V)- IOl.),IO'IO( �.��XI(?)
_ 1) + lOp [I 0 ( I 0

I �:: L ) ] }
I'he circuit which obtains the voltage across the diode for a

given current through it is made to have a scale factor of

ten so that it can be used in conjunction with the tunnel

diode a naLog , Po r- very small currents (To-�) the diode imped-

ance is large compared to the collector source imoedance of

100 kJl. and, hence, the accuracy of the plot in that neighbour-

hood is very poor. 'I'he isoclines for a few typical values of

(� �"..) are shown in Fig. 6.13. The isoclines in the region

where (Io-�) is negative cannot be plotted due to the high

impedance of the diode in the reverse direction and the conse-

quent overload Lng of amp U. fiers 0

In general, graphical techniques are best suited for

plotting t r a j ectorie so 'I'he t Lme v ar-Lab l,e can be pre senteel on

the trajectory with a little more difficulty. The graphical

me thod s are necessarily appr-ox Lma t e , 'I'he first of the graph-

ical methods described allows one to obtain only one trajectory

at a time, and the entire procedure hAS to be repeated if the

initial conditions are changed. But the isocline technique

alloHs one to alter the initial conditions and cert8in para-

meter ratios ver'Y e as Ll.y , However, both methods do not, Ln

general, alloH the altering of load lines and trigger amplitudeso
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-lot

Fig. 6.12
..
Analogue computer p.rogram f<?r plotting isoclines

for a nonlinear load line 0 (K,· Kl- =- � �\.9� 10-3 J
Characteristic of the diode is magnified ten times to match
}lith that of the tunnel diode analog.
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Fig. 6.13 Isoclines for quiescent
conditions for a tunnel diode analog
biased by a nonlinear load line.
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Both the methods are limited to simple cases and the isocline

technique is limited to cases where the slope of a trajectory

in the domain of two variables is a function of only those

two variables. The latter restriction can be crudely stated

in the form that isocline techniques are limited to cases

with not more than two reactances. The first method has to

be tailored to a given situation and much depends on the

ingenuity of the circuit analyst.

6.2.3 Analogue and Digital Computer Methods

The differential equations governing the operation of a

circuit can be solved by using an analogue or a digital com

puter. As an example of the analogue computer technique, the

differential equations 6.29 and 6.30 governing the operation

of the circuit shown in Fig. 607 will be solved by using an

analogue computer. 'The nonlinearity of the tunnel diode

characteristic can either be made piece-wise linear (Geller,

1960; Drobishev, 1963) or generated by using the tunnel diode

analog (Cobbold, 1963) Q The program to follow uses the tunnel

diode analog in the configuration suggested in Figo 6.1l(b).

The switching time in a physical tunnel diode is very small

(a few nano-seconds) and, hence, time scaling is very essential.

Let the computer time '1' be related to the real time t by the

relation

t = 6039

where is the tunnel diode capacity. Consequently, the,
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equations 6.29 and 6.30 reduce to

.b.�
C cl't

e. - U" - \..1<

and = i - f<"')

The amplitude scaling and detailed programming of equations

6.40 and 6041 depend on the range of the various variables

and parameters (Jackson, 19(0). The range chosen for the

program shown in �ig. 6.14 is

�

V""-=1.- = 0 20 ml': 0 10 v

L oli-
O 15 C oL'I>' 0 15 mAC d:t

-= v - =

01..1:'
R = 0 1000..n. L =10 1000

C
e = 0 20 v

'I'he above range does not necessitate any amplitude scaling.

The scaled equations for the program shown in Fig. 6014 are

:. 1o � - 10 f(IJ'")

100 J..-i

ol't 10
£. � 10 0 0 (e - 1)- - 1..R)
L

:.

and =

1:'

r o.« B.. )f. J ic o di, d. '"( .

100 cl't'
o

6.44

No quiescent current is set in the transistor Ti , since the

range for voltage 1)" is limited to positive values. The ini�

tial conditions are set-up as usual, and the integration is

started by switching both the swi.tches on integrating

-�-----'----------'-----'- ---_ .. -
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10�o 100.ft")

0·1

Figo 6.14 Analogue computer program for solving the pair\of
nonlinear simultaneous equations for a simple tunnel diode
circuit (equations 6.40 and 6.41).



amplifiers 1 and 6 simulta.neously. Integrating can be stopoed

a.t any instant by opening the input resistors of the inte-

gr-ator-s , thus obtaining only a portion of the trajectory. 'rhe

real time is related to the computer time by the relation

t ·c Sec 5 y 6 .)-�_S

where Ccomp and Rcomp are the basic values of the feed back

capacitor and input resistor on the integrators. Speed of

the computer can he :made slower than that achieved by increasing

C by increasing the basic computer time constant Ccomp Rcornpo
The program shown in Fig. 6.14 can be made more efficient if

specific values of R, � and C are to be used. The program will

be used for analyzing a specific aspect of switching in the

circuit of Fig. 607 in Chapter 7. Analogue computer technique

described above can be modified to incorporate nonlinear load

lines by using a method similar to that shown in Fig. 6013.

The methods of solving nonlinear differential equations with

special reference to those that arise in tunnel diode circuits

by using a digital computer will now be discussed.

There are two requirements to be met for solving non-

linear differential equations on a digital computer. �'irst

is the availability of a suitable metbod for storing the non-

linearities involved, and second is the availability of an

appropriate numerical method for solving the differential

equation. The v8rious methods of handling nonlinearities in

a digital computer will now be discussed.
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Since the value of the nonlinear function might be

required at several places in the program, it is advisable

to write the portion of the program that handles the non

linearity in a subroutine form. The nonlinear functions to

be considered are functions of only one variable.

If the nonlinear function is available in an analytical

form, the corresponding equations can be programmed directlyo

If, however, the function is available as a plot, there are

two possible approaches. First, it can be stored in a tabular

form and a suitable table loop-up subroutine can be used for

obtaining values of the function for intermediate values of

the variables. It is advisable to use an interpolation tech

nique such as that of Atkin's (Butler. 1961) which does not

require the tabulation at regular interva Is, so that compar

atively more points can be stored in regions of the character

istic t.vhere the curvature changes rapidly. Secondly, a

po Lynom l.aL or any other combination of i'l/e 11 known mathematical

functions can be found by the least-square fit technique to

correspond to the given plot, and the same can be programmed

directly. For example� the polynomial expansion extending to

ten terms whose coefficients are plotted in Figs. 506(a) and

5.6(b) as function of bias can be used to handle the tunnel

diode characteristic. The second method has the advantage

that considerable saving in computer memory space and time

can be effected as compared to the first method 0 However, in

certain cases the method of least-square fit may have to be

extended to such a large degree that the combined time for<....,.J �" •
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curve fitting and the running of the main program may be con

sidered larger than the time for running the program with

table look-up. It was found that fitting a polynomial for a

given tunnel diode characteristic is very time consuming and

even then the fit was not always satisfactory. Henne, the

Atkin table look-up technique was used in one of the examples

to be discussed later. Often the derivatives of the nonlinear

function are also required and it will have to be treated in

general as a separate function. The difference formula for

obta.ining de r-Lvs t Iv e s can be used, but the method is very

cumbersome.

The characteristics of tunnel diodes in the same batch

(production-wise) vary over such a large range that there

seems to be no point in resorting to very time-consuming pro

cedures to store a tunnel diode characteristic faithfully.

As was seen in Chapter 5, the fact that two characteristics

fit very closely does not necessarily mean that their tran

sient behaviours are the same, for their high-order deriva

tives may not fit. Further, the methods of nonlinear analysis

for switching studies have not progressed to such a point when the

influence of very fine variations in the characteristic can

be evaluated. One is often interested in the influence of

gros s parameters such as the peak current and the valley

current 51 to name just a few. Hence, for most purposes, it

is enough to use tunnel diode-type characteristics. The

first crude approximation for B tunnel diode-type character-

istin is the piece-wise linearized characteristic given by
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equations 6.3 to 6.6. The number of segments can be increased

with very little difficulty on a digital computer. Care

should be taken to see that the break-points (the end points

of each linear region) are assigned a unique functional value.

The derivative of the piece-wise linear function will be dis-

continuous and may introduce gross error in numerical methods

of integration, as will be illustrated later on.

The tunnel diode characteristic can be considered as a

combination of two curves� as shown in Fig. 6.1.5 (Ferendici,

et a1., 1962). The first one represents physically the por�

tion of the tunnel diode current due to tunneling and has the

same overall shape a.s the curve for the mathematical function

-� \.9-
� ,"\9 e, • By a suitable choice of cons tants Pt and K. ,!I the

_I( I "'19
function Ii \.0 e. can be made to coincide with

I
peak of the

the peak of the tunnel diode characteristic. The second

curve represents physically the portion of the tunnel diode

current due to the diode-action of the p-n junction, which

can be simulated by the usual diode equation. The constants

of the diode equation are so adjusted that the current due

to the diode curve at a voltage equal to ( V-f'+ Va) is equal

to the peak current If" The combination 01 suitably scaled

_'<"�
mathematical function AI \9 e and the diode equation has a

valley current which is nearly zero. Hence, an extra linear

term is added to produce the required valley current. The

complete equation for an approximate characteristic is of

the form
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t (v-) J_p ""
_,-

e vp
+ 'Ip

( vp+ v'1
e. 25_

where the symbols are defined in .i"ig. 6 .15, and currents are

in milliamperes and voltages are in millivolts 0 'I'he character-

istic of 1 rnA Ge-tunnel diode and the plot of the function

given by equation 6.46 are shown superimposed in Fig. 6.16,
and can be seen to have reasonable fit. The advantage of

equation 6.46 is in that the gross parameters of the tunnel

diode can be changed very easily. The derivative of function

f,(1t) can be programmed as a separate subroutine. So far,

methods for obtaining the value of a function for a given

value of the variable have been discussed. But in some pro-

blems It mlght be necessary to obtain the value of the

variable for a given value of the function. Obviously the

functlon should be single valued or, if it is multivalued,

the branch in which the inverse interpolation has to be

applied should also be specifieda

Inverse interpolation techniques for tables are well

known (Bootih , 1957). Po r- the functional tyne of r-epr-e eerrta-

tion, the Lnv e r-s e relation may sometimes be explicit and,

hence, can be p r-ogr-ammed s epar-at.eLy , But for e qua t Lon 6 $ 46

the inverse relation is not expliclt. In this case, trial

and error methods similar to those used for finding the

roots of polynomlals can be employed (Butler, 1962). Care

should be taken to see that the inverse lnterpolation routine
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Fig. 6.16 Tho plot of the function (equation 6.46) used for

representing the tunne I diode characteristic in the digitsl
computer and points from a l.�A Ge tunnel diode. (A better
fit is obtained if peak voltage was chosen to be 60 mv instead
of 50 mv.)
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does not go into an endless loopo A method of inverse inter

polation which does not go into an endless loop is described

in the Appendix. In that method the functional relation is

simplified so that the inverse transformation is easily

available. The rough value of the variable obtained from the

approximate inverse relation is incremented or decremented,

depending on the relative value of the approximate functional

value corresponding to the rough value to the actual value.

The process is continued till the value of the variable is

found to the required accuracy by gradually reducing the

increment (or decrement). A few methods of numerical integra-

tion of differential equations will now be discussedo

The choice of the numerical method depends on the type

of differential equations involved (Berezin, et a1o:l 1963).

The differential equations of interest to us are the simul-

taneous differential equations given by equations 6.29 and

6.30 which can be expressed in the general form

du
cit

6.47

oLi
cit

The simplest method of numerical integra.tion is the Euler

method (Butler, 1961) where both the variables � and � are

expanded in Taylor I s series at the point (1Jo, i.o , to) and as

many terms in the terms as can be handled are retained to

calculate the increment in �and i for a given increment in

time .6t. The same can be expressed mathematically in the form
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The error involved in truncating the series can be computed

very easily (Butler, 1961). From a physical point of view,

the truncation is the equivalent of approximating the traJec-

tory at a point by a straight line, a parabola and a cubic

curve for truncations of order one, two and three respectively.

�he agreement between the numerical solution and the exact

solution often improves (not always) as the time increment

is made smaller and as the order of truncation is increased.

A digital computer program was written to include the first

and second derivatives (second-order truncation) and the equa-

tions for various derivatives involved for the simultaneous

equations given by equations 6.29 and 6,30 are

6.51

6.53

6.54



The term ole is retained so that the program can handle varying
d..t

triggers, but it is zero for the case of the circuit shown in

Fig. 6.7. I'he program written for LGP-30, with the tunnel

diode characteristic introduced in a tabular form, can be used

to find the trajectory for a linear load line and time varying

trigger pulse. Time scaling is necessary to avoid overloading

of the computer. The real time t is related to the computer

time t' by the rela.tion

t =�(units of C in farads) seconds

Thus, for a tunnel diode capacity of 10 pf, a unit of computer

time corresponds to 10 pica-seconds if the value of C used in

the program is unity. The units of inductance should also be

scaled appropriately; in fact, it is best to make C unity and

use the number ( � ) for L.

The switching trajectories for a rectangular pulse of

various widths obtained through the use of the LGP-JO computer

are shown in Fig. 6.17. The b.. ratio is very small and, hencejl
C

the initial rise and drop after the pulse is terminated are

nearly vertical. The minimum pulse width required was found

by trial and error.

The accuracy obtained with Eulerls method of second order

was found to be inefficient for use in a certain switching

analysis to be c ar-r Le d out in Chapter 7. Increasing the order

of guIer's method involves evaluating higher order derivatives

of +el)) which is liable to introduce further errors. Hence,

it was decided to use methods which do not require the explicit
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use of the derivatives of the function f('I)-). One such method

is the Hunge'-Kut t a' s method � and a very good anaLys Ls of the

general method and the special cases of the method as applied

to first order, second order and simultaneous linear differ

ential equations are given in an English translation of a

Russian book by Berezin and Zhidkov (Berezin, et ale, 1963).

DetaIls about the method .for equations 6.47 and 6.48 are

given in the Appendix.

A program was first written for I.B.M. 1620 and later

for I.E.}!. 7090 incorporating the tunnel diode characteristic

through the equation 6045� The method of integration used

was the Runge-Kutta method for two linear simultaneous equa

tions. i� very special method of controlling the time

increment details which are given in the Appendix was adopted.

The program can also handle nonlinear load lines. Details of

the various subprograms are found in the Appendix, The pro

gram will be used in Chapter 7 for a special aspect of the

switching problem. Experimental method of studying switching

through the use of the tunnel diode analog will now be

described.

6.2&4 Experimental Hethod UsiJ!g the Tunne!_ Diode Analog
The purpose of theoretical analysis is to explain experi

mental results, arrive at design principles and suggest

improvements in configuration$ The link between the physical

system and the theoretical analysis is the equivalent circuit

and� hence, the equivalent circuit of the physical systems



ha s to be known sufficiently accurately for' the theoretica 1

analysis to have any real value. In nonlinear analysis, the

method of analYSis is itself subject to inaccuracies due to

the methods employed. lience, even before the comparison

between theoretical and experimental' results can be made and

the discrepancy attributed to insufficient knowledge about

the equivalent circuit, it is necessary to verify the accuracy

of the theoretical method itself. This can be done if an

experimental arrangement whLch has the same equivalent circuit

as the one used for the theoretical analysis is available.

The tunnel diode analog will be very useful in thi& respect.

The significance of the above statement can be appreciated in

the following example.
L

An c.. ratio of 100 in a physical tunnel

diode with a capacity of 10 pf requires a lead inductance of

1.0 nano-henry. Accurate determination of the value of the

lead inductance of that order is well nigh impossible. But

for a tunnel diode analog with a capacity of O.lfJ'F, the

inductance required is 10_,... H which can be easily measured and

controlled.

The instruments used for observing the Haveforms on a

circuit using physical tunnel diodes,can significantly alter

the waveforms they are measuring. For example, the switching

time of a 2.0 pf tunnel diode is almost doubled due to the

capacity of the probe used for observation. One eliminates

the interference of measuring instruments almost completely

by working with c Lr-cudt s employing tunnel diode analogs.

Fur-t.her , the measuring instruments can be low-speed devices.
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An additional advantage of analog circuits is that the para

meters can be changed very easily.

The tunnel diode analog is being used by other research

students in this laboratory. 'I'o state a few examples, the

analog is being used for studying the 110ody-\lacker amplifier

(NoodYJ et a l, , , 1961) and for studying switching through a

capacitor (Viswanathan, 1964). Auxiliary circuits for gener

ating trigger pulses of given height duration and linear rise

and fall, for resetting the circuit to enable observation of

'switching trajectory on an oscilloscope and for selective

blanking and introduction of marker pulses for denoting time

on the trajectory, have been built (Viswanathan, 1964). All

nonlinear elements to be used in conjunction with the analog

have to be scaled appropriately. Scaling of diodes can be

done by putting s ev enaI of them in series to increase the

voltage scale and seve:ral series chain in parallel to increase

the current scale. 'l'r-ans Ls t o r- scaling can be achieved by

using operational ampLf t'Ler s � 'I'he res ul ts of graphical tech

niques and computer techniques were verified by using tunnel

diode analogs. The circuit using physical tunnel diodes whose

design is based on the design of the corresponding circuit

using analogs Horked satisfactorily (Viswanathan, 1964).

6.3 Design Aspects of Swit�'bJng Circ_�its
Before examining the relative merits of the vDrious methods

described, it is Horthwhile to examine the aspects of a switch

ing circuit that one is normally interested in.
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(a) Tra jectory: 'I'he or-e t Lc a 1 pred iction and verifica

tion of a switching trajectory is, perhaps, the first step

in theoretical analysis of a switching circuit. It confirms

or denies the theory of operation proposed by the designer.

It will also enable one to specify the maximum rating of

various components used in the circuit.

(b) Trigger Coupling: .A trigger is essential for the

operation of a switching circuit, and it may be applied by

a D.C. coupling through resistors, or A.C. coupling through

a capacitor or B transformer, or nonlinear coupling through

diodes. \'IIben more than one type of coupling is possible,

the designer is intBrested in optimizing the coupling for

maximum speed or minimum trigger power.

(c) Trigger Shape and Power: 1];very trigger pulse has

four important components namely, height, width, rise and

fall times. Anyone or more can be responsible for the

successful operation of a circuit. Determination ,of toler

ances on the pulse shape is a very important aspect of

circuit design. Generally, the switching time can be reduced

by increasing the trigger power whenever permissible, but

minimizing of the trigger pulse power may be important in

special cases. The source impedance of the trigger source

can also be a very imt)ortant factor in the operation of a

circuit.

(d) Switching and Relaxation Time: The switching time

is the time required for executing an operation and this

should be small for high-speed circuits. Relaxation time is
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the time required for auxilia.ry circuits to recover and be

ready for the next operation. Often it is the relaxation

time that limits the speed of circuits.

(e) Nonlinearity and parameter tolerances: The opera

tion of certain circuits depends on the nonlinearities

(especially that of the tunnel diode) and one is interested

in the tolerances on the nonlinearities for satisfactory

operation of the circuit. This is very important since one

may have to use components with nominal specifications. It

is equally important to determine the tolerances on other

components and parameters.

(f) Optimum bias point and load lines: These may have

to be determined either for maximum speed or for maximum

tolerances (for they are mutually conflicting).

(g) Output: A switching circuit is often expected to

be able to produce an output capable of driving one or more

similar stages. 1'1any novel circuit arrangements which work

satisfactorily for observation on an oscilloscope have to be

abandoned for lack of sufficient output. Hence, it is very

necessary to incorporate the output arrangement very early

in the des ign of a new circuit. The output c apabili ty can be

increased by "fan-out" (Krause, 1962), by the use of trans

istors in suitable places and high current tunnel diodes, to

mention a few methodse

The large number of independent aspects of a switching

circuit using tunnel diodes mentioned above makes a general

study encompassing all situations virtually Lmpos s Lb l.e ,
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Even if such a general study is attempted, it becomes so

general that it can cover only fundamental aspects of switch

ing. A study of any value has to be very specific, covering

an individual circuit operating under specific conditions.

Hence, no attempt vdll be made to state the situations where

each method is applicable. In fact, one or more or none

might be useful for some situations. The Choice of a method

depends on the problem and the facilities and time available.

Piece-wise linearization is useful in arriving at crude

estimates and in ascertaining qualitatively the influence of

nonlinearity in the operation of a given circuit. Graphical

techniques are time consuming and apply only to simple cases,

but the insight they provide about the problem is worth the

time and effort. In general, the isocline techniques are

useful for second-order systems and are used mainly in situa

tions where starting point of a trajectory is changed

frequently. It may sometimes allow changing of certain para

meter or parameter relation \<Jithout any difficulty. For

example, can be varied very easily in the example illustrated.

The analog computer technique enables easy optimization, but

is subject to errors due to drift, noise and parasitic oscil

lations. Digital computer techniques are perhaps the most

versatile of all techniques and more useful in arriving at

good quantitative estimates rather than getting a good quali

tative picture of the physical system. It is very difficult

to compare the methods regarding the time and effort required,

since much depends on the equipment facilities available.
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In cases where the given method is very time consuming, pre

liminary studies probably through the use of analog studies

for choosing the proper parameter values for illustrating a

phenomenon occurring in the circuit, is very essentialo

Tunnel diode analog provides a physical system which

is easy to study and acts as a bridge between the theoretical

analysis and the physical tunnel diode system. In the opinion

of the author, the insight about a circuit obtained by studies

on an analog cannot be acquired by studying final results

about a s Im l La r- but not the same circuit. It is a ma j or- step

in theoretical analysis to confirm the theory of operation

proposed by the designer. Tunnel diode analog techniques can

be very useful in this respect.

The methods described in section 6.2 can be easily adapted

to circuits involving current controlled negative resistance

elements. fhe availability of the current controlled analog

is useful both as a tool for study and as an element in cases

where the designer has no physical elements availahle for

illustrating a new configuration using current controlled

elements. The results can be transferred directly between

the current controlled and voltage controlled systems through

the principle of duality discussed in Chapter 30 An example

of this application of duality would be the deduction (based

on the analysis in section 6.2.2) that, if two current con

trolled elements are operating in parallel as a binary counter,

the element with lower lead inductance switches first.
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6.4 Conclusions

SWitching is one of the more important fields of applica

tion of tunnel diodes. Tunnel diode logic circuits promise to

be faster than conventional circuits and are also considerably

simpler and more economicalo However, simple circuits tend to

have lower tolerances on circuit parameters. The designer can

either sacrifice simplicity by adding extra elements and make

the circuit rugged or do extensive analysis on the circuit �o

improve its design and, thus, improve its tolerance and retain

the simplicity of tunnel diode circuits. The theoretical analy
sis of tunnel diode circuits requires methods of nonlinear

analysis. No general methods of theoretical analysis applic

able to all nonlinear circuits are available, and they have

to be Lmpr-ov Ls ed depending on the given situation.

The method of p Le c e-cw La e linearization reduces nonlinear

differential equations to a set of linear differential equa

tions which can be solved. This method is very useful for

arriving at crude estimates and isolating the influence of

nonlinearityo Graphical t�chniques are cumbersome, but the

ingenuity of the designer might make this technique the most

useful for a given situation. Automatic plotting of' isoclines

for second-order systems allows one to take advantage of that

technique without having to spend a great deal of time in

plotting isoclines manuallyo With the availability of a

suitably scaled tunnel diode analog .. differential equations

(linear and nonlinear) can be solved on an analogue computer
and thus advantage can be ta.ken of the relative ease of optimization
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inherent in analogue computer techniques. Digital computer

techniques are the most versatile and may be more advantag

eous in a given situation than others. It is often said that

a physical system is the best analogue of itself. In case of

tunnel diode circuits the physical system is very difficult

to observe for analysis or verification of theoretical results.

The low-speed analog provides a good analogue system for

analysis. The analog technique is very useful in confirming

theories of operation proposed by the designer. Every student

of circuit design using nonlinear elements such as tunnel

diodes will benefit to a large extent by obtaining the so

called feel for the nonlinear circuits by working with analogs.

It will be stressed again that it is the problem that decides

the choice of a method$ and a combination of different versions

of the methods described may be used for tackling a given

problem.

It is not worth'Vlhile recalling the results of the various

examples, for the examples were chosen with Chapter 7 in mind,

and they will be discussed in that chapter. However, the

example of the graphical technique of finding the sequence of

switching in two tunnel diodes in series is worth mentioning.

The tunnel diode with the lower peak current or the lower

capacity a.mongst the otherwise identical tunnel diodes, switches

first. The method can be extended to find the sequence in

two tunnel diodes with both peak current and capaci,ty different.

The methods described have been mainly concerned with

tunnel diodes, but the principle of most of the methods can
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be extended to other nonlinear elements. The principle of

duality enables transfer of' results about a circuit using

voltage controlled elements to corresponding dual circuits

using current controlled elements.
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70 Separatrix

701 Introduction

A tunnel diode biased by a source of sufficient magnitude

and having a source resistance greater than the value of the

minimum negative resistance can be used as a bistable element.

The load line intersects the tunnel diode .characteristic in

three points X, Y and Z, as shown in Figo 7.1, of which Y is

unstable and the other two are conditionally stable. The

load line need not be linear and the only requirement for

the tunnel diode being used as a bistable element is that the

load line intersects the tunnel diode characteristic in three

points, two of which are stable. A typical nonlinear load

line obtained by shunting the tunnel diode with a diode and

by applying a constant current bias to the combination is

shown in Fig. 7.1 by the dotted curve.

The three points X, Y and Z are the points at one of

which the system settles down once the steady state is reached

after the trigger pulse is terminated. It is to be pointed

out that the point Y is a possible state, though unstable, if

the system is noiseless. The instability at Y is similar to

the stability of a cone standing on its vertex. At the in

stant when the trigger pulse is terminated, the point {'\9)\"

corr\9sponding to the voltage across the tunnel diode '\9 and

the combined current i through the capacity and the tunnel

diode can occupy any point in the �- i. plane 0 But the system
is unstable at that point and, hence, has to move to one of
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the three points X, Y and Z, and the time of travel is infiniteo

This travel to one of the quiescent points will hereafter be>

referred to as the tunnel diode moving on its own. A few cases

of this t r-aveI were discussed in an example used to illustrate

isocline techniques in Fig. 6010, and it can be seen that the

final position of the system depends on the initial point A.

Hence, it can be deduced that for a noiseless system there is

one final state that the system will reach for every given

initial point A in the 19-1.. plane. In other words, the entire

\.9-i plane can be divided into three regions, each belonging
to one of the three points X, Y and Z. The presence of noise

introduces a certain amount of indeterminateness about some

points and the region for Y might physically become non-exist

ent. It will be shown later on that the region for Y degener�

ates into a curve which acts as a boundary between the two

regions belonging to X and Z. '}1his curve is called the

Separatrix implying its property of separating the two regions

belonging to the two stable points X and Z. The word Separat

rix is borrowed from the field of topology, and topological

ideas about the separatrix will be introduced later on.

Knowledge about the separatrix for a given system helps

in determining the instant at which the trigger pulse can be

terminated so that the system will travel to the desired stable

point on its own. It will be shown, in due course, that the

separatrix concept will be of assistance in improving toler

ance of circuits, in explaining the workings of some circuits

whose operation is ill understood, and in arriving at new
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cirouit configurations. Even though the viewing of � cirouit

through the separatrix ooncept to an extent done in this

chapter is new, the circuit designer is often thinking in

term.s of it without his explicit knowledge. This implicit

thinking which one might refer to as the shadow of the

separatrix, and elementary ideas about the separatrix used

in earlier work, will now be discussed.

Let a tunnel diode with a capacity and zero lead induct-

ance be biased from a source e with a source resistance RLo
The differential equations for the system in the absence of

trigger are given by

cc:l\9
d,c

t - fC\9)

o -= e - \9 -tRL,. 7.2

It is evident from equation 7.2 that the point P(�) i, ) at

which the system is situated at the instant the trigger is

terminated should move instantaneously to a point pi on the

load line corresponding to voltage � as shown in Fig. 7.2(a).

The trajectory after the trigger is terminated is a portion

of the load line� as is evident from equation 7�2. From

equation 7.1 �� is positive if P is above the tunnel diode

characteristic. In other words, the voltage of the transient

point increases if P is to the left of X, or between Y and Z.

It can be shown by a similar argument that the voltage de-

creases if the instantaneous point is between X and Y or to
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the left of Z. By combining the two results, it can be deduced

that if the instantaneous point P (or Pi) is to the left of Y,

the system reaches X and if it is to the right, it reaches Z.

If the point P is at Y, the system stays at Y if there is no

noise, but arrives at either X or Z depending on the polarity

of the first disturbance. Hence, if one is interested in

switching the system from low state X to high state Y by a

current trigger, the trigger pulse should be terminated after

the instantaneous point on the trajectory is to the right of

Y, (assuming that the back edge does not

affect the final state). For resetting, i.e. switching from

Z to X, the instantaneous point at the termination of the

trigger should be to the left of Y. The above ideas can be

expressed by the statement that the separatrix for a case

with zero lead inductance is the vertical line through Yo The

abov�-mentioned importance of Y in switching is usually

stressed by referring to it as the cross-over point. The

presence of lead inductance alters the shape of the separat-

rix, but the separatrix is nearly vertical for very small

inductances. The absolute value of inductance is not the

important thing, but rather the � ratio in determining the

shape of the separatrix. The family of trajectories which

illustrates the nearly vertical separatrix was photographed

by using the analog and is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). The same

family was also obtained by numerical analysis on a digital

computer, and is shown in Fig. 61017.
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wnen the lead inductance is not negligible, the left hand

side of equation 7.2 is not zero, and the new equation is

L
d:1. - e-\9-lRdt

From equation 7.3 it is evident that the point does not drop

instantaneously to the load line, but the trajectory will

eventually merge with the load line. The inductance tries to

maintain the current at a value existent just before termin-

ating the trigger. Hence, if the tunnel diode is being switched

from low state to high state, the current is maintained for

some time at a value greater than the tunnel diode current,

even though the trigger is terminated. During this short time

the R.li.S. of equation 7.1 is positive and, hence, the voltage

increases and the tunnel diode might switch even though the

trigger did not take the tunnel diode beyond the cross over

point. This artifice of using a large inductance to maintain

higher current and effect switching is often used in building

monostable multivibrators using tunnel diodes. 'The role of

inductance in switching is illustrated by trajectories shown

in Fig. 7.2(b) which are obtained on an analog. It can be

deduced that the inductance bends the separatrix towards the

lower stable point above Y, and it can be shown similarly that

it bends the separatrix towards the higher stable point below

Y. The conventional labeling of Y as a cross over point and

using inductance to aid switching are two illustrations which

show that the separatrix concept is used in a very subtle form
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in circuit design. Ideas about the separatrix that are' prev

alent in the field of topology will now be discussed.

7.2 Topological Concept of Separatrix. Tinorsky s 1947, and others)

The discussion about the separatrix to be presented in

this section is a summary of relevant theorems and analysis

in several books on Topology (Lefsehetz, 1962; Hurewicz, 1961;

Minorsky, 1947; Davis, 1960) and, as such, no reference will

be indicated for each theorem stated. Since the analysis to

be presented is meant for engineers, no rigorous mathematical

treatment of various theorems will be attempted. The theorems

will be applied to tunnel diode circuits in particular.

The analysis to follow is confined to nonlinear autono

mous second order systems. The differential equations govern-

ing the system can be expressed without loss of generality in

the form

Sihce the system is autonomous, the functions X and y cannot

depend directly on time. This condition would, in general,

imply that there are no time dependent bias sources or elements

in the circuito Since the system is a second order system,

the maximum number of reactances allowed in the circul!it is two.

The variables :( and 'J can correspond to voltages or cur-r'ents,

or derivatives of eithero An example of the system equations



1s equatio�7.1 and 703 where X corresponds to U and � corre

sponds to \.. •

One method of solving the differential equations 7.6 and

7.7 is the isocline technique described in Chapter 6. The

equation to the isocline is given by

dx..

cl:J
x (x.> \j)

Y (xj'-j)

'I'he points at which the s lope is indeterminate are c a Ll.e d

singular points and they are obtained by solving the simultan-

eo us equat ions

X ( x , \I) =- 0 7.7

'/txj 'j) =. 0

The slope can also be indeterminate if both numerator and

denominator are infinite. Corresponding points are called

singular points at infinity, and they are not of' practical

interest. Every isocline passes through all the singular

points. Under steady state conditions with no trigger, both

dXand d� should be zero. Hence, the steady state points are
dt o:E
solutions of the pair of simultaneous equations 7.7 and 7.8.

Thus, singular points are the steady state points of a system.

An example of singular points is that of the points X, Y and

Z in Fig. 701. Since one is interested in the stability of

the system at a typical steady state point (:to, 'Y 0 ), the

origin is shifted to that point and the new equations are

redesignated to be the same as equations 7.4 and 7.5.
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Hereafter, the origin is considered to 'be the singularity of

interest and, hence

XCO_IO) = 0

)
If X and yare expressed in the form

7.10

and 7.11

the �ystem governed by the equations

d:x
dl

= C\ X + b'j 7.12

and 7.13

is called the corresponding linear system. 'The constants 0. II

o , c. and d. can be expressed in the form

7.14

The functions X I
and Y1 cannot be pure constants since the

origin is a singularity. The stability at the origin of a

system governed by equations 7.12 and 7.13 is BBSY to deter-

mine, and an elaborate analysis of such a linear second order

system is Rttributed to Poincar�. Liapaunoff has proved,
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under certain restrictions to be stated later, that the nature

of the stability of a nonlinear system such as the one governed

by equations 7.4 and 7.5 is the same as that of the correspond

ing linearized system. Hence, the stability of the linearized

system which corresponds in physical systems to the stability

of small signal linearized equivalent circuits determines the

stability of the overall nonlinear system, subject to certain

restrictions. The stability of the linear system will now be

discussed.

In the discussion of stability in Chapters 2 and 4, the

technique adopted was that of introducing a <5 -function of disturb

ance and de t.e rmtnf.ng the nature of the response. But the

technique to be used here 1s based on the nature of the tra

jec.tories around the singular point. If all trajectories

terminate in the singular point at infinite time, the system

is stable; otherwise, the system is unstable. But there are

finer classifications of singular polnts than that of classi

fying them merely as stable or unstable,

'I'he nature of a trajectory in the neighbourhood of the

origin, which is a singularity� depends on the nature of the

roots A, and 1\2- of the characteristic equation

(Cl.""" A)( d-A) - be -=. 0

j 7.15
given by

It is assumed that the origin is the only singularity in the



neighbourhood of the origin and hence,

C1Q- be � 0 7.16

It is not easy to solve for Xand � from equations 7.12 and

7.13 and, hence, a linear transformation of the form

X=- 0(5 +�"?

'j =- rS -r b(
is effected and the resulting equations in '§ and � are easily

solvable. The transformation matrix [A] is given by

[A] 7.19

The inverse trans formation for 1 and � in terms er z. and ":1

is given by the set of equations

'f :.

8x-�'::J
D..

CX\j - {x
c:

7.205 =

where D.. is the value of the determinant of [AJ. If the equs -

tion to a general trajectory in the �-� plane is given by

7.22

where f is an arbitrary constant (also called the parameter

of the family). The equation to the trajectory in the X-�

plane is obtained by substituting for J and I from equations
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7.20 and 7.21 in equation 7022, and is given by

\IJ{ c5x- {'y o(\j-..fx ())�I\ Do I A 11-0 7 .. 23

If the equation to a trajectory through a given point (:to, 'do )

is desired, the constant r is chosen to satisfy the condition

UJ(6:x:.o-"Yo O(Ljo-{Xo (,)-0I A ' is I -
7 0 2L�

The equations to the trajectory in the ! -� plane and the X-�

plane derived above ar-e applicable only for the equivalent

linearized system•. It holds good for the original system"lf

the system is originally linear, which implies that both

XI(:r)�) and '11(XJ':J) are both zero. If the original system

is not linear, it is not possible in general to obtain the

equations to the trajectory in the X-:J plane, but the stability

of the system can still be determined from the linearized

equations.

Several cases arise depending on the nature of AI and /12. ,
and in each case the form of the transformation matrix, the

equation to the trajectory and the reduced equations are given,

and the nature of the trajectories in the neighbourhood of the

Singular point in the�-"7 plane and the :x.-::J plane will be

shown graphically.. The equations to the trajectory in the

plan.e can be determined by the method suggested above. De-

tailed mathematical derivation of various equations can be

found in the references cited in the beginning of the section.
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Case (i) AI and �L.a.re real and unequaL Then

[A) -_ [A 2.
- o, } A, -

0..] 7025
-(. } -(.

and reduced equations are

and

The equation to the trajectory is given by

'1.28

The nature of trajectories depends on the polarities of i\ I

and � 'l.. and, hence J three s ubc as e s arise.

The nature of trajectories in the �-� nlane are shown in Fig.

7.3(a) and those in the �-� plane are shown in Fig� 7.3(b)o

Note that even though the transformation from the 1-� plane

to the :x:.-� plane is Lt.ne ar-, the angles are not preserved.

Hence J the transformations of j -axis and � =Bxis are straight

lines but are not at right angles. The system is unstable

and the singularity is caL'l e d an unstable node.

(b) AI<::'O� A:;__<'O
The nature of trajectories is the same as shown in Figs.

7.3(a) and 7.3(b), but the sense of the arrows is reversed

so that all trajectories terminate at the singularity as
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l:. -) .'bO The system is stable and the singularity is called

a stable node.

(c) A,)O ) A..t.�O
The nature of the traJectories is shown in Figs. 704(a) and

7.4(b). Only two trajectories enter the singular point and

tw'O others leave. Hence, if the system is free from noise,

the system may reach the singular point along the "1-axis.
The time required for arrival at the singularity is necessar

ily infinite. If, however, noise is present in the system,

as it normally is in physical systems, there is a very good

chance of the system moving away from the singularityo Hence",

the system is considered to be generally unstable and the

singularity is called a saddle point. The YJ-axis divides the

�-�Plane into two regions so that trajectories on the left

hand side of the y) -axis take the system to a stable point

located to the left of the saddle point, and those of the

right hand side take the system to a stable point situated

to the right of the saddle point. The terms left and right

are used in a very loose sense. The1-axis is transformed to

a straight line in the ;;t-:1 plane and this line will be

identified later on as the separatrix in the neighbourhood

of the singular point 0 The § -axis and 1 t s transform act as

asymptotes to the t r-a j e c t.or-Le s moving away from the Singular

point. The roles of the axes in the j -"'1 plane are inter

changed if A I is negative and "l.. is positive-. In other words,

the � -axis becomes the separatrix and the� -axis becomes the

asymptote.
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li'ig. 7.3 Nature of trajectories in the neighbourhood of an

unstable nodeo /rom .tiUreW1Cz, 1.'jUL)

(0-) lb)

Fig. 704 Nature of trajectories in the neighbourhood of a

saddle point. (Hur-ewa.c z , 1.';:101; l'l1.norsky.? l:i4()
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Case (ii) �I and A,2_are real and equal.

The�e arise two subcases depending on whether the system is

degenerate in the sense that it is already in the reduced form

or not.

(a) Degenerate.

The nature of the trajectories for the degenerate case, when

the coefficients 0.. and cl are both equal and positive, is

shown in Figs. 7.S(s) and 7.5(b). The trajectories are all

straight lines through·the origin. The system is unstable

and the singularity is called a degenerate unstable node. If,

however, both 0.. and cl are equal and negative, the sense of

arrows in Figs. 7.S(A) and 7.S{b) is reversed so that the

system is stable and the singularity is called a degenerate

stable node.

(b) Non-degenerate.

The transformation matrix, when the system is not degenerate,

can be obtained by solving for 0<,0).f and & from the set of

equations

0( b + �(d-i\) =: 0
) {�+ OCcl'"A)= (3

7.29

where A is the multiple root of equation 70 lS. The reduced

equations are
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(b)

Fig. 7.5 L\U'c of' trajectories in. tho neighbourhood of a

degenerate unstable node (linear system).

(b)

Fig. 7.6 Nature of trajectories in the neighbourhood of a

degenerate uns t ab I e node. li'rom Hur-ew t c z � 1';101)
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and the equation to the trajectory is given by

7.31

Nature of the trajectories for the case where" is positive

is shown in Figs. 7.6(a) and 7.6(b), and it can be seen that

the � -axis and its transform are tangents to all trajectories.

The system is unstable and the singularity is called a de

generate unstable node. 'I'he sense of arrows Ls reversed if A
is negative, making the system stable, and the singularity is

called a degenerate stabl.e node�

Case (iii) AI and )2... are complex.

The roots AI and �'L 11.1"8 ne ce s sar-Ll.y complex conjugates since

the coefficients of equation 7.1$ are 1"8810 It is incon-

veniant to work with' and � which are mutually independ�nt

an�� hence, 8 new complex variable S is introduced such that

Transformation matrix is given by

(A) = [
where

The reduced equations are



and

General equation to the trajectory is given by

Three subcases arise depend:i.ng on the polarity of the real

part of AI and "'ot' name ly /I .

(a) A:> 0

Nature of the trajectories is shown in Fig. 7.7(a) and 7.7{b).

The system is unstable and the singularity is called an un

stable spiral point. Even though the trajectories are circ

ular spirals in the '1- plane, the t r-s jectories in the X- "j
plane are in general elliptical spirals.

(b) A "'-0

The sense of arrows is reversed in Figs. 7.7(a) and 7.7{b)

and the system is stable 0 'I'he singularity is called a. stable

spiral point.

(c) A = 0

The trajectories inS -jrLane are circles enclosing the singu

larity and those in theX-� plane are concentric ellipses.

Nature of' the trajectories is shown in Figs. 7.8{a) and 7.8{b)

and the singularity is called a vortex point. The system

oscillates with any given amplitude.

The POincarestopological method of determining stability

described above will now be applied to tunnel diode circuits 0
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(b)

Fig. 7.7 Nature of tra.iector'�ds·'iI1 the neighbourhood of an

unstable spiral point. (Minorsky, 1947)

(G..) (b)

Fig. 7.8 Na t ur-e of t r-a jectories in the nel.ghbour-hood of a

vortex point. (From Hurewicz, 1961)



7.3 Application of Poincare's Theory

The linearized stability criteria expressed in B graph

ical form in Fig. 4.10 in Chapter 4 can be vLewe d from the

topological point of view. The equations governing the cir-

cuit shown in Fig. 4.9 are

d\9 I
• \.9

7.37:::- -(l--)o:E C 1<"

dL I (-\0-�'Rc.) 7.38CIT
-

-

L

Compa.ring these with equations 7.12 and 7.13 and identifying

'Xwith\9 and \j withi, the roots r\ and >-2.. given by equation

4014 are the same as the roots :AI and "r-)_ uae d for the dis

cussion in Poincare's method. The stability of the system

deduced from Poincare's theory will be the same as the one

shown in Fig. 4.10. The nature of trajectories in the

various regions can be indicated in Fig. 4.10 by using Table

7.1. An elaborate plotting of these tQDological regions for

two parameters varying at a time for a simple tunnel diode

circuit has been done before (Swamy, 1962).

The Liapunov theorem which states that: flIf the real parts

of the roots of the characteristic equation (equation 7.1� cor

responding to the equations of the first approximation (equa-

tions 7.12 and 7013) are different from zero, the equations of

the first approxi�ation always give a correct answer to the

question of stability of a nonlinear system (equations 7.10

and 70l1}", enables one to determine the stability of a tunnel



Table 7.1

Region in Fig& 4010 Nat ur-e of Singularity

Exponential decay

Sinusoidal decay

Sinusoidal growth

Boundary between

Sin decay and growth

Boundary between

Sin and eXT) decay

Boundary between

Sin and ex'!) growth

Exp growth (no switching)

Switching (exp growth)

Stable node

Stable spiral point

Unstable spiral point

Vortex point

Stable degenerate node

Unstable degenerate node

Uns t ab l e node

Saddle point

,
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diode with the nonlinearity taken into consideration, on the

basis of stability studies on the linearized equivalent cir

cuit. Thus, the linear stability criteria described in Chapters

1 and 4 have limited but useful meaning even if nonlinearity

of the tunnel diode characteristic is taken into consideration.

It should, however, be pointed out that these extensions apply

only for small disturbances (i.e. the unconditional stability

for small disturbances is conditional stability for large

amplitude disturba.nces).

Studies on the separatrix to be undertaken require the

nature of trajectories not only in the neighbourhood of the

singularities, but also in the entire v-i plane. Special

attention will now be given to the separatrices in the neigh

bourhood of a saddle point.

The location of the separatrix in the neighbourhood of

a saddle point can be determined from Fig. 7�4(a) and 7.4(b).

Separatrices are those trajectories which are topologically

abnormal as compared to their neighbouring paths. Thus, from

the topological point of view, both� -axis and y-aXiS are

separatrices, since they terminate or start from a singularity,

whereas the neighbouring paths do not. But the separatrix is

of interest to us in as much as it separates the trajectories

which lead to the left from the ones that lead 'to the right.

Hereafter, the term separatrix refers to the ir=» (and its

transform) alone and the two branches, namely the, po s i tive

and negative halves o f' the 1-axis, will be referred to as the

top and bottom branches of the separatrix respectively. The

�-aXis (or its transform) is an asymptote to all trajectories
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leading away from the saddle point, and will be used as such

for sketching trajectories" �1hereas the above discussion is

confined to the 1-1] plane , it is the X-� plane that is of

interest" The topological properties of trajectories are not

altered by the transformations used" and it is easier to work

with the � �'? plane" The results and equations can be trans

ferred from the �-1 plane to the X-� plane through the various

connecting equations developed earlier.

Studies on switching based on the separatrix concept

require a knowledge of the location of the sepa.ratrix, not

only in the neighbourhood of the saddle point, but also in

the entire X-� plane" It is evident from Fig" 704(b) that

the two branches of the separatrix are the only two trajec

tories which tend to the saddle point as t �7+00 " An

exception to the above occurs for certain values of the

characteristic roots when a family of trajectories tends to

the saddle pointo That case, however� will not be met with

in the field of switching of tunnel diodes" Since the separ-

atrix is a trajectory, it should be a solution to the general

differential equations 7.4 and 70.5, and the system left any-

where on the separatrix arrives at the saddle point after an

infinite time" Hence, the separatrix is that solution of

the general differential equations which tends to the saddle

point as t �+Oo.. In other words, the separatrix is a

solution to a final value problem"

If an analytical solution with two arbitrary constants

is available for equations 7.4 and 70.5, the arhitra.ry constants
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corresponding to the separatrix can be determined by imposing

the condition that the solution tends to the saddle point as

t �T 00 0 But the nonlinear differential equations met with

in practice may not necessarily be solvable analytically and,

hence, the above method of determining the separatrix is not

feasible.

If, somehow9 a point on the separatrix other than the

saddle point is knowng then the portion of the separatrix

from that point to the saddle point can be obtained as a solu

tion to an initial value problem. But, normallY9 it is not

possible to determine whether a general point is a point on

the separatrix only by observing the trajectories in the

neighbourhood of the point (not enclosing the saddle point).

In fact, a segment of a separatrix is not topologically

abnormal as compared to neighbouring paths at considerable

distances away from the saddle pointo The only way to find

out whether a general point lies on the separatrix is by

finding out whether the trajectory through that point passes

through the saddle point or not. The above method of finding

a point on the separatrix by trial and error is used in an

experimental method of plotting a separatrix by using an an

alogue computers but the method as applied to digital computers

or graphical t e chnt.que s is very cumbersome 0

The final v!'Ilue problem can be converted to an initial

value problem by a suitable transformation of' the time

variable, and there are two transformations available. In

the first method, the new time variable L is the reciprocal
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of the old time variable to Thus)) as t increases from zero

to infinity, 'L decreases from infinity to zero, and the final

value problem is converted to an initia.l value pr-obLem , But

the resulting equation in � is not autonomous and is often

more difficult to solve than the corresponding equation in te

In the second method,1: is related to t by the relation

t '= -t

so that l goes from zero to negative infinity as t goes from

zero to positive infinity. If the origin on the time scale

for T (instant of starting to mea.sure time) is shifted to + 00 I

as T goes from zero to +oo , t goes from -t zo to zero. In other

words, time is made to go backwards, and the final value

problem is converted to an initial value problem. The new

characteristic roots are the negative of the old roots and,

hence, all stable points become unstable and vice versa, but

the saddle points remain saddle pointso The system, however,

cannot move out from the saddle point, since it is a singular

point and time derivatives of X and::1 are both z e r-o , Hence,

it is necessary to move the starting point a little distance

away from the saddle point along the separatrix to provide

the required non-zero starting derivatives. Knowledge of the

separatrix in the neighbourhood of the saddle point obtained

from Poincare's theorem will be very useful in determining the

starting point. If the original equations in t are solvable

analytically, the solutions to the equations in l can be

obtained by replacing t by - T- in the original solution. The



arbitrary constants are so adjusted that the initial value of

the solution in't corresponds to the saddle point ,or any other

point on the separatrix if onlt a portion of the separatrix

is required. Before attempting to determine the separatrix

for a tunnel diode circuit with nonlinearity taken into con-

sideration, the general shape of the separatrix for a piece

wiBe linearized case will be discussed.

7.4 Separatrix for.! Piece-wise Linear Case

The shape and location of the separatrix depends on the

circuit configuration and the parameter values used. The

circuit to be used for illustration i� the one shown in Fig.

6.2(a) of Chapter 6. The tunnel diode characteristic is

approximated by three segmentsy as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). The

system equations are given by equations 6.7 and 6. S j 'tJi th a

suitable function for fC\9) substituted from equations 6.3 to

6.6. The points X, Yand Z (Fig. 6.2(b)) are the singular

points. At the point Y9 which is also called the cross-over

poLrrt , the slope of' the characteristic is -1<2. and the ratio

1(

'R� is greater than unity. From Fig. LI.IO and Table 7.1 � the

cross-over point Y is a saddle point and� hence, the separat-

rix passes through Yo Shifting the origin to the saddle

point Y ( k\,.V'l..- ER� E, -\I')...) the differential equations
1<L-'R� » RL.- R�

governing the behaviour of the system in the neighbourhood of

Yare

.

- t.R2--+ e '7 . I, o,. '+
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7041

Since the separatrix is being determined for quiescent

conditions, the trigger current I, is set to zero. Comparing

equations 7040 and 7041 with equations 7.12 and 7.13, and
I

i?entifying Xwith '\9 and � with 1., the coefficients CA., b , c.

and cl are found to be

I
C. :.-

L..

\

b=C .) -'.__ RL..
LA-

L

The characteristic roots 1\ I and � 2.. can be determined froXll

equation 7.15 after substituting for fA.,.b, C. and.cl from

equat.ion 7.42, and it can be shown that AI is positiV's and

�\.:..is negative. Hence, the� -axis is the separatrix in the

1-�plane and its transform whose equation is given in Fig.

7.4(b) is the separatrix in thex��plane. The equation to

the separ-s t r-tx in the pr-e serrt case is obta.ined by replacing

X. by� and 'J by i and substituting for 0( and -( from the

matrix equation 7025, and it can be shown to be

1. -

'\.9
c

K,

:...L Lj_ -
CRL. -i(' +�)'L - 4�J--

2..l R� L � L L

The above expr-e s sLon for the slope oJ' the sepa.ratr-ix (K,) is

the same as the one obta.ined by Sch'tiller (Schuller, at al ;',
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1961) (with slightly different notation).

The equation (equation 7.43) for the separatrix can also

be derived without using the Poincarestheory, as will be

shown next. The equation to the isocline corresponding to a

straight line trajectory is the straight line itself. Let

the equation to the separatrix which is known to be a

straight line trajectory be given by

7.44

The equation to the isocline corresponding to the slope

can be derived from equations 7.40 and 7.41, and is given by

. \.9 i)/ � RI..')K-t-+- (----t-

C. R2. eLL
7.45

The above equation (equation 7.45) should be identical to

equation 7044 and, hence, K can be determined as the root of

a quadratic equation. The root \'<, which is lower than - '/Rl..
gives the slope of the separatrixg and it is the same as the

one given by equation 7.43. The asymptote to the trajectories

moving away from the saddle point is the straight line corres

ponding to the other root K2,. and is given by

The general locations of the separatrix and the asymptote in

relation to the piece-wise linearized characteristic are

shown in Fig. 7.9. The extreme limits for I�\ and K2,..are

given in Table 7.2.
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is the s epar-s t r-Lx if X is n s t abLe node and AA,P..A�-A4-
is the separatri� if X is a stRble spl�81 noint.
(not scnematic)
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'Table 7.2

elL KI K2._

SYY\o,ll - � Rt_ _..L
RL

0 I
0_

'R.z_

00 ()O
L

-RL,..

The limit of \«.2.. as C. -7 CxJ can be found by find ing the limit
L

of �{ The region over which the separatrix can lie is

shown in Fig. 7.9. The two extreme cases which are of prac-

tical interest will now be discussed.

The ratio � is infinite when the lead inductance is
L

nearly zero, and the separatrix for that case is a vertical

line through the cross-over point which agrees with the

earlier observation based on conventiona.l circuit theory

(Section 7.1). The separatrix comes closer to the tunnel

diode characteristic as the value of inductance is inoreased,

and it coincides with the characteristic for a very large

(infinite) inductance (or zero capacity). This tilting of the

separatrix towards the peak explains the earlier observation

that the pulse can be terminated before the tunnel diode volt-

age is greater than the voltage of the cross-over point and

still effect switching. Even though the equation 7.43 is

supposed to give the equation to the separatrix only in the

neighbourhood of the saddle point, it holds good in the entire

negative resistance region, since the characteristic is pieee-

wise linearo The location of the separatrix in the two

positive resistance regions will now be determined.
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Referring to Fig. 7.9, the separatrix in the negative

resistance region is the straight llne AB. Let the coordi-

nates of the points X, Y, Z, A and B referred to as the

origin of the D.C. characteristic be as shown in Fig. 7.9.

The coordinates of A and B are related to those of Y, and

the relations derived by using equation 7.43 are given by

7.47

and

where Vp and \J" are the peak and valley voltages and K I is

the slope of the separatrix (negative).

The separatrix extends both beyond A (top branch) and

beyond B {bottom branch), and the methods of extending both

branches are similar. Bottom branch will be extended to

illustrate the common method. The characteristic changes

its slope at the point A and the differential equations of

the system with the origin shifted to the singular point X

(\lx, 1)() derived from equations 6.3, 604, 6.7 and 6.8 are

given by

7./.19

and di
d!:

General coefficients a., b ,C and cl used in the POincare5

theory are given by
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\ \
a. =- -

C1<.,
c -

-

L.)

7.51

b
\ -

·d _
'Rt_

=

C.
:=.

) L

Separatrix is the trajectory through A and its general shape

depends on the nature of the singular point Xo The singular

ity X is a stable spiral uoint or a stable (ordinary or

degenerate) node, depending on the location of the point

(rT1<L 'RL)inFig. 4010 (use Table 701)� and it cannot be a
it: ) R,
degenerate node of the first kind (when the equations 7049

and 7050 are themselves in the reduced form).

If the singularity X is an ordinary stable node the

trajectory through A has a shape similar to one of the

trajectories shown in Fig. 7.3(b). The separatrix in this

case is shown in Fig. 7.9 by the curve A-At' A� . It extends

towards - 00 on the voltage axis and bends downwards showing

that the tunnel diode can switch to the high state even

though its voltage is lower than that of the cross-over

point (even lower than X) 0 The tangent at 14/, namely its

point of intersection with the load line is horizontal (Fig.

6.7). It will be shown later on that the separatrix AA/ A}..'
does not intersect the characteristic.

Since the differential equations of the system are

linear, the equation for the separatrix can be obtained from

equations 7028 and 7023 by identifyingX with� and "'3 withi..

The consta.nt p is evaluated from equation 7024 by assuming

that the separa.trix passes through the point A whoae
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coordinates referred to X as origin are given by

The coordinates VA and I� are evaluated from equation 7047.

Constants 0-, b, c and d. are given by equation 7.51 and the

roots II I and /.2.,.... are evaluated from equation 7.150 Further,

the constants�, r, {' and & are obtained from the matrix

equation 7.250 It will now be proved that the separatrix

cannot intersect the characteristic in the positive resist-

ance region.

The differential equation in � obtained from equation

7.49 and 7.50 is of the second order, for which the solution

is of the form

where 1\ I and ",2_are the characteristic roots given by equation

7.15, and they are both real and negative in the present case

(Section 6.2.1) 0 The voltage tends to zero as t ---7>+00, and

it has only one overshoot if H I and 1-12... are of opposite signs

and none otherwise. It is this overshoot that makes possible

the switching of the tunnel diode even though the system is

moved to the left of the point X. The overshoot in voltage

should at least be the difference in the voltage between the

points A and X (Vp-V'I.) and the overshoot in current should be

at least (IA-S';. The existence of an overshoot in 19 implies

the existence of a stationary point for the function given by
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equation 70530 If a trajectory intersects the characteristic

%:tiS zero at that point and it is a stationary point forl..9 0

The separatrix should have an overshoot since it passes through

A and, hence, cannot have any other stationary point. Thus,

the separatrix for the case where X is a stable node cannot

intersect the characteristic.

If the singular point X is a degenerate node of the

second kind, the separatrix in the positive resistance region

has a shape similar to one of the trajectories shown in Fig.

7.6(b). Its shape is similar to A AiA.J... and it does not inter

sect the characteristic or c�rl back towards the ne�ative

resistance region. The equation for" the separatrix can be

obtained from equation 7.31 through the usual procedure of

transformation with the transformation matrix obtained from

equation 7033.

If the point X is a stahle spiral point the trajectory

through A has a shape similar to one of the trajectories

shown in Fig. 7.7(b). The separatrix for this case is shown

in Fig 0 7.9 by the curve A A I Al,.. A3. It wraps around the

point X and coils outwards (from X), since we are extending

the trajectory backwards in time, Tangent to the separatrix

at A, is horizonta.L The separatrix in this case intersects

the characteristic since the voltage function is OSCillatory

in character and can have more than one stationary point.

The condition for a traJectory being a separatrix, however,

is that the f'irst positive overshoot takes the system beyond

the point Ao Point A..3 is the break point where the separ-at.r-Ix
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meets the vertical line through the peak point and enters the

negative resistance region once ag adn,

Equation to the separatrix is obtained from equation 7.31

through the usual procedure of transformation. The character

istic roots are obtained from equation 7015 with the trans

formation matrix obtained from equation 70330 It is evident
,

that the equation to the separatrix in the 1,9-'l plane is very

complicated, and computation and plotting can be simplified

by using the equation for both� and L in terms of to Separ

atrlx A A I PI 2. A_:J will now be extended beyond A-::, and, thus,
back into the negative resi.stance region.

Equation to a general trajectory in the 19-_i. plane in the

negative resistance region with the point Y as the origin is

of the same form as equation 70289 but in this case � is
i'2..

negative and the exact equation can be found by making it pass

through the point A'60 The general shape of the separatrix is

similar to one of the trajectories shown in Figo 704(b)o The

general location of the separatrix for the present case is

shown by the curve A3A�o It enters the final positive

resistance region of the characteristic at A4 where its shape

can either be an exponential curve or a spiral depending on

the nature of the singularity Z,which can be determined by

the location of the point(� R3 I R�) in Fig. 4.100 The
l- 'R�

separatrix enters back into the negative resistance region

if the point Z is a spiral point; otherwise, it tends towards

+ bQ on the '\9-axis 0 The lower branch of the separatrix corres-

ponding to the extension beyond the point B can be determined
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by a similar method.

It is evident from the above discussion that the general

shape of the separatrix depends on the nature of the singular

points X and Z. Its general shape for the three cases, where

both are nodal, one is nodal and both are spiral, is shown

in Figs. 7.10, 7.11 and 7 .. 12 respectively. The restrictions

that the tangent to the separatrix be horizontal at its inter

section with the load line and be vertical Ill..t its intersection

with the characteristic are relaxed to make the plot compact.

One trajectory on either side of the trajectory is also plotted.

It should be noted that if the system is left on the separatrix,

it arrives at the saddle point (system is noiseless). The

region corresponding to the lower stable point X is shaded.

Shaded and unshaded regions alternate indefinitely for the

case where both X and Z are spiral points.

It was pointed out in the beginning of this section that

the separatrix is characteristic of a circuit and a given set

of parameter values.. The circuit chosen to illustrate the

piece-wise linear technique was the case of switching through

an inductance (Figo 7�9 insert) .. It was also pointed out

that Poincar�ls theory is applicable to second order systems.

Another example of a second order system met with in practice

where the piece-wise linear technique can be used will now be

described.

Often the trigger is A .. Go coupled to a circuit through

a. capacitor, as shown in Fig e 70130 The lead inductance of

the tunnel diode is assumed to be negligible ( � very small)
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Fig. 7.13 Equivalent circuit for studying the switching of
a tunnel diode with negligible lead inductance by a trigger
applied thr-ough a c apa.cLtor-,
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and the system has effectively only two r-e ac t ance s , The two

independent variables in this case are chosen to be the volt-

ages across the two capacitors. Differential equations

governing the system when the trigger voltage is zero are

given by

E-�

RL

and

Equations 7.54 and 7.55 are similar to equations 7.10 and 7.11.

Separatrix can be evaluated as before in the �-'1 plane and

then transferred to the U,\£l, plane. Two of the singularities

in this case are both stable nodes and the other is a saddle

point. A detailed analysis of this circuit is being carried

out by another research student in this university (Viswanathan,.

1964) and, hence� no further study of this circuit will be

carried out in the present work. The circuit shown in Fig. 7.9

insert will now be used to illustrate less approximate methods

for determining the separatrix and also for further analysis

of the circuit based on the separatrix concept.

So far the nonlinear characteristic of a tunnel diode has

been approximated by three linear segments. Before proceeding

to determine theoretically the separatrix for the actual non

linearity, the results of the piece-wise linear method will

be verified experimentally, and methods for determining the

separatrix experimentally for a nonlinear case will be discussed.
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7�5 Experimental Determination of the Separatrix
Since the separatrix is a trajectory through the saddle

point, the suita.bility of the physical circuit itself for

plotting the separatrix will first be investigated. The

separatrix can be obtained by trial and error as that traJe�

tory which passes through the saddle point. But the separat

rix is a unique trajectory and a slight digression from it,

which is inevitable due to the presence of noise in the system,

renders this method impracticable. However, the separatrix

can be plotted by determining a few points on ito A point

lies on the separatrix, if when the system is left to the

left of (or above) the point, it arrives at one of the stable

points, and if it is left to the right of (or below) the

point, it arrives at the other stable point. The presence

of noise in the system, however, will not enable isolating

a point, but will enable finding a small region having the

above property. By obtaining several such regions, a band

within which the separatrix lies can be determined, But

there is an experimental difficulty associated with the

arrangement. It is impossible, or at least not very easy,

to. set up a given ini tia 1 cond I tion ('-'0) \.0) on the system

and then release the system to verify whether the system

arrives at one or the other stable point. The initial con

ditions cannot be maintained at the values required at the

instant when the auxiliary cLr-cuLt a , necessary for setting

up of the initial conditions, are removed. 'fhe other method

of plotting the separatrix� namely that of making time go



backwards, is physically impossible. Thus� the physical

circuit is not suitable for plotting the separatrix, and

recourse to analog computer techniques will have to be made.

Before proceeding to determine experimentally the

separatrix for a nonlinear case, the analog computer was

programmed to verify the nature of the trajectories in the

neighbourhood of the various types of s tnguler-Lt.Le s as pre

dicted by Poincari's theory. The shape of the separatrix

for a piece-wise linearized case was verified on the analog

computier ,

The differential equations governing the circuit of Fig.

708 (insert) are given by

L dt
dt_

and '. c1\.9c_
d�

7.57

These equations are identical with the equations 6.29 and

6030 for which the analog computer program is shown in Fig.

6.140 It is very easy to set up initial conditions on the

analog computer and9 hence,9 the separatrix can be found by

determining several points on it by trial and error. The

initial current is set at a value and initial voltage is

varied in small steps. A.t each setting the integration is

started and the final state is noted. A point on the

separatrix is obtained when on either side of which the

system arrives at different states. When the initial current
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is changed, a new point on the separatrix is obtained. The

presence of noise makes it impossible to obtain a single

curve and, hence, a band within which the separatrix lies is

obtained. A typical band obtained by such an arrangement is

shown in Fig. 7.14 which confirms the c\lrling back of the

separatrix on both sides of the tunnel diode characteristic.

It is not possible to plot many loops of the separatrix due

to the finite limit on the max tmum voltages handled by the

computer without s ab ur-at Lng the amplifiers. The above method

of determining the s epar-at r-Lx , point by point by trial and

error, can be adopted for automattc plotting of the separat

rix (band) through the use of a closed loop servo system.

Time can be made to move backwards by a transformation

of the time variable given by equation 7.39. The transformed

equations obtained from equations 7.56 and 7.57 are given by

7.58

_Q. + '\.9 + Rl...i,
L. L L

The separatrix will now become a solution to an initial value

problem with the initial conditions given by

'\.9(+0) = voltage

1(to) = current

a.t the cross-over point (V'J) }at the cross-over point (I y)
7.60

The new system.ll however, cannot move away from the cross-over

point since both the derivatives of \9 and \. are zero. Hence,·
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Fig. 7.14 Separatrix obtained by
the analog computer set-up shown in
Fig. 6.14. It spreads into a band
due to the presence of noise in the
system. (Not eomputed)
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the starting point is chosen to be at a point 'I, {or Y,' J

(Fig. 7015) a little distance away from the point along the

required branch of the separatrix. The new initial condi

tions (starting point Y I
or \// ) are given by

7.61

7062

where \-<., is the slope of the separatrix as given by equation

7.43 with the incremental resistance at Y being used for R2,_ ..

and :tll\)is the increment in voltage sufficient to provide

enough momentum (® )
di ) for the system with the positive

ct't at

sign used for the b�ttom branch and the negative sign for

the top branch.

The analog computer can be programmed to solve equations

7.59 and 7.60 with th� initial conditions given by equations

7.61 and 7062, and the trajectory obtained is the separatrix.

Here again, noise introduces large inaccuracies. After

integrating for a while certain portions of the separatrix

plotted may turn out to be actually portions of a trajectory

terminating in one of the stable points. Since every method

of plotting the separatrix. experimental, graphical or com

puter are subject to noise� the solution obtained by the

analog computer method may be acceptable under certain

circumstances. It is possible to program an analog computer

to facilitate plotting of the separatrix for a circuit



involving a particular tunnel diode by plugging in that par-

ticular tunnel diode. The analog computer technique can also

handle nonlinear load lines by an arrangement similar to the

one· shown in Fig. 6013. Graphical and digital computer tech-

niques for obtaining the separatrix with the nonlinearity of

the tunnel diode taken into consideration will now be

discussedo

7.6 Graphical and Digital Computer Techniques of Determining
the Separatrix

The isocline technique described in section 6.202 can be

used for plotting the trajectory through any given point on

the'b-i plane. Hence, the separatrix can be obtained by trial

and error as that trajectory which passes through the saddle

point. It can also be obtained as the boundary between the

two families of trajectories, each of which tenrnto one of

the stable pointso It was mentioned while discussing the

isocline technique that the time can be made to go backwards.

In Figo 6010 the extension of the trajectory from M to N to

hit the isocline above is making time go forwards, whereas

extending M to Ii' to hft the lower isocline is making time

go ba.Ckwards. Thus $ the separatrix can be obtained as a

trajectory starting from the saddle point with the time going

backwards. The slope of a trajectory through the saddle

point can be of any value and, hence, it is not directly

possible to produce the sensratrix backwards from the saddle

point. The slope of the separatrix can be determined from

equation 7.43, and it can be used for starting the separatrixo
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which is extended from then on by the usual technique.

The isocline technique is subject to inaccuracies due to a

finite number of isoclines used in plotting a required trajec=

tory, and the accuracy can be improved by improving the plot

ting techniqueo Instead of extending the trajectory from one

isocline to anotherj the straight line segments can be made

to extend half way between the isoclines (Cunningham, 1958)0

The separatrix being a unique trajectory, the inaccuracies

involved in the isocline technique are considerably enhanced.

However, the technique can be used to demonstrate the general

shape of the sepBratrixo

If the set of differential equations 7.56 and 7.S7 is

solvable analytically when a suitable analytical function

for f(u) such as a polynomial or the one given by equation

6.46 is used, the equation to the separatrix can be obtained

by choosing the arbitrary constants in such a way that the

solution passes through the saddle point. However, a general

analytical solution is not generally available and, hence,

numerical methods of solving differential equations have to

be used. Most of the numerical methods are better suited for

initi�l rather than final value problems. It was shown earlier

that the final value problem of the separatrix can be c6n

verted to an initial value problem by transforming the time

variable through equation 7.39. The transformed equations

7.5) and 7.59 with the initial conditions given by equations

7,61 and 7062 can be solved for the separatrix with L going

from zero to infinity. The time is started from the point



'I, and it should be noted tha.t the time from "I to 'I, is

infinite. The method of integration used can be one of the

Euler methods or the Runge-Kutta method.

Instead of altering the differential equations 7056 and

7057 completely for making time go backwards, the same effect

can be achieved by making the time increment cd: (original time)

negative in a program which integrates equations 7.56 and

7057. The advantage of the latter is in that the same program

can be used to integrate forwards (trajectory) as well as back

wards (separatrix) in time by altering the polarity of the time

increment �t by the setting of a sense switch or by a, control

card. This dual purpose of a program will now be shown to be

very useful in automatic control of the step size At.

It was pointed out earlier that the separatrix is a unique

trajectory and that any digression from it might make the

solution obtained a trajectory terminating in one of the stable

points. Hence, it is very necessary to assure ourselves regu

larly that the solution has not strayed off too far from the

s ep ar-a t.r-Lx , The only way to find out whether a given point is

on the separatrix or not is to find out whether the trajectory

(obtained by integrating forwards in time) through that point

passes through the saddle point or noto The program can be

written in such a way that this check is performed periodically.

But the method is very time consuming and the method of correc

tion in case the point is not on the separatrix is very labori

ouso Instead of checking at regular intervals, it is preferable

to do so at each step. A method of checking and9 in turn�



controlling the step size will now be discussed.

The starting point is the point YI shown in Fig. 7015

(whose coordinates are given by equations 7061 and 7.62). If

the voltage increment .6.\9 is chosen to be small enough , a

trajectory through VI can be assumed to pass through the

saddle point Y and, hence, the point VI is a point on the

separatrix. Time is assumed to be zero at VI and, hence,

'1,= (1.9(.+0))\.(.+0))

Let �tobe the time increment suggested by the programmer and

'I�I) be the point obtained from integrating backwards in time

using a time increment -�too Hence, the coordinates of

are given by Vfl)

Now the integration is carried forwards in time starting from

V/1) using a time increment t6too The coordinates of the new

point 'I f-I) are given by

If the point y (-I)I coincides with 'I, then the point ,//-,)
is on the separatrix, otherwise the time increment is reduced

and the procedure is repeated to obtain points vt2..) and Y,(-2) 0

If '11(-2.) does not coincide with 'II the time increment is

further reducedo The procedure of moving forwards and re

turning and checking for coincidence is repeated till a

certain Y,L-"'m) coincides with YI Then the point \/;'M) is
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on the separatrix and it is called Y2-0 Extension beyond \f 2..
is carried out in exactly the same manner as from Ylto y�

but with the starting time increment being at a value found

satisfactory in the last trial (for \)/'('(1) ) • TJ:ms, each point

'IV) is so chosen that integrating forwards from \f--n will bring

the system back to Y'rt-I. This method of checking by both

forward and backward integration is not new in numerical

methods of integration (Booth, 1961).

It was mentioned that the time increment is decreased

if (-I) does not coincide with YI e 'rhe time incrementVI can

be halved each time, but the reduction is very drastic and

may slow down the progress considerably. A reduction by 10%

at each try is more appropriate. The system travels at

different velocities at different parts of the separatrix and

it may not be economical (time-wise) to reduce the time incre-

ment monotonically. Hence, the time increment is periodically

increased by 10% to find out whether a higher value of time

increment can be used. The best time to increase the time

increment is just after punching out an intermediate point,

which will be done at regular intervals of voltage or current

increment (or decrement) and not at every step. The flow

chart for the program which controls the step size and uses

the Runge-Kutta fourth order method of integration is given

in the Appendix.

The statement made earlier that ytYY'l) should coincide

with V, will now be examined a little more closely. In

numerical methods of integrating differential equations, there



are two ma.Ln sources of error. First; the method in itself

is approximate 0 In Euler's method,9 the maximum error is pro-

portional to the value of the derivative of the order next

to the highest included. The error is proportional to the

fifth derivative in the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. This

error is referred to as the truncation error and it is inher-

ent in the method and cannot be removed no matter how accurate

the numerical calculations ar-e 0 Second, numerical methods

have to use a finite number of significant digits in the cal-

culations and , hence , quantities have to be rounded off to

the required numher of digits or the excess number of digits

has to be dropped as in computerso This rounding off process

introduces an error which is referred to as the round-off

error. Since truncation and round-off errors occur in every

numerical method s the fact that \I t'm) coincides with 'II does

'''1'1\)
not necessarily imply that Y2.('''� )returns ideally to YI• But

results obtained by numerical methods are good enough engineer

ing approximations provided a reasonably accurate method of

integration is used and the number of significant digits handled

is not too sma'lL,

Since the fourth-order Runge ...Kutta me thod yields the same

accuracy as the fourth-order Euler method, but with greater

ease of computation, it was chosen for solving the differential

equations involved. Since the digital computers drop the

excess digits,9 there is no point in equalizing two quantities

up to and including the last digit 0 Thus fJ coinciding y,(-'M)
with 'Y I

is meaning1 es s and a difference between the two
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quantities in the last place yields the same accuracy as com

plete coincidence but with great saving of time. Furtherg it

was found by trial and error that even greater differences

between 'I \(�) and '" than the last digit can be tolerated

and still obtain the solution to be A good engineering approx

imation to the separatrix. The method of verifying this is to

integrate forwards (trajectory) from a distant point on the

sepa:ratrix and to verify that the system reaches the starting

point 'I,. It is not very easy to verify the agreement between

two l"Z"gely varying quantities to a required number of digits.

Hence, a fixed absolute difference was used. The computer

used, n�mely loB.M. 1620, normally uses eight significant

digits .nd the difference tolerated was 10-� mv in voltage

and lO-� rnA in current. The calculations were stopped when

. -5
the titrje' increment became very small (10 seconds) • It can

be cont�nued by increasing the absolute difference tolerated

or by i:qcreasing the number of significant digits handled.

The presence of truncation and round=off errors is similar

to the presence of noise in the physical system. �fuereas the

physical noise introduces unpredictable and non-reproducible

errors, the truncation and round-off errors are predictable

and reproducible. Bothg however, spread out the separatrix

into a band.

The initial voltage increment or decrement �l) used in:

equation 7.61 and 7062 has to be small, and an increment of

2 mv to 5 mv was found to be satisfactory. The program for

determining the separatrix is written in such a way that it
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can be started off from an intermediate pointe It can also

be used for plotting the trajectory (integratlng forwards in

time) • Even then the method of going rcr-var-ds and coming

back and checking is carried out to obt a Ln the accuracy

required for checking whether a distant petnt :is on the sepa-

ratrix or not. The only aspect of the digital computer method

of plotting separatrix that is not discussed above is the

technique of making load lines ncnl Lnear , That $ however, will

be discussed later and the results obtained by the digital

computer technique for linear loads will now be discussed.

The circuit I'or whLch the senar-s t r-Lx is determined by

the digi to 1 computer method, Is shown in Fig � 7016. ;1'he t unne I

diode characteristic f(�) can either be piece-wise linear or can

assume a tunnel diode type characteristic with an equation such as

given by equation 6D460 The t�ble look-up representation of

feu) was abandonBd due to lack of computer memory space.

First, the piece-wise linear case will be considered.

The tunnel diode charncteristic was replaced by three

linear segments as shown in F1g.
I ,.,() 0 c. (I 'I'he s lone of the

separBtrix at the saddle point Y was determined from equation

7 0 L�3. 'l'he separatrix obtained from the computer technique

was found to be a straight line in the negative resistance

region, thereby confirming the piece-wise linear theory. The

time increment required to Bxtend the separatrix beyond A was

found to be very small and even then saparatrix obtained
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2.5.3 ..

Figo 7016 Circuit for which the separotrix is
determined by using the digital corap ut.e.r ,



was subject to gross inaccuracies due to the discontinuity

of the tunnel diode characteristic at the peak pointo The

derivatives of second and higher order of fC\.9) at the peak

are unbounded. The integration methods (specially the Runge

Kutta method) specify the error in terms of the high-order

derivatives which are infinite in the present case. Thus,

the piece-wise linear case, even though found to be useful

for theoretical analysis, is not very much suited for numeri-

cal methods. Hence, the piece-wise linear representation of

t(�) was abandoned. The confirmation, however, of �he shape
....

for the piece-wise linear case derived from Poincare's theory

was obtained by the analog computer technique. The necessity

for a smooth characteristic lead to the use of the tunnel

diode type characteristic for the determination and study of

the separatrix.

The digital computer (hereon referred to as computer)

program for generating the tunnel diode type characteristic

employs the equation 6046, and it enables all relevant para

meters to be changed 0 In the elementary study of the separat

rix to be conducted in this chapter, the parameters correspond

to that of a 100 mA Ge-tunnel diode. The agreement between

the characteristic given by equation 6oL�6 and that of a typical

tunnel diode is quite good» as can be ascertained from F'ig.

6.16.

The slope of the separatrix at Y is obtained from equation

7043, with the slope resistance of the characteristic at Y

being used for -R2.. Its magnitude depends on the ratio!::.) RL
c
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and slope resistance at Yo 'I'he range over which the separat ...

rix can lie for � varying from zero to infinity is shown in

:£I'igo 7.90 Actual positions of the initial portion of the

separatrix for a few typical values of 2' are shown in Figo

7ol7(a)q The dependence of the slope of the separatrix on

the slope a.t the bias point is shown in Fig. 7.l7(b}. It can

be seen that it decreases on both sides of the point of

minimum negative resistance (inflexion point) and, heIlce, the

separatrix is closer to the characteristie on botb sides of

the inflexion point. 'l'he dependence of the slope of the

separatrix on the load resistance "RLis not of sufficient

interest to illustrate graphically. However-, the two extreme

cases of RI- being equal to the value of the slope resistance

at Y and being infinite are of' Lnt e r-e e i� 0 In the first case

the separatrix is along the tangent to the characteristic,

and: in the second the separatrix is a v ert Lc.aI line through.

Y (identica.l to the case of zero lead ind uc tance)', Having

discussed the slope of the separatrix at ·Z� the shape of the

complete separatrix will now be discussed.

The separatrix extends to infinity along both the top and

bottom branches 0 Hence, presenting the seperatrix gr-aphLc s.L'l.y

over a large region of the \9-l. p Larie necessitates crimping of

the scale to such an extent that the region of utmost interest!l

namely the region close to the negative resistance r-egLori , be-

comes very crowded. The time increment gets smaller as the

separatrix is extended farther from the saddle point, making

the rate of extent ion become very low. Hence, only a r-e a sonab l.e

portion of both the top and bottom branch is plotted and the
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Fig. 7.17 The position of the
initial portion of the separatrix
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over point Y (a) for various values
of !::.. (b) at various bias points
( � � 105). R for both cases is
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saparatrix for a typical case is shown in Fig. 7.18. Typical

tra.jectories in the four regions formed by the separatrix and

the asymptotes are also shown.

The separatrix for a tunnel diode type of characteristic

is smooth everywhere as a.gains t a sharp d iscontinuity of the

slope of the separatrix at both peak and valley voltage for

the piece-wise linear case. The tangent to the separatrlx at

its intersection with the load line is horizontal and at its

intersection with the characteristic is vertical. In the

piece-wise linear case the nature of the separatrix in the two

positive resistance regions can be determined completely by

the nat ur-e of the singularities X and Z. That is not the case

when the characteristic is nonlinear. For- example, if X is a

spiral point every point on the characteristic from neRk to X

1.s spiral, whereas it may become a node below X, as can be

ascertained from Fig" 4.10 and .I'abLe 7.1" Hence, the separat ..

rix is portions of a spiral between the vertical lines through

the peak and a certain point below X. It is portions of an

exponential everywhere else, and thus may not; curl back even

though X is a spiral pOint. The points X and Z are either

nodes or spiral points in the piece-wise linear case with

,three segmentsr Whereas Z will be a vortex in the nenllnear case

if the load line intersects the tunnel diode characteristic

twice in the negative resistance rl3gionjl as shown in }<1ig.

7.190 The trajectories in the region belonging to Z all tend

to a stable limit cycle 0 It should be noted that the bottom

branch of the s epar-a t r-Lx has a greater tendency to curl, and



Fig. 7.18 Plot of separatrix for a

typical case of circuit shown in
Fig. 7.16 (J...= 15 x 104; 'Rc= 415
ohms). C
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this might be useful in certain circuit applications. The

influence of various parameter's and bias points on the shape

of the separatrix will now be discussed.

The separatrix is a vertical line through Y for zero lead

inductance and the top branch bends towards X and the bottom

towards Z as L ratio is increased. As can be seen from the
C

plot of the separatrix for a few values of L given in Fig.
.

C

7.20, the top branch flattens out in the initial positive

resistance region (region of X) as � is increased. The fl��

tening is also noticeable in the bottom branch. In esspnce

the separatrix tends to wrap around the stable points as

is increased, It should be pointed out that the eomputing

time required for plotting the separatrix up to a given volt

age increases with an increase of�.
Let P be the point in the �-L plane (Fig. 7.20) at which

the tunnel diode is situated at the instant the trigger is

terminated 0 Then the tunnel diode will not switch if the

ratio is less than 1.5;( 104- Thus a tunnel diode can be made

to switch even though the voltage across it is less than that

of the crossover point provided the t ratio is sufficiently

large. The fact that a tunnel diode left at P can be made

to switch by increasing L (C belng kept constant) does not

necessarily imply that the trigger pulse width in both cases

is the same. It takes a longer time to bring the tunnel

diode to the point P, if the inductance is increased. Hence,

the advantage of being able to switch the tunnel diode with-

out having to increase the voltage across it beyond the
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crossover point is gained at the cost of increasing the trig-

ger pulse width.

Altering the load resistance RL alters the position of

two of the three singular points X, Y and Zo The three sepsr

strices shown in Fig. 7021 correspond to three values of 'Rt.,.

with the singular point Y being the s ame in all three cases.

It is evident that the lower the RL, the closer will be the

separatrix to the tunnel diode characteristic. Decreasing

the load resi.stance will bring the low state closer to the

peak point and the high state closer to the valley point

which will help in reducing the minimum trigger amplitudes.

However, the resistance RL should be large enough to provide

three possible states for the tunnel diode. The minimum

value of RL is slightly larger than the ratio of (�valley-
. ,

'\9peak) to (tpeak - \13l1ey) 0

The sepa.ratrices for several values of saddle point

voLtiaz e (Y) l-vith the L ratio and KLkent the s arne are shown
� c.. '

in Ing. 7.22. The s epar-a t r-Lx comes closer t".., (�he tunnel

diode characteristic as the point approaches

poLnt , Combining the results of Figso 7,20, 7.,21 and 7,22

the best arrangement for obtaining minimum pulse amplitude

is to keep the load resistance RL to A minimum, b La s the

tunnel diode close to the peak, and use as large a value of

1. as pos s Lb Le , It should be noted, however, that increasing
c

the value of inductance (for a given C) Lnc r-e as e s the switch-

ing time. 'I'he separ-at r-tx for nonLf.ne ar- load Llne s will now

be discussedo
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The circuit with a linear Load, and t.he corresponding

load line and the tunnel d Lod e characteristic superposed,

ar-e shown in fi'ig" 7,,23(a)" The trajectory XI1Z represents a

typical trajectory with M being the polnt at which the traJec-

tory merges with the load line. A nonlinear load line is

generated by a circuit ar-r-angement such as the one shown in

Fig, 7.23(b)" The nonlinear load can be a diode or the base

to emitter junct ion of a diode" 11'h6 diode and the bias

current 10 are so chosen that X and Z ar-e the s ame in both

cases. 'I'he 108.d line is shown S upe r-po s ed on the tunnel diode

characteristic in Fig 7Q23(b). r-e age in, XJVIZ represents

a typical troj ectory wi th 1·'1 being the 'Point at which the

trajectory virtually merges vJith the load 11.1'18.

The swttching time from X to H is Bssurrled to be the same

In both cases. I'hen it can be shown by us ing equation 6.2

for the switching ''c ime that the c :i.pcui t wl th the nonlinear

load switches faster than the one with the 'lihea� load. The

same can also be deduced by observing that the current which

charges the tunnel diode capacity, given by the intercept

of the vertical line between the load line and the tunnel

diode characteristics (vertical hash 1 8), is consistently

larger in the nonlinear ease. 'I'he switching time can be

r-educed for the linear case by Lncr-e as Lng the load r-e s Ls t arrce ,

But the d Lf'f'e r-ence in the cur-r-ent be t.wc en the 1m'J ond hLgh

state which is sometimes the useful outuut (into the base of

a transistor) is also reduced. (i, the nonl load
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f
Fig� 7.23 Switching trajectories
for (a).· �ine�r and (b) nonlinear
load. (Not computeg)
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reduces the switching time without sacrificing the available

current output. The nonlinear load, as was mentioned earlier,

can .also be obtained by replacing the diode by the base to

emitter junction of a NPN transistor. This arrangement has

the advantage of obtaining the current change in the tunnel

diode from the collector of the transistor (high impedance

source) for triggering succeeding stages. Thus, it can be

seen that nonlinear load lines are quite useful in tunnel

diode circuits and, as such, the separatrix in those cases

is worth considering.

The differential equati0ns governing a system with a

nonlinear load such as the one shown in Fig. 7.23(b) are

given by

7.66

where (.pC i) is the voltage acros s the nonl inear load for a

current i passing through it. The Hunge-Kutta method can be

used to integrate equations 7.66 and 7.67, if �(Io-t) can be

generated i'or- a given CTo-L). If the nonlinear load is a

diode, then C:p('t)can be expressed in terms of i by the equation

where ]'� is the reverse saturation current,

T is the absolute temperature,



K is boltzman's constant,

� is the electron charge,

and y\ is a constant (1'\1'1 is 25 mv at normal room temperature).
'It-

If the grounded emitter input characteristic of a transistor

(NPN) is not expressible as a mathematical function, inverse

interpolation can be used to find �l\.) for a given 1... The non

linear load was assumed to be a diode in the program written.

The linear load line and the corresponding nonlinear load

line with the same high and low states (Z and X) are shown super

posed on the tunnel diode characteristic in Fig. 7.24. The

saddle point for the nonlinear load (Y) is closer to peak than

that for the linear load (y/). The slope of the separatrix at

the saddle point is obtained from equation 7.43. In a.ddition

to using the slope resistance of the tunnel diode characteristic

at Y for - R2! the slope resistance of the nonlinear load curve

at Y is used for R. The separatrix for the nonlinear load is
L

plotted by integrating equations 7.66 and 7.67 backwards in

time. The separatrices for both the linear and nonlinea.r load

are shown in Fig. 7.24, the L ratio being the same in both cases.
c

It can be seen that due to the flattening of the nonlinear load

line to the left of Y, the top branch of the separatrix even

though it starts off closer to X (going upwards from Y) does

finally go farther from X than that for the linear load. The

top branch will be given greater consideration later on. The

bottom branch of the separatrix is also farther from the

stable point Z than that for the linear load over most of

the region plotted. Since the load line becomes nearly vertical

------ ----------- --------
-----------------------
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after Z, a certain aMount of curling of the separatrix towards

Z will occur at a great distance from Z9 which will be proved

qualitatively later on. But this curling occurs at such large

distances as not to be of practical use. Thus, the nonlin�sr

load line tends to move the bottom branch closer to X, for

which practical uses will be discussed in due course. Two

types of nonlinear load lines which are not met with readily

in practicel' but which promise to improve the performances

of conventional switching circuits� will now be discussed.

Let us discuss qualitatively the reason for the separst-

rix bending towards the stable points. Let the tunnel diode

(and capa.city) be situated at the point P (1.9)1.. ) as shown in

Fig. 7.25 at the instant the trigger is removed. I� the

inductance is zero, the point P will instantaneously drop to

pI (same voltage as P) and then travel along the load line

to the stable state X. On the other hand, if there is a c e r=

tain amount of lead inductance, the current at P cannot decay

instantaneously and the tunnel diode moves to the right.

Thus, even if the trigger 1s removed when the voltage across

the tunnel diode is less than that of Y, the slow decay of

current due to the inductance can take the tunnel diode be=

yond Y9 thereby switching it. The rate of decay of current

is infinite when the inductance is zero and becomes finite

and decreases as the inductance is increased. Effectively,

it is the reduction of d t c aus ed by increasing L that bends
at-

the separatrix towards the stable point Xo
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The expression for � for the circuit shown in Fig. 7 .. 23( a)

is given by

e-l.9-iR
L

The term (e.-'\.9-tR.) is equal to the intercept of the horizontal

line through P (between P and the load line) shown in Fig. 7.25

by PN. Hence, equation 7.69 can be written as

't • '(0

It is required to r-educe � to bend the separatrix towards the

stable point. One method which was discussed in the above

paragraph is to increase L, whereas the other is to decrease

PN.

The load line in the positive voltage region for \j is

chosen on the basis of obtaining required stable points X and

Z, whereas its shape in the negative voltage region is given

no specific attention. If the load line can be made to assume

the shape shown by the dotted line in Fig. 7.25, PN is decreased

•. '

to Pl� • and, thus, the separatrix can be made to bend more to-

wards X than that for the linear load with the same 1,nductanceo

The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 7.25. 'I'he s epar-at.r-Lce e

for both linear and nonlinear cases with the same� ratio are

shown superimposed for comparison Ln .r"ig. 7 .2£:L 'rhe subroutine

required to generate this nonlinear load Ilne uses a special

type of inverse interpolation technique and more details about

the same are given in the Appendix. Note that the tvlO
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separatrices coincide until the point N enters the negative

voltage region, and the one for the nonlinear load bends more

towards X than that for the linear load. Thus 9 the use of a

diode in the backward dire�tion reduces the minimum trigger

height without having to increase L and thereby increase
C

pulse width. A number of diodes can be put in parallel to

make the load line very nearly vertical in the negative volt

age region and, tihereby , a.chieve greater bending of the

separatrix. The results for one, two and three diodes are

shown in Fig. 7.250

In the case of diode load lines in the positive voltage

region.\) diodes in the reverse direction achieve another import-

ant purpose in addition to bringing about the bending of the

separatrixo If no diode in the reverse direction is used, PN

(Fig. 7.26) tends to infinity above a certain value of current.

Hence iii � becomes infinite and the separatrix becomes nearly

vertical. The net result in the top branch is the same as

though the inductance was zero. Thus)) making PN finite is very

essential to bend the separatrix towards 'A (even if attempted

by increasing the inductance). One method is to use a shunt

resistance. But a better method would be to use a shunt diode

in the reverse direction and thereby benefit both from making

PN finite and thus retain the influence of large L.\l and making

PN small and thereby reduce � for a given L. The separatrices

for both a single and double diode are shown in Fig. 7026.

The subroutine for generating the nonlinear load line for the

case shown in Fig. 7026 is similar to that for the single diode
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(no reverse diode).

'rhe influ.ence of the ncnLi.r.eur load line em tL.8 t.ct.t.cm

breDch of the separotrix will now be discussed qualitatively.

In the region of the bottom branch of' the s epana t r-Lx , L�_ is
positive and c� is neg a t Lv e , [is shown in ?i_L. 7.27. At a

point on the bottom branch of the separatrix whose current

is beloH that of Z, PN reduces to PN', therehy decreasing �
and, as such, e lower current is maintained for longer time.

Hence, the tunnel diode moves t owar-d a Z, thereby bending the

separatrix towards Z; wheress tho bottom hranch of the

separatrix bends away t'r-om Z ab o v e trw level of current cor-

respond ing to Z wherc-l .P HI Ls Lnc r-e a s e d to f'ij i'J / by the loud
i

line. 'I'he e I'I'e c t is S/lOh!U exagge r-a t cd in J;4'ig. '1.27, but the

actual position is shown in Pi�. 702h. fhe two opposite

effects on the bottom branch of the separatrix brought about

by the nonlinearity of cne load LLno ar-e of practicl�1 use,

as will be illustrated later un. Having discussed Methods

for determining the sepHratl'ix and its nature for beth

linear and nonlinoar land linoa, tho advantages of the

separatrix concept in analyzing switching circuits will now

be discussed.
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7.9 Application of the Separatrix Concept

The methods of determining the separatrix described deal

essentially with second order systems. The two common second

order systems are the switching of a turmel diode whose lead

inductance is not negligible by R current source (Fig. 7.16)

and switching of a tunnel diode Hith negligible s er-Le s induct

ance by a trigger anplied via a capacitor (Fig. 7.13)0 The

former system was chosen for detailed anBlysi9� since the other

is being studie� by Viswanathan (Viswanat n� 1964). Let us

now examine the order of the t ratio th�L �e meet with in

practice. The capacity of a tunnel diode ranges from 001 pf

to 20 pr, depending on the structure� biaslng voltage and the

peak current of the device. The lead inductance v ar-Le s from

2 to 5 nano=henr-Le s , dependLng on the method used for br-Lng Lng

out the leads. The lead inductance might increase by as much

as lO()% if printed board type of wiring is not used 0 The

L
ratio is in the re!!ion of 5 ooo to 10yJOOo Itaverage

-

Wf'lSC. 5:" \,,- -;»

found that the separatrix departs significantly from the

vertical (�ratio zero) for the above rAnge of values of

and, as such, the discussion of the separatl"'ix for the case

of non-zero lead inductance has practical

signtficanceo

The process of switching in a bistable circuit of the

type shown in Figo 7.16 consists in creating instability at

X by the introduction of a trigger and thereby take the

tunnel diode beyond the separatrix so that the sys tern CB.n

move to the state Z when the trigger is removed. The
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separatrix can be thought of as a ridge across which the system

has to be transported to effect a change of state 0 :;':f the

system is free from noise and is left on the ridge, it will

travel along the ridge to reach the saddle point. There are

two main aspects of a switching circuit that are mutually

conflicting. First is the minimization of' switching time and

the second is the minimization of trigger reqllirements. The

separatrix concept is not very useful in dealing with the

first aspect; whereas the minimization of trigger requirements

(amplitude only) is he Lpe d to e large extent by tho

separatrix concept.

Making the separstrix lie ss close to X as possible

mi.nimizes the trigger requirement 0 'I'he various methods avail

able for achieving the same �·dth their a t.t.end arrt advantages

and disadvantages will now be discussed.

(1) The point X can be made to lie as close to the peak

point as possible. Since the circuit has to be built with

components with certain tolerances" the nosi.ticn of X has to

be so chosen that it will not go beyond the peak even under

the worst .choice of components. If' the switching cLr cu i.t is

designed for executing certain logical operations on multiple

inputs (AND) � the choice of X is governed by a fair] mor-e o on

siderations� Thus $ the location of X is usually determined

irJithout reference to the s ep ar-a t r-Lx c oncepf except that it is

made as close to the peak as possible.

(2) The Lo ad is assumed to be Lf.ne ar- for the present.

The high state Z is roade to lie ss close to the v811�y B3
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possible� and the same tolerance considerations as those used

in the determination of the location of X apply here. The

value of RL obtained on the basis of a given X and Z is the

minimum possible load resistance which will contribute its

share in bringing the separatrix close to the characteristic.

(3) A nonlinear load of the type shown in Fig� 7025 (for

linear load in the positive voltage region) or Fig. 7.26 (for

nonlinear load in the positive voltage region) helps in bring

ing the separatrix close to X. More than one diode can be

used in the reverse direction for enhancing the effect.

(4) Increasing the lead inductance increases the � ratio,

thereby bringing the separatrix closer to X. Increasing the

inductance9 however� increases the time required to establish

a given current in the tunnel diode (including the capacity)

and" as s uch , the trigger pulse width is increased. There are

occasions where minimization of trigger amplitudes is of

greater importance than the minimization of pulse width or

switching timej such as in low speed threshold detectors.

(5) The tunnel diode might be situated beyond the separ=

atrix at the instant the trigger is terminated9 but the falling

edge of the trigger does sometimes bring the tunnel diode back

to a point behind the separatrix. This undesirable effect of

the falling edge (or backward edge) of the trigger pulse can

be minimized if the bottom branch of the separatrix is made

nearly vertical so that the tunnel diode is still beyond the

separatrix after the end of the trigger pulse. The desired

effect is obtained by the nonlinear load arrangement shown in
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. .4.50- i 0 L,,"-_,, 0 Separatrices for both li.near and non.l Ine ar load

(in the positive voltage region) are shown in Figo 7.28. The

trigger starts falling at P and the fallIng edge brings the

point down to r'. In the case of linear ad P is behind

the s epar-at.r-Lx , whereas in the case of nonLlnear' Lo a.d, it is

still beyond the s�paratrix.

'l'he transition from )C to Z is called swLt ch ing , and that

from Z to X is called resetting. The discussion so far has

centered around swi t chi ng i a tho aspect of resetting can be

dealt with in e similar fashion. In cartain circuits, the

SWitching pulse 5.f:� diff'epont from the resetting pulse and, 8S

such, requironents the two can be qu:itJ different" The

resetting Dulse could be a c Lo ck pulse C pab Le of delivering

Lar-g o amounts of tl'i Er pOW(3r and, DS s uch , only the sHitch<·

Lng need be optimized e 'rhe b ransLt Lon m X to Z has to

over-come as it were the hump due tel the peak point; whe r-eas,

the transition from Z to hump .
due to thehas to OVer'CGF10

valley pointo The two humps are different In that the first

is narrow and sharp and the second 1s Brne r. Since eithsr

wcr-t.hwh tLe to Lnv e s t i£�a_te whe ther- the d Lf'f'e r-ence in the nst ur-e

of the two humps make s on,'} tr-ans it-ion b e t ter t.h.an the other

for being considered as the swi.t chl.ng t.r-ans Lt.Lon ,

in the lower positiv� resistance region (region of X) is not

entirely determined by the natups of the stable poiht�. The
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point P (Fig6 7.29) whose voltage coordinate is "\9, depends on

the nature of the characteristic roots corresponding to the

given L) (.) R. L and the slope resistance of the tunnel diode

characteristic at the point M (with the same voltage19,). The

aep ar-a trLx can be made to wra.p more closely around X if' every

point M on the positlve resistance region has its characteristic

roots complex (spiral point), Referring to }VI as a spiral point

is not strictly accurate since it 18 not a singularity. It

will, however, be done for convenience. Pr-om Fig. 4.10 and

'rable 7.1 , it can be ded uc e d that ever·y point between X and

the peak is a spiral potnt , wher-o s» points be Low X are not.

Every point in the positive rA8is�eIlce region can, however, be

made spiral if X is made an inflexion point. This requires

the altering of the tunneI diode ch.ar-act er-Ls t Lc , It is not,

in general, possible to nIter tho characteristic by adding

elements in series with the tunnel diode, since the tunnel

diode capacity would then not be across the modified two ter

minal device. However, the principle of altering the chHrac

teristic can be demonstrated by including 8 diode in series

with the tunnel diode and shunting the series c omb Lna tLon by

a large capacity many times that of the tunnel diode capaci.. ty,

'I'he modified cLrcutt is shown in F'igo '7.299 and it can oper-at-e only

at very low speeds. l'he diode has to be so chosen that the

negative resistance region does not disappear in the composite

characteristic.

Let us now discuss the nperation of the KBenel flip flop

(Kaenel, 1962) which is probably one of the finest examples
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of the simplicity of tunnel diode c t r-cuf t s , The essentials

of the circuit are shown in FL�. 7,,30(9) where (, is usually

the intrinsic capacity of the diode and L is an inductance

externally added. It 1s assumed that the trigger pulses are

derived from a cur-r-ent source and are of uniform amplitude

and polarity (assumed to be positive tn the first instance).

The separatrix for D typical case is shown in Fig. 7.JO(b).

Let the tunnel diode be in the low state X before the arrival

of the first current pulse. 'I'he t.unne 1 dlode and the capacity

(referred to hereafter as tunnel diode) move to the point XI

on the incidence of the first pulse. Time constant LRL is

assumed to be large compared to tbe pulse width so that the

tunnel diode moves along a horizontal line through X,until it

reaches the point XC!.. at the end of the pulse. At the t er-mtna-

tion of the trigger pulse, the tunnel diode shifts instantan

eously to the point X3 (on the horizontal line through X)

which is beyond the separatrix. Thus, the first pulse switches

the tunnel diode from low to high stBte. At the incidence of

the second pulse, the tunnel diode moves to 21 end reaches Z�
at the end of the pulse. It drops dOHn to Z.3> at the termina

tion of the second pulse/which is in the zone of x. 'rhus,

tbB second pulse switches the tunnel diode from high to low

stabe. The third pulse has the same effect BS the first.

It is evident that it is the inductance that is responsible

for the operation of the circuit in that it did bend the

separatrix on both sides of the characteristic. The larger

the inductance the smaller will be the pulse amplitude
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requirement. But increasing the inductance invariably increases

the relaxation time, thereby decreasing the speed of operation.

If l RL is not very large compared to the pulse width, the

point XL. moves down to x� and ><,3 moves to ><j J and the only

requirement is that LRLbe large enough so that xd is beyond

the separat�ix. In the case where the tunnel diode is at ZJ

decreasing LRL brings ZJ down to 2:J which is Actually an

advantage provided the separatrix is at the same place even

after decreasing LRL•

The circuit can also operate for pulses of negstive pol-

arity as shown by points with negative subscripts in Fig.

7.30(b). It is possible to design the circuit in such a way

th8t pulse amplitude requirement for positive and negative

train of pulses are the same, in which case the circuit operates

for pulse trains with uniform amplitude but not necessarily of

unifo.cm polarity. Detailed design of the circuit and modlfi-

cations that improve the perf'()rm.9nce, speed and the method of

obtaining useable output have been Vlodced out (Viswanathan"

"°64\l. ; I,

We have described an application of the curling back of

the separatrix in Kaenel's flip flop. The other important

aspect of the bending of the separatrixl' namely that of being

able to switch the tunnel diode without having to increase

the voltage across it beyond the crossover point, will nOT,"; be

applied to circuit design. The circuit due to Viswanathan

(Viswanathan, 1964) which counts a train of mono-polsr pulses

of uniform amplitude is shown in Flg. 7.31(13). Complementary

.. _-----_.- -- -.-�-"-
---_._-_.

.-------------,-------------------
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pulses of equal amplitude are generated by using an input

transformer with unbalanced to balanced windings. The

amplitude of the pulse is so adjusted that the germanium diode

D I conducts only when the tunnel diode is in the low state"

whereas the silicon diode D2., conducts only when the tunnel

diode is in the high stateo The first pulse is supposed to

switch the tunnel diode from low to high by acting through

the diode D" whereas the second pulse is supposed to switch

the tunnel diode from high to low by acting through D2.,o

If there is no inductance L in the circuit, there is a

danger of the diode D2- becoming conducting while the diode D,
is taking the tunnel diode across Y, thereby preventing the

tunnel diode from switching. There is also a similar danger

of D, spoiling the attempts of 02- to switch the tunnel diode

from Z to X. The inductance L ensures that the trig.ger pulse

takes the system beyond the separatrix in the appropriate

direction in each case without having to alter the voltage

across the tunnel diode by a large amount. The operation of

the circuit is shown graphically in Fig. 7031(b)o The pulse

width is necessarily criticaL If it is too smaLl , the

current through the inductance does not build up to a value

required to take the system beyond the separatrixo On the

other hand, if it is too long the tunnel diode voltage be

comes large enough for diode D2.,.. to conduct and switching ean-

not take place.



7�8 Conclusions

Systematic study of the field of switching in tunnel

diodes which covers the entire field is very difficult due to

the nonlinear nature of the pr-obLems, However, al l, problems

in switching have one aspect in common, namely, the separatrix

which is the boundary across which the system has to be trans

ported to effect a change of state. The word separatrix and

mathematical ideas about it are borrowed from the field of

Topology. Separatrix is a true trajectory through a saddle

point and is a solution to a finsl value problem. The problem

has been converted to an initial value problem by making time

go backwards.

There arei in generalj as many separatrices as there are

saddle points in a system (for examplejl two tunnel diodes :in

series have two separatrices)0 The analysis carried out was

mainly concerned with a system with one saddle point ana,

hence, one separatrix. The degree of the equation for which

the separatrix is a. solut1.on is equal to the number of react

ances in the o Lr-cuft , l-1ost of the theorems in topology are

ma.inly concerned with second order autonomous systems and the

cases considered in this chapter are also autonomous and of

the second o r-d e n , Two common cases that come under second

order systems are the switching of a tunnel diode with a large

t ratio and switching of a tunnel dlode with a negligible

series inductance (E ratio small) by a trigger applied through.

a capacitor. The latter case is discussed in detail by

Viswanathan (Viswanathan, 1964)0 The former problem was
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chosen for considerable study.

Theorems in Topology make it possible to obtain the

separatrix for a piece-wise linear case. At the present state

of the study of the separatrix concept? piece-wise lineariza

tion is good enough to obtain approximate shape and location

of the separatrix. One of the important results obtained by

piece-wise linearization which is being used in the design of

circuits in which the trigger is applied through a capacitor

(Viswanathan, 1964) is the estimation of the minimum combined

current through the tunnel diode and its capacity at the peak

point that has to be established by the trigger to effect

switching of the tunnel diode.

The separatrlx for a complete nonlinear case can be

obtained by the isocline and analog computer techniques. The

latter is subject to fluctuations due to noise, which pr-obabLy

is the case in a physical system. The technique can also be

adopted for automatic plotting of the separatrixo A digital

computer has been used to plot the separatrix. Elaborate

control of time increment is necessary so that the solution

does not stray too far from the separatrix whlch happens to

be a unique trajectory, The digital computer programs written

can handle linear and nonlinear load lineso Due to scarcity

of time, the influence of all parameters and nonlinearity of

the tunnel diode characteristic individually and in combination,

on the separatrix could not be carried out. Only the lndivid

ual influence of' a few major parameters 1iVhlch include t, bias

point9 load resistance and nonlinear load lines have been
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attempted.

The separatrix concept adds justification to some well

known design principles in switching� otherwise arrived at.

The presence of inductance makes the separatrix come closer

to the tunnel diode characteristic9 thereby minimizing trigger

requirements. It� however9 increases the switching time. In

fact s the s e p ar-e t r-Lx concept is useful more in optimizing

trigger requirements than in minimizing switching time. One

of the interesting results of studies on nonlinear load lines

is that the separatrix can be made to come closer to the lower

stable state by suitably tailoring the shape of the load line

in the often ignored negative voltage region of the tunnel

diode characteristic» and thereby minimize trigger requirements .•

It is very desirable to make the load line nearly vertical in

the negative VOltage region by shunting the element that pro=

duces the desired load line in the ltlve voltage region

(bias resistor or diode) with diodes in the reverse direction.

The separatrix concept helps in explaining the operation

of the elegant flip�f'lop due to Kae ne L (Kaenel9 1961) ,9 whLch

can handle monopolar pulseso It has also been shown be capable

of operating for Ls e with r-andom itY9 and the role

of the inductance in thB'fj circuit is explained. Often novel

circuits are designed only on the basis of the static

characteristic of various elements. The presence of suitable

values of lead inductance might make the difference between

the success or failure of such circuitso One such example is

the novel counter due to Viswa,nathan (Viswanathan9 1964) �
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where the presence of inductance makes it possible for the

system to be taken across the separatrix without having to

change the voltage across the tunnel di.ode by a large amount.

The study based on the separatrix concept has been mainly

qualitative in nature and no design formulae ba se.d on the

separatrix concept can yet be given. It has answered a few

of the questions ahout the "why" and "how" of the operation

of some circuits and helped in suggesting a few improvements

in their design. It is probable that the separatrix

concept could he extended to other bistable devices and circuits.
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8. Summary

It is very essential that circuits which employ negative

resistances (one or more) such as the Moody-Wacker amplifier

be stableo The generalized stability criteria developed,

which are an adaptation of the index principle can be easily

applied to some general types of circuitso They require the

knowledge of the driving point impedance (or admittance)

functions at various points on the circuit, which can be

easily computed or measured. A digital computer program for

IoB.:Mo 1620 (Fortran II) has been written for computing the

required functions for a linear bi-lateral Simply connected

networko The criteria require only the knowledge of the

resistive portion of the impedance function and the direction

of transition (inductive to capacitive or vice versa) at its

resonant pointso In addition to determining the stability

for a given set of parameter values, the method allows one of

the resistive para.meters to be changed and the stability of

the new network determined with very little extra efforto

This facility has been found very useful in studies on the

Moody-Wacker amplifier. The fact that the required functions

can be plotted experimentally makes it possible to use the

criteria for studies on certain networks such as strip line

amplifiers for which the equivalent circuit is not known

accurately (thereby making the computer technique inapplicable)o

One of the interesting results obtained by apply�ng the

generalized stability criteria is that one cannot alw�ys



stabilize a tunnel diode (for purposes of study or otherwise)

by connecting a large ca.pacity across its external terminals 0

There is only a range of capacity over which the combination

can be stably bLas e d in the negative resistance r-egion, The

criteria have made stability consideration an integral part

of the design of Moody-Wacker amplifierso They have aroused

questions about the best lumped equivalent circuits of dis

tributed systems such as strip lines (or the capacity input

or inductive input)o

The various classifications of negative resistances such

as current or voltage controlled, N- or S-type, low or high

impedance stable can all be combined to arrive at two funda

mental classifications depending on the mechanism involvedo

The classification requires only the knowledge of the small

signal properties of the deviceo The generalized stability

criteria have been used to prove that the difference in the

two types of negative resistances is due to the nature of the

first reactance (inductive for current controlled and capac

itive for voltage controlled) which arises due t9 the time

delay involved in the mechanism responsible for generating

the negative resistanceo The study is important in that it

,

justifies the use of the normally used capacity input equiv

alent circuit for a tunnel diodeo One of the interesting

tentative conclusions of the study is that it appears that

at the present state of the art of electron devices, the

current controlled elements are inherently slower than the

voltage controlled typeso The fact tha.t the voltage controlled



analog has greater bandwidth than the current controlled analog

in spite of using transistors with identical <X.. -cutoff f'r-equeri

cies supports the above conclusion.

The principle of duality makes it possible to extend results

from the field of voltage controlled elements to t;hat of cur

rent controlled elements and vice versa. A unified study from

the standpoint of duality promises to be very useful both in

understanding the operation of presently ill-understood circuits

and in arriving at new circuit configurationsQ

A current controlled analog with parameter ranges compatible

with that of the volta.ge controlled analog was built.. The equi

valent circuit of the analog (which has been justified. from the

point of view of network theory) justifies the results obtained

from studies on the nature of negative resistances" :rt has been

the opinion of the author and his colleagues that one stands to

gain a great dea�by studies on the analog, since the theoretical

techniques are not adequate in answering some important questions

(such as optimization for maximum speed and minimum trigger

amplitude) and conducting studies on the actual device is very

cumbersome Q The availability of the two types of ana'l og s and

the dual conversion circuits make it possible to experiment with

novel circuit configurations which employ both types of negative

resistances.

The steady-state frequency of oscillation in a negative

resistance oscillator is determined by nonlinearities in the

system� and the Kryloff and Bogoliuboff approximation methods

were used to obtain a good prediction of the steady-state

frequencyo An experimental method for obtaining a power-series
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expansion for the nonlinear characteristic in the neighbourhood

of the bias point has been describede The hysterisis in the

boundary conditions for starting and stopping oscillation has

also been discussede The analysis can be used to study a.nd

optimize various aspects of tunnel diode oscillators such as

using a tunnel diode oscillator as a frequency modulated

transmittero The analysis above all highlights the fact that

the characteristic of two elements (even two tunnel diodes

from the same batch) may fit reasonably and yet their certain

behaviours may be completely different owing to the fact that

their higher order derivatives do not fite Hence, the studies

on switching were confined mainly to tunnel diode type

'characteristics.

Various techniques have been developed for studying

switchIng in tunnel diodes. The piece=wise linearization is

quite adequate for carrying out analysis of most of the prob

lems in switching circuits. It, howeverjl is unsuitable for

analysis on a digital computer due to the derivative of the

characteristic not being continuous. Graphical techniques

are quite elegant and may prove to be the best for certain

situations, such as proving thaf s if two tunnel diodes are

connected in series9 the one with lower peak current or

capacity switches first. The advantages of the isocline

techniques, na.mely� in being able to plot a family of trajec

tories for various initial conditions can be availed of by

using the method of automatic plotting of isoclines {even for



nonlinear load lines) by programming an analogue computer.

The analogue computer can aLs o be used to solve the nonlinear

differential equations involved in problems on switching.

The tunnel diode ana.Log has been found very useful in gener

ating the various nonlinear functions. The speed and large

memory capacity of presently available computers can also be

used for solving the nonlinear differential equations. The

large number of parameters and aspects involved in a tunnel

diode switching circuit make it virtually impossible to con

d uc t an exhaustive study of switching of tunnel diodes. It

was thus decided worthwhile only to describe the various

methods which are either adaptations of well-known techniques

or newly developed» and not attempt any large scale appLi.ca

tion of the methods.

All problems in switching have one aspect in common,

namely 9 the separatrix which is the boundary across which the

system has to be transported to effect switching. The lead

inductance, which is often neglected in studies owing to the

increased difficulty in solving resulting differential equa=

tions, has been included in the studies. It is the ratio of

the inductance to capacity (� that is important and not the

individual value of the inductance. The ratios met with

in practice (104 - 105"') do in.fluence the behaviour of a cir

cuit considerably. Hence, the studies on separatrix applic

able to second order autonomous systems were applied mainly

to switching of tunnel diodes with n,on-negligible series



inductance (�large).
The essence of theorems on the separatrix found in the

field of topology is that the separatrix is a true trajectory

(not a point) through the saddle point. Thus separatrix is

that solution of the differential equation which tends to the

saddle point as time tends to infinity. The above result is

very general and is applicable to systems of any order. The

final value problem of separatrix is converted to an initial

value problem by making time go backwards. The digital com

puter program written for I.B.M. 1620 (Fortran II) obtains

the separa.trix for a second order system by making time go

backwards. Since separatrix is a unique trajectory� elaborate

methods of step size control are necessaryo

Since the plotting of separatrix on a digital computer is

very time consuming (and» hence, expensive) only preliminary

studies on the separatrix concept were conducted. It explains

the role of inductance in bending the separatrix (which is a

vertical line through the cross over point for zero lead induc

tance) towards the stable points» and thereby minimizing trig=

ger requirements. Since the separatrix is a boundary across

which a system has to be transported to bring about switching»

studies on the quickest and best way to take the system across

the separatrix would be worthwhile. The separatrix is a property

of the circuit under quiescent conditions and, as such, even

the coupling networks, if any 9 that influence the behaviour

of the circuit when the trigger is removed have to be included

in determining the separatrix. (For example_p the coupling
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capacitor for discussing switching of a tunnel diode when the

trigger is A.C. coupled through a capacitor.)

The nonlinear load lines can help or hinder the perform

ance of a circuito A diode connected in the reverse direction

across a biasing resistor to ground in conventional methods of

biasing a tunnel diode from a current source helps in bending

the separatrix towards the lower stable point. Thereby. the

trigger requirements are reduced without increasing the

inductance (which increases the pulse width).

The separatrix concept has helped in understanding the

role of inductance in novel tunnel diode circuits. Inductancej

although considered to be not favourable ror rast operation

of circuits, may still be necessary to make the circuit operate.

The studies based on the separatrix concept have been very

preliminary and no quantitat�ve design formulae are as yet

available. The piece-wise linearized analysis is satisfactory

in most of the cases. It is hoped that further studies based

on the separatrix concept will make the practical utilization

of the simplicity of tunnel diode circuits (designing for

parameter spreads) a reality. The digital computer programs

available are useful in studying the influence of the various

parameters of the tunnel di?de on switching. But the facility

has not been used at the present state of the study. It is

quite conceiva.ble that the separatrix concept can be extended

to other multi-stable systems.
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1001 Note.£!! Digital Computer Programs Used

(Listing of Programs written in Fortran II is
available at the computation centre9 Univer

sity of Saskatchewan.)

100101 Calculation of resonant frequencies and plot-

ting as a function of frequency of driving point inunittance

for a two terminal planer linear bilateral networko

The program has two main partso The first is the

executive program which determines the resonant frequency

to the required accuracy if the program is set to finding

zero crossings (Sw. 4 OFF) or increments the frequency for

plotting (Swo 4 ON). The second is the subroutine which

calculates the driving point immittance (admittance if

Sw. 2 ON.Il Lmpe d ance if Sw. 2 OFF) for a given frequency.

The information is fed into the computer through a deck of

network cards. Each card contains the resistance (for

series element) or conductance (for shunt elements). the

reactance (positive for inductance and negative for capaci

tance), a code number for type of element and a continuation

number specifying the ordero The code numbers used are:

1 - Series element

2 - Shunt element

3 � end of the deck of network cards

4 = store impedance start other ladder

5 - connect the present impedance in parallel
with the one stored. continue

6 = connect the present impedance in series
with the One stored. continue
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The scheme is made clear by the following exampleo

It is required to evaluate the immittance across AB

of the circuit shown in Fig. 10.1. The network cards are:

Resista.nce or Inductance or Continuation Code
Oonduc t ane e Capacitance Number Number

Rl +Ll 1 1

0 -Cl 2 2

0 0 3 4

G2 -C2 4 1

0 +L2 5 1

0 0 6 5

0 0 7 3

The code number in the sixth row will be 6 if the immittance

is required across AA'.

The scheme for plotting and the method of finding the

zero crossing are given in Fig. 10.2.

The program available can handle forty control cards.

10.1.2 Inverse interpolation which does not go into

an endless loop.

Referring to Fig. 7025, it is required to find the
t

voltage across RI... for a given To and L Assuming the usual

diode equation for the current through the reverse diode in

the form

,

1.
\

_ ct12..
l· (0 K.T

= -

'Y \..... I)
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Fig. 10.1 The network for which the immittance across AB

has to be calculated.

OFF
r------c----t Sense S\dtch 4

F = F'NTL

j St.ore sign or

I re.ac�ive
.

port�on

No

Calculate
immittance

ON

*

Is sign or reactance

opposite to that
stored

F � FINT\...

Calculate
immittance

Output
F,R,X

Output
immitance

Calculate
immit�nce and

out.put.

Fig. 10.2 Flow chart for plotting and calculating zero

erossing of llTllTlittance funetlons.
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the voltage �, is related to (Io-L) by the relation

_�I
'\9, -t"l (e.. �T_\)RL

10.2

The starting voltage for inverse interpolation of equation

10.2 is obtained by neglecting the term involving RL• The

starting value is substituted in equation 10.2 and the

resulting current is compared with (Ie-'I) If the result-

ing current is greater than lI.o-L) (it will be in the first

instance), the voltage is reduced by a known amount .6.\30;

otherwise it is increased bY6�o. If they are equal, the

voltage is the required value. When the sense of the dif-

ference between the resulting current and (r , - L) is reversed,

the increment (or decrement) :t..6\:)ois haLved until the voltage

is obtained to the required accuracy.

This method of interpolation will not go into a.n end-

less loop since the value of the increment or decrement of

the voltage is determined independent of the value of the

difference.

1001.3 Subroutines for generating various nonlinear

functions.

The tunnel diode characteristic is obtained by pro

gramming equation 6.46. The slope resistance of the tunnel

diode characteristic is obtained by programming the de rLva

tive of the right hand side of equation 6.46. The nonlinear

load lines are obtained by programming corresponding equations
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connecting o:.o-l) and the voltage across the load (e.g.

equation 7.68). The program described in 10.1 is also an

example of generating nonlinear load lines. The equations

involved for the case of two diodes in parallel (back to

back) as shown in l"ig. 7 .26 can be programmed directly.

1081&4 Subroutines for integrating differential

equations.

(a) The Euler method: The method is given by equa

tions 6.49 to 6 • .54 and they can be easily programmed.

(b) The Runge Kutta method: The voltage and current

increment for equa.tiona 6.47 and 6.48 are obtained from

the following equations:

K, - V( "o.lo,to) A� \
-

I

V{ "0+ � ,lo+ ';;_, to""'� )At
i

'\_=
I

�
V( Uo+� #"0+ � , �o+�)At

,

\(a -=
I

j
VCUotK�"Lo+ l'b,to+ Al:)AtK+=

A" : i t K\+2.K.+2.K�+ KA\)

\, - I ( '" 0 ,\.() # tb) At-

i.= ItUo+�"�o+ � " to"�) At

l - I ( \<�.. b.. \;0.� .)A\:-
�- "0 +. -:l:. J �o -+ ""S. I

l - it uo� ,<.�, ib� ,l�" -to+ .o.t ) A�
4-

A� - t ( l, + :tloa. ... �l...� ..

� l1- )-

10.3
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where �t is the time increment. The value of functions V

and I are generated by subroutines. The subroutine which

integrates by the Runge Kutta fourth order method can be

adopted to solve first order and second order equations by

suitably choosing the function 1.

10.1.5 The ausomat Lc control of step size f·or

plotting separatrix.

The flow chart given in Fig. 10.3 is self explanatory.
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Fig. 10.3 Flow chart for Automatic Control of Step
Size for Plotting Separatrix•
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